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P R E F A C E 
In the cytoplasm of probably all cells, but especially in those of rapidly 
growing organisms, submicroscopic particles are found, which consist of 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and protein, and are named ribosomes. At first these 
more or less globular particles were called microsomes, a name coined by 
Claude (1940, 1943), who after désintégration of liver cells isolated particles 
with a diameter of 50-150 À from the crude homogenate by differential 
centrifugation. In this microsomal fraction, rich in RNA, protein and phos-
pholipids, the particles were attached to a membrane, the endoplasmic reti-
culum. Subsequently, it turned out that microsomal particles from plant tissue 
and bacterial cells were not bound to a membrane, but were found freely in the 
cytoplasm. 
The name ribosomes for free ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles was 
suggested during the symposium on "Microsomal Particles and Protein 
Synthesis" (Roberts, 1958), where the first impulse was given to an extensive 
research on the subject. Nowadays ribosomes are being isolated and analysed 
from a multitude of organs and microorganisms, e.g. liver (Petermann et al, 
1958; Hamilton et al, 1959; Moulé et al, 1960), yeast (Chao and Schachman, 
1956; Chatterjee et al, 1962), bacteria like Azotobacter vinelandii (Gillchriest 
and Bock, 1958) and Escherichia coli (Elson, 1959; Tissières et al, 1959), brain 
tissue (Toschi, 1959), white clover (Lyttleton, 1960), pea seedlings (Ts'o, 1958) 
and reticulocytes (Ts'o and Vinograd, 1961). In addition, ribosomes have now 
also been found in the cell nucleus of various organisms (Wang, 1961). 
The physical and chemical properties of the ribosomes from these different 
sources have been the subject of an ever-increasing research; especially the 
electron microscope, the ultracentrifuge and the radioactive tracer technique 
have elucidated many questions about the physical structure and biological 
function of the ribosomes. From these investigations it may be concluded that 
ribosomes from different sources have similar dimensions and properties. Their 
diameter is between 100 and 500 Λ, the sedimentation constant is mostly about 
80 S, the molecular weight of the particles varies between 3-5 million, and 
RNA and protein are present in roughly equal amounts. 
The biological or bio-physico-chemical function of the ribosomes has to be 
sought in protein synthesis, as appears from the work done by Zamecnik et al 
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(1954), Littlefield et о/(1955), Hoagland et al (1959) and many other investi­
gators. A clear review on this subject was published by McQuillen (1962). A 
ribosome, it is suggested, is a workshop, where the amino acids, transported 
through the cell by the low-molecular weight transfer RNA (usually indicated 
as sRNA), are arranged in a definite sequence and polymerized into some spe­
cific protein, using messenger RNA (Jacob and Monod, 1961) as a template. 
This messenger RNA is attached to the ribosome. Recent investigations of 
Warner et al (1962) and Staehelin et al (1963) have led to the discovery of 
polyribosomal particles that were obtained after gently disrupting cells and 
carefully separating cell contents. These "polysomes" (Warner) or "ergosomes" 
(Staehelin) consist of about 5 ribosomes, which are bound to a single messenger 
RNA (m RNA) molecule. The history of protein synthesis has been excellently 
reviewed in the Nobel lecture of Watson (1963). 
The stability of the ribosomes after isolation from the crude cell-extract is 
controlled by several factors, a.o. pH, ionic strength and the presence of divalent 
cations in the extracting solvents. If the divalent cations, especially magnesium-
ions, are removed from the solution, ribosomes dissociate into distinct subunits. 
After such a dissociation, there is degradation into low-molecular weight 
material. Moreover, it has recently been found from electron microscope 
studies, that the mRNA molecule linking the single ribosomes together to 
polysomes, is attached to these ribosomes somewhere in the contactplane of 
the subunits already mentioned (Watson, 1963) and that this interaction also 
needs the presence of Mg++-ions (Okamoto et al, 1963;Pedersen et al, 1963). 
For these reasons it seems important to investigate the binding and function of 
the divalent cations in ribosomal structures. 
In the present study, Chapter I deals with the isolation of ribosomes from 
baker's yeast and the description of some properties related to the stability in 
solution, in particular of the influence of divalent cations on the phenomena of 
association, dissociation and degradation. 
In connection with a general RNP and RNA subunit scheme, Chapter II 
treats some aspects of the isolation and the physico-chemical description of 
highly-polymerized RNA as a function of the presence of divalent cations. 
Finally, qualitative and quantitative studies on the binding of magnesium-
ions to RNA of both low and high-molecular weight, are described in Chapter 
III. A hypothesis is developed about two different binding sites for magnesium-
ions to the RNA molecule. A possible relation with the structure and stability 
of ribosomes is pointed out. 
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CHAPTER I 
STABILITY AND RELATED PROPERTIES OF YEAST R1BOSOMES 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Isolation of ribosomes from cellular material 
The isolation of ribosomes from cellular material includes the following 
stages : disruption of the cell walls and cell membranes in order to render the 
cytoplasm accessible; extraction of the broken cells with a suitable solvent, 
unless the disruption is performed in the extracting medium; fractionation of 
the various cell constituents, through which the ribosomes can be separated 
from cell debris and the other cell components, i.e. nucleus, mitochondria, and 
low-molecular weight material (proteins, nucleic acids, salts, etc.); finally, 
purification of the ribosomes, removing minor contaminating material. In most 
cases, satisfactory purification can be achieved by repeating the fractionation 
procedure once or more times. 
An important question is, whether one of the above-mentioned isolation 
stages may cause changes in the size and shape of the naturally occurring 
ribosomes, or even form new ribosomes as artifacts from other subcellular 
components. This possibility of artifact-formation is ruled out, however, by the 
reproducibility of the sedimentation studies with the analytical ultracentrifuge, 
both for ribosomes from the same and from different sources. Identical results 
on homogeneity and monodispersity of ribosomes are obtained with the 
electron microscope before and after isolation. As to changes in size and shape, 
Bowen and co-workers (1961) have challenged the hitherto generally accepted 
idea of a ribosome as one homogeneous ribonucleoprotein particle, which will 
survive the successive isolation steps without any association, dissociation or 
degradation. They demonstrated the presence of mere 30 S and 50 S ribonucleo-
protein particles in the crude cell extracts of Escherichia coli bacteria, instead of 
the commonly found 70 S particles. On the other hand, they found only 80 S 
particles, complete ribosomes therefore, in the extracts of disrupted baker's 
yeast cells. Although a definite answer to this question cannot be given at this 
moment, it seems probable, in view of the numerous data about various 
ribosomes with the same behaviour in protein synthesis, that the ribosomes in 
vivo and in vitro are identical particles. 
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1.2 Physico-chemical properties ofribosomes 
Because of the agreement between the properties of ribosomes from different 
sources, the question which cells are chosen to start upon is immaterial. In the 
present investigation, pressed baker's yeast (Saccharomycescerevisiae) was used, 
since these microbial cells are easy to obtain in large quantities. 
Chao and Schachman (1956) first succeeded in the isolation and characte-
rization of ribosomes from baker's yeast. They desintegrated the yeast cells by 
grinding with carborundum powder in a mortar. After grinding, the mixture of 
carborundum and broken cells was extracted with a suitable solvent; differential 
centrifugation of the crude cell-extract finally supplied a more or less purified 
preparation of ribosomes. Physico-chemical studies by Chao and Schachman 
(1956, 1957) revealed the sensitivity of ribomes to changes in the ionic environ-
ment; the preparations appeared to be stable in solvents with neutral pH, 
moderate ionic strength and especially in the presence of a certain amount of 
magnesium-ions. In such solutions, ribosomes are stable for about a fortnight 
at 4°C. These stability studies also showed the remarkable dissociation and 
degradation behaviour ofribosomes, which under influence of pH, ionic strength 
and removal of magnesium-ions dissociate reversibly into 60 S and 40 S com-
ponents. Furthermore, Chao and Schachman published some data about the 
molecular weight, form, and composition of what they called 80 S particles. 
These properties agree with those of other ribosomes. On the whole, the litera-
ture about yeast ribosomes has remained rather limited. Only the papers by 
Warren et al (1962) and Chatterjee et al (1962) supplemented some data, which, 
however, like the study by Bowen et al (1961) did not shed any new light on the 
fundamental subunit structure of the ribosomes. Only a letter from Morgan 
(1962) about a new form of ribosome from yeast gave some information about 
ribosomal structure (see Section 2.3.2). Finally, Ohtaka et al (1963) discussed a 
possible role of adenosine-triphosphate and Mg4 f-ions in the RNA-protein-
bonds of ribosomes. 
At present from a great variety of organisms, both animal, vegetable and 
microbial, cytoplasmic ribosomes have been isolated. Furthermore, ribosomes 
have been isolated from the nuclei of calf thymus cells, (Wang, 1961 ; Pogo et al, 
1962). A survey of the most important data about these different ribosomes is 
given in Table 1.1. As noted above, the agreement between the corresponding 
properties of the various ribosomes is remarkable. The same agreement exists 
between the properties that have not been listed because of their indirect 
relation with size and shape (e.g. viscosity and ultraviolet absorption spectra) 
and the properties that are not quantitatively defined (e.g. stability and protein 
synthesis). It is quite clear that ribosomes are universal particles with properties 
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TABLE 1.1 Physical and chemical properties of various ribosomes 
Source Sedimentation coefficients R* LS** SS*** 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 80 
idem 80 
idem 80 
Azotobacter vinelandii . 86 
Escherichia coli . . . . 69 
White clover 83 
Rat liver 73 
idem 79 
Pea seedlings 80 
Reticulocytes 78 
Novikoff Hepatoma . . 81 
Calf thymus nucleus . . 78 
60 
60 
60 
58 
50 
52 
62 
58 
60 
58 
58 
40 
40 
40 
39 
30 
34 
46 
39 
40 
39 
46 
lecular weight 
4,100,000 
4,120,000 
-
_ 
3,100,000 
-
-
3,000,000 
4,000,000 
-
4,600,000 
-
Size 
Â 
240 
200 
-
250 
-
-
-
220 
-
-
240 
260 
RNA 
% 
42 
-
-
_ 
60 
55 
40 
-
40 
-
55 
60 
[Mg+ t] in solvent 
M 
0.005 
-
0.001 
0.001-0.010 
0.001-0.005 
0.001 
0.005 
0.001 
0.005 
0.001-0.002 
0.001 
0.0005 
Authors 
Chao and Schachman 
Chatterjce et al 
Morgan 
Gillchriest and Bock 
Tissières et al 
Lyttleton 
(1956) 
(1962) 
(1962) 
(1958) 
(1959) 
(1960) 
Hamilton and Petermann ( 1959) 
Takanami 
Ts'o 
Ts'o and Vinograd 
Kuff and Zeigel 
Pogo et al 
(1960) 
(1958) 
(1961) 
(1961) 
(1962) 
* R = ribosome; ** LS = large subunit; •** SS = small subunit. 
common to all different ribosomes. On account of their role in protein syn-
thesis, ribosomes will be especially present in large quantities in rapidly growing 
organisms ; therefore, the investigations are practically restricted to only a few 
different sources, among which Escherichia coli bacteria and rat liver are the 
most favoured. 
1.3 Stability of ribosomes 
The stability of ribosomes under the influence of several variable factors can 
be inferred in our case from negative factors, which may be classified as : 
Aggregation and flocculation processes, by which the ribosomes transform 
into mostly insoluble material. 
Association of the main component (80 S) to di- and tri-meric particles and 
dissociation into subunits, which afterwards pass over into smaller components. 
Degradation processes, the ribosomes being demolished into more or less 
small fragments of RNP, RNA or protein. 
1.3.1 Aggregation and flocculation 
The original ribosomes can form larger corpuscules by association, aggre-
gation and flocculation, in this order. In our text the term "association" will be 
limited to the formation of di- and trimeric particles of the ribosomes, whereas 
"aggregation" is defined by the formation of polymeric soluble particles. 
Finally, "flocculation" is defined as the formation of large aggregated insoluble 
particles. Sometimes these aggregation processes are reversible; the ribosomes 
can be re-formed from the aggregated material, and in some cases even from the 
flocculated one, regaining their original properties. Aggregation of ribosomes 
is mostly studied in its relation to preparative isolation procedures. Only in a 
single case aggregation data have been connected with ribosomal structure 
(Wang, 1961). The factors influencing aggregation and/or flocculation are ionic 
strength, pH, solvent, rotting and, foremost, the presence of divalent cations. 
Chao and Schachman (1956) reported the flocculation of yeast ribosomes in 
solutions of high ionic strength; Hamilton and Petermann (1959) demonstrated 
marked aggregation of liver ribosomes in solutions of low ionic strength. 
Further data on the influence of ionic strength were published by Ts'o and 
Vinograd (1961) and Wang (1961). 
pH has no influence within the neutral range (Chao and Schachman, 1956). 
Hamilton and Petermann (1959) give some more data, viz. precipitation of 
RNP below pH 5, limited solubility between pH 5-7 and good solubility between 
pH 7-8, after which degradation sets in. Tissières (1959) mentions pH values 
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of 4.4 and 4.2, respectively for the reversible aggregation and probably irre­
versible precipitation of E.coli ribosomes. 
The obvious solvent for ribosomal particles is water with a certain amount of 
salts. In pure water some aggregation will take place (Chao and Schachman, 
1956). 
Rotting of ribosomes, preserved in a cold room, begins after about a fort­
night. In most cases, rotting is attended by flocculation phenomena, which, 
however, may also be caused by bacterial growth (Elson, 1958). 
Finally, more data are known on the influence of divalent cations on the 
aggregation and flocculation of ribosomes. Practically all authors on ribosomal 
subjects mention the Mg~+-concentration limits, above which ribosomes aggre­
gate in a partly reversible way (e.g. Takanami, 1960; Wang, 1961). 
1.3.2 Association to dimers and dissociation into subunits 
One of the earliest discovered properties of ribosomes is the possibility of their 
dissociation into smaller particles of identical RNP composition. Now it is 
commonly accepted that ribosomes consist of a number of RNP subunits, which 
are cemented together by Mg++-ions. The association and dissociation reactions 
may be represented by the following scheme: 
- M g + + -Mg-1-*-
dimer , ribosome , subunits • fragments of RNP, RNA, Ρ 
+ Mg++ + M g + + 
120 S 80S 60S + 40S 25 S 4 S 
Important studies about the dissociation reaction were published by Chao 
(1957) and Hamilton and Petermann (1959). These authors pay much attention 
to the role of the Mg++-ions. Moreover, in practically all publications about 
ribosomal properties the various dissociation products or subunits are mention­
ed. The main subunits, 60 S and 40 S, or similar components of several ribosomes 
are listed in Table 1.1, together with the free Mg++-concentration, necessary to 
avoid dissociation of the complete ribosome. This Mg++-concentration lies 
between 0.001-0.01 M. Otherwise, Mg++-ions can be replaced by Ca++-ions, 
but not by Ba++ or Sr++-ions (Chao, 1957). 
The presence of Mg++-ions in the ribosomes and in the solution implies the 
sensibility of ribosomes to materials that bind divalent cations, e.g. such 
chelating agents as EDTA or citric acid. Remarkable, however, is the fact, that 
a rather mild removal of Mg++-ions, for instance a dialysis against water 
(Morgan, 1962), will also cause a distinct dissociation. 
The pH and the ionic strength of the solution also effect the dissociation 
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reaction. Generally, a neutral pH and moderate ionic strength are the conditions 
for a stable preparation. The association and dissociation reactions are irrever-
sible, unless they occur in a moderate way. The dissociation of yeast ribosomes 
at pH 9 or by citric acid is irreversible (Chao, 1957), as is the dissociation of 
thymus nucleus ribosomes by ETDA (Wang, 1961). It seems that the irrever-
sibility of the reaction is promoted by the immediate degradation of the newly 
formed subunit. 
1.3.3 Degradation into low-molecular weight material 
Degradation of ribosomes is defined as the breaking down of the original 
ribonucleoprotein particles into low-molecular weight material (RNP, RNA or 
protein). Although it is possible that enzymatic reactions play an important role 
in the degradation processes, especially after the first dissociation steps (Elson, 
1958), it is obvious that also the temperature and the ionic strength have their 
effects upon the demolition of RNP; the thermal motion causing the rupture of 
hydrogen bonds and the ionic strength of the solution influencing the electrostatic 
repulsion forces between the various groups of particles. Both phenomena loosen 
the structure of the macromolecules. Finally, apart from the pH and the absence 
of divalent cations (Section 1.3.2), bacterial rotting, too, may cause degradation 
effects. Conclusive data on the degradation of ribosomes are not found in the 
literature ; contradictory results make even a tentative explanation difficult. For 
instance, the effect of the enzyme ribonuclease on E.coli ribosomes is denied by 
Tissières (1959), but clearly demonstrated for rat liver ribosomes by Takanami 
(1960). However, so much is certain, that all authors work with solutions of 
moderate ionic strength, neutral pH, with Mg++ or Ca++-ions, and in a cold 
room. 
1.4 Influence of divalent cations on the stability of ribosomes 
The above mentioned facts about the aggregation, association-dissociation 
and degradation of ribosomes show the important influence of divalent cations 
on each of these phenomena. Now the problem arises, whether the influence is 
the same in these different cases. It seems that the aggregation phenomena are 
not so characteristic as the association-dissociation reactions, which need Mg++ 
or Ca++-ions in a rather specific way. Aggregation and flocculation are probably 
simple colloid-chemical processes, stimulated, commonly enough, by the 
presence of polyvalent ions. 
In fact, the known data on the subject of Mg-binding to ribosomes and 
ribosomal subunits point to the direction of specific binding sites in the RNP 
particles, although these sites are not yet known. Petermann (1960), in an 
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important publication, suggested the following binding sites for Mg++-ions: 
the phosphordiester-groups of the RNA molecules, the bases of the RNA 
molecules, and the carboxyl-groups of the protein molecules. Actually, other 
possible binding sites are not present. The obvious binding site, the phosphor-
diester-groups of the RNA backbone, was mentioned by several other investi-
gators, e.g. by Ts'o (1958) after studies of bound magnesium in RNP of pea 
seedlings, and by Edelman et al (1960) after extensive analysis of RNP and 
rRNA of rabbit reticulocytes, using radioactive tracers. 
The present investigations aim at a better understanding of the structure of 
ribosomes by the determination of the function of the Mg++-ions in ribosomal 
particles. These investigations are not limited to the analysis of the amount and 
the binding site of Mg ,"+-ions, but include the study of the physical and chemical 
properties of ribosomes, which are dependent on the Mg-level. 
2 Experimental* 
2.1 Materials, methods and apparatus 
2.1.1 Materials 
Ribosomes were prepared from pressed baker's yeast (Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae) as a commercial product, "Koningsgist", from the "Koninklijke 
Nederlandse Gist- en Spiritusfabrieken" (Delft, Netherlands). 
Gelfiltration and gelconcentration techniques were performed with Sephadex 
(G 25, G 100 and G 200), obtained from Pharmacia (Uppsala, Sweden). The 
Sephadex columns were made as described by Flodin (1962) and by the 
information service of Pharmacia. 
All chemicals were analytical reagent grade (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 
2.1.2 Methods 
Ribosomes were isolated from yeast cells by physical grinding and fractional 
centrifugation, according to a method described by Chao and Schachman (1956) 
(Fig. I.l). The yeast paste was ground in a mortar with four parts carborundum 
(120 mesh), which had been previously washed with hydrochloric acid and 
rinsed with distilled water before drying. After a first grinding of 5 min two 
additional parts carborundum were added and grinding was continued during 
10-25 min. Then the mixture was extracted with five parts of a usual buffer, 
* I wish to express my gratitude to Mrs J. v. d. Bovenkamp-van Schie, Mr K. J.B. Lamers, Miss 
J. R. P. M. Jacobs and Mr J. C. M. Reynen for the technical assistance during a part of this study. 
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FIG. 1.1 Isolation of ribosomes from baker's yeast. 
which hereafter is called RNP-buffer (e.g. 0.002 M KH2P04 - K^HPO, (1:4) 
+ 0.001 M MgS04 with pH = 7.4 or 0.01 M tris-HCl + 0.001 M MgCb with 
pH 7.4). The extraction was carried out across a glass wool filter. The crude 
extract was centrifuged at 8,000 g for 25 min. The pellet, consisting of such cell 
debris as nucleus, mitochondria, cell walls, furthermore unbroken cells and 
some carborundum, was discarded. The supernatant fraction contained the 
ribosomes, some low-molecular weight material (e.g. soluble RNA) and of 
course some cell debris. The ribosomes were precipitated by ultracentrifugation 
at 100,000 g for 60 min. The RNP pellet was solved in fresh RNP-buffer for 
about 12 hours, after which both centrifugations at 8,000 g and 100,000 g were 
repeated. After dissolving for a second time a pure ribosome preparation was 
obtained, which could be used as a starting-point for further investigations. 
The entire isolation and purification procedure was performed in a cold room 
(40C). 
Dialysis experiments were carried out in Visking dialysis tubing, which before 
use had been boiled in 0.01 M EDTA-solution and extensively washed with 
distilled water. 
The concentration of RNP was determined both from dry weight measure-
ments with a correction for present salts and from the extinction at 258 τημ 
with an experimentally determined extinction coefficient (Ejy^jsmu" s e e 
Section 2.2.1). 
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The amount of RNA in RNP was assessed by analysis of RNA-phosphate. 
RNA-phosphate was determined according to the vanadate-molybdate-method 
ofBoguthand Horn (1959). Proteins or nucleic acids are treated with concen­
trated nitric acid and magnesiumnitrate, the obtained pyrophosphates being 
converted into orthophosphates by boiling. Finally, a yellow coloration results 
upon addition of a mixture of ammoniumvanadate, ammoniummolybdate, 
HNOa and NaF by formation of a vanadate-molybdate-phosphoric acid com­
plex, which is measured at 410πιμ. In some cases RNA-phosphate was determined 
according to King (1932): after oxidation of RNP or RNA with perchloric acid 
and hydrogenperoxide the addition of ammoniummolybdate and 1-amino-
2-naphtol-4-sulphonic acid gives a blue-coloured complex, which is measured 
spectrophotometrically by comparison with a standard solution. 
Analysis of Mg+T-ions was performed according to a modified procedure of 
Schwarzenbach (1956). Free Mg++-ions are determined directly by titration 
with EDTA, using Eriochrome Black Τ as a metalion-indicator. However, bound 
Mg++-ions have to be liberated from RNP or RNA before tritation with EDTA. 
For this reason the following method was used: First, RNP was precipitated 
from the solution (with known RNP concentration) with three parts of cold 
ethanol. By centrifugation at 10,000 g for 5 min, RNP is precipitated, the soluble 
salts remaining in solution (MgCU from RNP-bufTer). The flocculated material 
is dissolved in a known amount of water or buffer without Mg++-ions. The 
RNP solution is pipetted in a centrifuge tube to a total amount of 10-20 mg 
RNP; 0.4 ml 5 N TCA is added. After about 15 min the reaction mixture is 
centrifuged at 15,000 g for 2 min; then 10 ml of the supernatant is neutralized 
with a few drops of 2.5 N NaOH, and with pH 10 buffer (70 gr NH4CI + 570 ml 
25 % aqueous ammonia made up to 1 1) increased to pH 9.8. The solution is 
made up to 50 ml. Finally, to 5 ml of this solution 0.2 ml pH 10 buffer and 0.3 ml 
Erio T-solution (0.2 gr Erio Τ and 15 ml tri-ethanolamine in 100 ml ethanol) are 
added in a photometer cuvette. Titration with 0.01 M EDTA is carried out 
directly in the cuvette of a photometer, with constant stirring using an Agla 
microburette. The change of colour from red to blue is measured with a filter at 
660 τημ. The equivalence point is the point at which the colour-change is com­
plete. A blank titration is necessary. 
2.1.3 Apparatus 
Preparative ultracentrifugation was carried out in a Spinco L preparative 
ultracentrifuge, or in a Spinco E analytical ultracentrifuge. Analytical ultra-
centrifuge runs were made with a Spinco E ultracentrifuge, equipped with 
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Philpott-Svensson, Raleigh interference and ultraviolet absorption optics. The 
instrument is provided with a temperature control system. 
Spectrophotometric measurements were made with an Optica CF4 grating 
spectrophotometer. 
The chromatographic separations across Sephadex were carried out with an 
LKB Radirac fraction collector; the fractions were continuously analysed with 
an LKB Uvicord at 254 τημ and with a simple linear conductivity apparatus. 
Conductivity measurements were carried out by means of the conductivity 
apparatus as described by van Os et al (1957) (see also Section 1II.2.2.1). 
Viscosity studies were performed with an Ostwald-Fenske viscosimeter 
(average flow time 250 sec), placed in a high-precision thermostatic bath 
(25 0 C ± 0.002oC). 
Electrophoresis experiments were done with a Leiss electrophoresis instru­
ment, according to Tiselius and provided with Schlierenoptics. 
2.2 Some physico-chemical studies on yeast ribosomes 
In order to obtain information about the purity and homogeneity of the 
various RNP preparations one or more physico-chemical experiments were 
carried out after each isolation procedure. These experiments included measu­
rements of ultraviolet absorption spectra, studies with the analytical ultra-
centrifuge, while in some cases also density, partial specific volume, intrinsic 
viscosity or electrophoresis velocity were determined. 
2.2.1 Ultraviolet absorption spectra of ribosomes 
The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of RNP is represented in Fig. 1.2.* It is 
composed of the spectra of the two main components of RNP, viz. RNA and 
protein. In Fig. 1.3 the spectrum of ribosomal RNA is compared with the 
spectrum of bovine serum albumin. From 230-300 τημ the contribution by 
RNA is dominant. The extinction maximum at 258 т ц of RNA and RNP is 
caused by the purine and pyrimidine bases of RNA. The extinction maximum 
of most proteins at 280 т ц is not found back in the RNP spectrum owing to the 
fact that the contribution of protein to the extinction is not more than about 
10 %. However, the influence of protein on the RNP spectrum is noticeable by a 
slight inflection at about 280 т ц and, more pronounced, by a shift of the RNA 
minimum at 230 т ц towards a new RNP minimum at 237 т ц . 
* I would like to thank gratefully Mr J. Gerritsen and Mr W. Verdijk for preparing the draw­
ings, Mr H. Spruyt for preparing the plates and especially Mrs H. M. G. Jacobs-Kateman for 
typewriting the manuscript. 
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The data from the UV absorption spectrum may be used in two ways : first, 
to obtain information about the purity of each preparation ; secondly, for an 
approximate determination of the RNP concentration. 
The quotients of the extinctions at 258 and 230 т ц and at 258 and 280 т ц 
give valuable information about the purity of a preparation, because at these 
wavelengths the influence of such impurities as proteins, lipids and nucleotides 
is most pronounced (Hall and Doty, 1958; Perry et al, 1959; Lyttleton, 1960; 
Chargaff and Davidson, 1960). The ratio between maximum and minimum 
extinction seems less useful when both RNP and RNA preparations are to be 
compared (Section II.2.2). The extinction data of some preparations in various 
buffers are represented in Table 1.2. Besides the above-mentioned extinction 
ratios Ezse/Easo and Егзв/Егво, the wavelengths at maximum and minimum 
extinction are also listed. Finally, for some preparations the extinction coefficients 
were deduced. Whereas the agreement between the data of FNb-preparations 
is very good, there is a striking divergence in the results of the larger part of the 
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TABLE 1.2 Extinction data of some RNP-preparations 
Preparation number 
62-4 
62-5 
62-6 
62-13 
62-11 
62-12 
62-13 
62-14 
62-15 
63-1 
63-2 
63-5 
62-15 
62-16 
63-1 
63-2 
63-5 
63-8 
63-10 
63-11 
63-12 
Solvent 
FMj 
ТСМз* 
TCM2.7 
ТСМз 
1 cm 
Ь 1 %-258тц 
98.4 
98.6 
99.0 
84.7 
91.9 
97.0 
90.5 
93.0 
98.1 
88.8 
91.1 
94.7 
Eise 
Егзо 
1.30 
1.31 
1.31 
1.33 
1.24 
1.15 
1.29 
1.13 
1.16 
1.28 
1.28 
1.26 
1.10 
1.12 
1.31 
1.29 
1.20 
1.13 
1.13 
1.12 
1.17 
Eise 
Eleo 
1.86 
1.87 
1.87 
1.87 
1.83 
1.81 
1.89 
1.81 
1.81 
1.86 
1.87 
1.83 
1.73 
1.74 
1.87 
1.87 
1.82 
1.78 
1.77 
1.78 
1.79 
Мах. Γημ 
258 
259 
258 
258 
258 
258 
258 
258 
258 
258 
258 
258 
Min. πιμ 
238 
237 
237 
237 
238 
238 
238 
238 
238 
238 
238 
238 
ТСМз*: Mg-acetate instead of MgCU 
other preparations, which are prepared in different trischloride-buffers. How­
ever, in some cases, the earlier found FMs-values 1.31 and 1.87 are approached 
(63-1 and 63-2). On the other hand the extinction ratios of RNP in TCM3 
(63-8/63-12) are markedly lower, whereas the agreement is fairly good. 
Although the inaccuracy of the spectrophotometric measurements and per­
haps some fluctuations in RNP composition may cause deviations of the 
extinction ratios, it will be clear that the most important cause of the variations 
in E258/E230 and E258/E280 will be the impurity of the preparations. Moreover, 
the conclusion seems allowed that after the second centrifugation cycle the 
preparations in TCMa-bufTer are not so pure as in FMa-bufFer. In other words, 
the composition of the solvent will influence the purification procedure. 
To get some more information about this purification by fractional centrifug­
ation, the extinction ratios and the extinction coefficient were measured after 
four successive centrifugation cycles. The results are given in Table 1.3. After 
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FIG. 1.4 Purification of yeast ribosomes by repeated centrifugation 
cycles as revealed by spectrophotometric analysis. 
three centrifugation cycles, the RNP would seem fairly pure indeed. The same 
experiments with preparation 63-12 are represented in Fig. 1.4. 
Finally, it has to be mentioned that variations in the composition of the 
RNP solvent may influence the extinction ratios. The inaccuracy of the data 
from Tables 1.2 and 1.3 does not allow of a correct determination of this effect. 
For the determination of the RNP concentration from the extinction at 
258 ιημ an experimentally determined extinction coefficient is used 
- Eiy-258m -' defined as the extinction of a 1 % RNP solution in a 1 cm 
TABLE 1.3 Some extinction data of RNP (63-11) after purification by repeated centrifugation in 
TCMi-buffer 
Centrifugation 
Ezse 
E230 
Ease 
Eieo 
Max. ιημ Min. Γημ 
1 cm 
η %-258 ιημ 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
1.02 
1.13 
1.36 
1.35 
1.76 
1.78 
1.90 
1.91 
258 
258 
258 
259 
239 
238 
237 
237 
75 
92 
106 
110 
cuvette. It has been calculated from the measured extinction at 258 ιημ and the 
RNP concentration found from dry weight measurements. The dry weight of 
RNP was arrived at by drying RNP solutions and solvents without RNP to 
constant weight at 90"'С. The difference is the dry weight of RNP. No correction 
was made for water not removed. 
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Values of E j^ j sgmu a r e ' ' s t e ^ ' n Table 1.2. Only the values of preparations 
in FMs-bufTer show good agreement. Since the inaccuracy of the other values 
may be caused by the too low values of E 2 5 8 , resulting also in relatively low 
extinction ratios, the conclusion seems justified that the low and irrepro-
ducible values of E j ^ ^ g for preparations in trischloride-buffers go 
back to the impurity of RNP, at least after two centrifugation cycles. To check 
this, the values of Ej y^SSmu ^ г о т Table 1.2 were corrected by multiplication 
1 31 
with a factor equal to — — = j - ¡ - - . '— - — , postulating that the E2se/Ej3o of the impure preparation Γ σ 
FMs-preparations with the extinction ratios of 1.31 and 1.87 are pure ones. The 
corrected values of EÎf!11,»» ,, are listed in Table 1.4. From this table it 
follows that the previous disagreement must have been caused by impurities in 
the RNP material. It will be clear, then, that accurate determination of RNP 
concentration by means of these extinction coefficients is not possible. However, 
where a rapid approximate determination is sufficient, the extinction coefficient 
Ej S^258mu is useful. Now, the mean value of Table 1.4, viz. Ej o^258mu= 
103 ± 4 agrees well with the extinction coefficients of other ribosome 
TABLE 1.4 Corrected values of E,
 0 / -,„ for some RNP-preparations 
J /0-JJU /ημ 
Preparation 
62-4 
62-6 
63-13 
62-13 
62-15 
63-2 
62-15 
62-16 
63-2 
63-10 
63-11 
63-12 
63-10 
Solvent 
FMa 
ТСМз* 
TCM
 2 . 7 
ТСМз 
TCM2.7 
Ezss 
Е230 
1.30 
1.31 
1.33 
1.29 
1.16 
1.28 
1.10 
1.12 
1.29 
1.13 
1.12 
1.17 
1.33 
- I cm 
Ь 1 %-258 πιμ 
98.4 
98.6 
99.0 
84.7 
91.9 
97.0 
90.5 
93.0 
98.1 
88.8 
93.0 
94.7 
107.0 
l e m 
ь 1 7 о -ч « m . , corrected 258 ηημ-
99 
99 
97 
86 
104 
99 
108 
109 
100 
103 
107 
106 
105 
ТСМз* : Mg-acetate instead of MgCh. 
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preparations from the literature, as appears from Table 1.5. The literature values 
have been converted into extinction coefficients per % RNA, taking into account 
the RNA/protein-ratios. Finally, the results of repeated centrifugation cycles, 
as listed in Table 1.3, show extinction coefficient values that approach 
p i cm ι і л 
η1 %-258ιημ — 1 ш · 
TABLE 1.5 Extinction coefficients of various ribosomes 
Source AuthorOO A%-25Z^ % R N A E ! ^258 « V R N A 
E. coli 
Rat liver 
Rat tumor 
Reticulocytes 
Rat liver 
Baker's yeast 
Baker's yeast 
Tissières et al (1959) 
Hamilton et al (1959) 
Petermann (1960) 
Ts'o.Vinograd (1961) 
Hamilton et al (1962) 
own investigation 
found for rRNA 
147 
157 
120 
144 
113 
124 
103 
110 
226 
57 
61 
40 
50 
50 
45 
42 
42 
700 
2.40 
2.41 
2.55 
2.68 
2.04 
2.53 
2.14 
2.23 
2.26 
2.2.2 Sedimentation properties of ribosomes and their subunits 
Sedimentation experiments with the analytical ultracentrifuge yield rapid and 
exact information about the molecular size, shape and homogeneity of a macro-
molecular preparation. Since in the present study only sedimentation coefficients 
were determined, these coefficients will be defined first. Following Svedberg 
(1940), the apparent sedimentation coefficient is defined as the sedimentation 
velocity per unit of centrifugal field: 
where χ = the distance from the axis of rotation 
t = time 
ω = angular velocity 
(t,s)c = index for the conditions of temperature, solvent 
and concentration. 
The sedimentation coefficient is given in Svedberg-units (1S = 10~13 sec). 
For the purpose of comparison, the sedimentation coefficients, measured in 
different solvents and at various temperatures, are commonly converted to a 
standard basis, viz. a solvent with the viscosity and density of water at 20CC. 
dx/dt 
S(t.S)c = —% 
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Using the Svedberg's correction (1940), the sedimentation coefficient under 
standard conditions is defined as: 
W Ì C - W - ^ - ( 1 _
 ( ? ) ы 
where η = viscosity 
ν = partial specific volume of the solute 
ρ = density of the solution 
t.s = conditions of temperature and solvent 
20,4/ = standard conditions of temperature and solvent 
If we neglect the influence of pressure and dilution effects, the measured 
sedimentation coefficients still depend on the concentration. Consequently, the 
sedimentation coefficient at zero concentration is defined as : 
So = Lim s(20jW)c 
с->0 
More details about these equations and their evaluation may be found in the 
monographs of Schachman (1959) and Elias (1961). 
Returning now to the sedimentation behaviour of RNP, we must first mention 
the purity control of each RNP preparation. After each RNP isolation an 
ultracentrifuge run was performed to examine whether during the isolation 
there had been a dissociation of ribosomes, e.g. by too extensive grinding. The 
general sedimentation behaviour of yeast ribosomes is obvious from Plates 
A.3 and A.95, illustrating RNP in FM3 and ТСМз-buffer respectively. Whereas 
the first diagram represents a pure preparation of ribosomes with s(20 w ) c = 
77.1 S, the second shows additional particles, having s(20 w)c-values of 7 S, 
41S, 61S and 110S as the common dissociation and association products of the 
original ribosomes. For the rest, this matter will be treated in Section 2.3.2. 
The influence of the solvent used appears also from concentration dependence 
studies of RNP sedimentation. These studies have been summarized in Table 
1.6; the ultracentrifugai data are separately represented in Fig. 1.5, an extra­
polation plot of s(2oiW)C-values of pure RNP preparations vs the RNP con­
centration. While the agreement between the So-values thus found is very good 
for the same solvent, there remains a difference between the so-values of RNP 
in TCM3 and in FMa-buffer. Perhaps this difference has the same origin as the 
other deviating phenomena, viz. the difficult purification of RNP in TCM3, the 
constant presence of both subunits and aggregates in RNP, when prepared in 
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sí20,w)c 
RNP concentralion mg/ml 
Fio. 1.5 Concentration dependence of RNP sedimentation coefficients 
ТСМз, and finally the scattered extinction ratios of the same preparations. The 
effect of the solvent will be considered in more detail in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
In Table 1.6 the slopes of the s(20 w)<; vs c-diagrams are also listed. The linear 
relation s(20 w ) c = So(l — k.c) holds for the concentration dependence of RNP 
sedimentation. Consequently, ds/dc = k.so: the constant к is a measure for 
concentration dependence. This concentration effect is caused by the dependence 
of the viscosity and the density on the concentration; backward flow phenomena 
may play a role as well (Schachman, 1959). Moreover, charge effects influence 
the relation between sedimentation and concentration. The calculated values of 
TABLE 1.6 Concentration dependence of RNP sedimentation coefficients 
as given by s
c
 = s0 (1—k.c) 
Preparation UC run Solvent ds
c
/dc s 0 10
3k (ml/mg) 
62-4 
63-13 
63-10 
63-11 
63-10 
33-34 
236-237 
214-215 
226-228 
219-220 
РМз 
РМз 
ТСМз 
ТСМз 
Т С М 2 . , 
0.82 
0.86 
0.82 
0.84 
0.57 
79.9 
80.6 
82.7 
82.7 
82.7 
10.3 
10.7 
9.9 
10.2 
6.9 
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к agree well with each other at an identical Mg ' +-concentration in the solvent. 
However, at higher Mg+^-concentrations, к decreases considerably. Perhaps 
this reduction is the result of the interaction of the negatively charged ribosomes 
and Mg_+-ions. 
Finally, a word must be said about the characterization of the ribosomes and 
their subunits. Henceforth, the rounded off values of the sedimentation 
coefficient (120 S, 80 S, 60 S, 50 S, 40 S and 25 S) will be used, without any claims 
to direct agreement with the measured sedimentation coefficients (s(2o,W)C), which 
will be found in the sedimentation diagrams. 
2.2.3 Other physico-chemical data of yeast ribosomes 
Electrophoresis experiments in FMa-buffer pH 7.4, showed in each case a 
single top in the Schlieren optical system, corresponding to pure and homo­
geneous material, which furthermore moved towards the positive electrode, 
indicating a negative charge of ribosomes. 
Viscosity measurements on yeast ribosomes (Fig. 1.6) resulted in an intrinsic 
viscosity value, T|
sp/c with с -* 0, of 4.9 ml/g, which agrees with the value of 
5.0 ml/g as found by Chao and Schachman (1956). 
The accurateness of the concentration and density measurements allows of 
precise determination of the partial specific volume (v) of yeast ribosomes, 
where ν has been defined as: ν = l/n — l/w(l/ri — І/гз), where ri = density 
of solvent, Г2 = density of RNP solution of weight fraction w. In Table 1.7 the 
results of partial specific volume determinations are compared with values, 
found by other authors. 
"tsp/Cmml/g _ 
64 
60 
56 
52 
4 
44 
02 04 06 Οβ 10 12 14 
RNP concentration gr/IOOml 
F I G . 1.6 Determination of the intrinsic viscosity of a 
solution of yeast ribosomes in ТСМз-buffer. 
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TABLE 1.7 Partial specific volume of RNP from different sources 
Source Author %RNAmRNP RNPinmg/ml ν 
E. coli Tissières (1959) 57-61 ? 0.64 
Rat liver Hamilton (1962) 45-50 ? 0.66 
Yeast Chao (1956) .42 6-12 0.68 
Yeast this study 42 10-20 0.66 
2.3 Stability of yeast ribosomes 
2.3.1 Aggregation and flocculation experiments 
In order to examine the flocculation behaviour of ribosomes, some flocculat-
ion series were made with increasing amounts of mono- and divalent cations and 
anions. The experiments were carried out with RNP solutions in water or RNP-
buffer with 1.5 mg RNP/ml. The results are listed in Table 1.8. When a partial 
flocculation forms an indication for the limiting value in each series, a survey of 
the limiting values, thus determined, will yield information about the colloid-
chemical behaviour of ribosomes. The limiting valuéis defined as such a concen-
tration of added ions, that will cause flocculation to occur within one hour. From 
Table 1.8 it follows that divalent cations will promote flocculation. Furthermore, 
the ribosomal solution is less stable in demineralized water; in a buffered solvent, 
flocculation is somewhat retarded. Hence ribosomes show the normal properties 
of negatively charged colloidal particles. 
Flocculation of ribosomes may also be achieved by the addition of ethyl-
alcohol. At pH 7.4 in ТСМэ-buñer, ribosomes were completely precipitated by 
32 vol % alcohol. Alcohol-precipitated ribosomes have been dissolved again by 
suspension in and dialysis against a suitable RNP-buffer. After dissolving, 
however, some large aggregates have been formed beside the original ribosomes, 
TABLE 1.8 Limiting values in egli of mono- and divalent ions for RNP 
flocculation 
Solution CaCU MgCU NaCl NaiSCh 
RNP in water 0.008 0.008 0.200 
RNPinFNb 0.031 - 0.375 
RNPinTCMa - 0.031 0.375 0.500 
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as appears from Plate A.51-52. According to their sedimentation coefficients 
these aggregates are dimeric and trimeric ribosomal particles. The precipitation 
by alcohol may simple be a dehydration effect. 
The influence of the pH on the stability of ribosomal solutions is clearly 
demonstrated from Fig. 1.7. Upon addition of hydrochloric acid to RNP in 
ТСМз, marked aggregation takes place below pH 5.5, as shown by transmission 
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FIG. 1.7 Influence of pH on the stability of a 0.2 % RNP solution 
in ТСМз-buffer as revealed by flocculation experiments. 
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clear solution 
measurements. Between the pH-values 3.5-5.5 precipitation is slow. At pH 
below 3.5, complete flocculation occurs immediately. The precipitation reaction 
is partly reversible: upon addition of sodiumhydroxide to pH 7.5, some 
precipitated material remains insoluble. However, the opalescent ribosomal 
solution clears to some extent, when the pH reaches the higher values from 8.0 
to 12.0. In this case, there occurs degradation of macromolecular structure, as was 
demonstrated by ultracentrifugai analysis (Plate B.54). 
Finally, irreversible flocculation was observed when solutions were preserved 
for over a fortnight, especially at room temperature. Since at the same time we 
have also a rotting process, this flocculation may be explained by a denaturation 
of RNP, initiated by bacterial growth (Elson, 1958). 
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Apart from the latter, all aggregation processes follow the colloid-chemical 
rules for macromolecular particles with a negative charge. 
2.3.2 Association and dissociation studies 
The dissociation of ribosomes into smaller subunits or the association to larger 
units depends on the composition of the solvent, especially upon the con­
centration of divalent cations (Mg+ + or Ca ь + ) and can best be studied by means 
of the analytical ultracentrifuge. Some of the relevant analytical ultracentrifuge 
runs are presented in Plates А, В, С and D. The circumstances and sedimentation 
coefficients (s(2o,w)c) are given in the comments to the diagrams. The results 
confirm those published by Chao and Schachman (1956, 1957). In the following 
points some new findings will be set beside well-known facts. 
In the neutral region and at low or moderate ionic strength, association and 
dissociation of ribosomes is represented by the reaction scheme: 120 S í± 
80 S ;± 60 S + 40 S -»• 25 S -» 6 S, where all reaction products consist of 
RNP. The optimal Mg-4-concentration for a stable 80S preparation depends 
on the composition of the solvent and is about 0.001 M in phosphate-buffer and 
0.003 M in trischloride-buffer. Generally, addition of Mg++-ions shifts the 
equilibria towards the left-hand or association side, although only few di-
ribosomes (120 S) are formed, even at high Mg++-concentration. Removal of 
Mg++-ions from the RNP solution promotes dissociation reactions (Plate D 
and Section 1.2.4). 
The dissociation experiments with yeast ribosomes were carried out by means 
of dialysis against or re-suspension in distilled water or buffer solutions with 
extremely low [Mgi+]-values (10~''-10~SM). Suspension was carried out by 
immediate dissolving after preparative ultracentrifugation. In addition, 
gelfiltration techniques with Sephadex G 25 were used for rapidly changing 
RNP solvents. Rapid dissociation of ribosomes can be achieved by dialysis 
against or re-suspension in solvents containing such Mg-binding agents as 
sodiumcitrate or EDTA. The extent of dissociation depends in this case on the 
association constants of these reagents for Mg+r-ions. A strongly chelating 
material like EDTA will completely dissociate ribosomes into 40 S and 25 S 
subunits. Finally, rapid dissociation of ribosomes may be accomplished by 
increasing the pH of the solvent to 10. 
A simple alcohol-precipitation technique had been devised because of the 
necessity to achieve prompt isolation of RNP from solutions with Mg++-ions 
when studying Mg-binding to RNP. After dissolving the flocculated ribosomes 
in water or in RNP-buffer (Plate A. 51-52) it turned out that some of the original 
80S particles had formed units of which s(20>w)c amounted to 100-110S and 
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125-135 S. In view of the relation between the sedimentation coefficient and 
the molecular weight forribosomal particles (Tissières, 1959; Inouyé et al, 1963), 
these newly formed ribosomes must be di- and trimerization products. The 
polymerization process is probably a consequence of the removal of the hydrat-
ion shell by alcohol: if so, di- and tri-ribosomes will occur in the absence of 
Mg++-ions, since dissolving in distilled water gave the same results. The method 
of alcohol-precipitation was primarily intended to analyse directly the amount 
of bound eq Mg++/RNP-P. The presence of di- an tri-ribosomes was imma-
terial in that case. 
During a study on the isolation of 40S and 60S particles, a ribosomal particle 
(or subunit) was found with a sedimentation coefficient of about 50 S. After 
freezing a 40 S -f 60 S mixture, - obtained by dialysis of 80 S ribosomes -, to 
keep this for some weeks pending further investigation, repeated ultracentrifugai 
analysis after thawing of the frozen mixture revealed an extra component in the 
UC diagram, with s(2oiW)C = 45 S. This component must have been formed from 
the 40 S or 60 S particles, as can be seen from its sedimentation patterns 
(Plate C). A second freezing experiment was performed to rule out the possibility 
of an artifact (Table 1.9). Lyophilization of a mixture of 60 S + 40 S 
subunits gave identical results. 
TABLE 1.9 Sedimentation coefficients of ribosomal subunits before and 
after freezing of a 40 S + 60 S mixture in phosphate-buffer 
UCrun S(2o, w)c-values of ribosomal subunits Details 
56 59.9 - 36.8 18.7 before freezing 
58 56.4 45.3 35.5 21.5 after freezing 
59 59.3 - 36.0 22.7 before freezing 
65 57.7 44.5 35.3 20.8 after freezing 
This 50S subunit was first mentioned by Morgan (1962), who demonstrated 
the presence of 50 S particles after dialysis of yeast ribosomes against water or 
10~4 M MgS04. Originally, the ribosomes were prepared and suspended in a 
trischloride-buffer with 10~3 M Mg++. When however, Morgan's experiments 
with ribosomes in phosphate-buffer (FM3) were repeated here, no 50S particles 
were found, as can be seen from Plate A.75-78. The sedimentation patterns 
UC 75, 76, 77 and 78 agree with data of Chao (1957) (see also Plate A.35). By a 
coincidence it was necessary to change the hitherto used FMs-buffer into a 
trischloride-buffer (TCM3) in order to analyse the amount of RNP-phosphate 
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more conveniently. Both isolation and preparation steps were carried out in 
ТСМз-buffer. During a preparation of 60S and 40S subunits in this buffer by 
dialysis against TC-buffer, another batch of 50 S particles was found, which 
according to their s(20 w)c-value corresponded to the particles found after freezing 
and thawing. The occurrence of 50S particles has been studied more extensively; 
first, by measuring the relative quantities of ribosomes and of the subunits, 
(which appear when a ribosomal solution is dialysed against Mg++-free solvents) 
and secondly, by investigating the influence of several factors on the occurrence 
and presence of 50 S particles. 
1. The results of a first dialysis experiment are presented in Fig. 1.8, where the 
dissociation of ribosomes into subunits upon dialysis against TC-buffer has 
been plotted as a function of dialysis time; the corresponding sedimentation 
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FIG. 1.8 Disappearance of ribosomes and appearance of subunits during dialysis of a 80 S RNP 
solution against a Mg-free solvent. 
Dialysis of 50 ml RNP-TCMj-solution (10 mg RNP/ml) against 2 1 TC-buffer. The relative 
percentages of the ribosomal particles were determined from the areas of the peaks of the 
UC-diagrams on Plate C. 
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patterns are given in Plate C. The concentration of the components was evaluat­
ed by enlarging the UC patterns on photographic paper, cutting out the peaks 
and determining their weight. Further details of this experiment are given in the 
caption of Plate C. From Fig. 1.8 it will be clear that during a continuous disap­
pearance of 80 S particles first a dissociation into 60 S and 40 S subunits 
occurs. After about 6 hours the 50 S components begin to appear, nearly at 
the same time as the 60 S subunits start dissapearing. These results are in good 
agreement with those of Morgan (1962), who concluded to the transforma­
tion of 60 S into 50 S particles. 
2. A second dialysis experiment was carried out to investigate the effect of 
prolonged dialysis time. Details and results of this experiment are presented in 
Table 1.10; moreover, for comparison the results of a similar experiment with 
the same preparation in phosphate-buffer is listed in this table. As regards the 
TC-experiment, after 11.5 hours of dialysis the dissociation had not advanced 
so far as in Experiment 1 (Fig. 1.8); the difference might be explained by the 
fact that Experiment 2 was carried out with RNP in TCIVh.T-buffer, thus with a 
Mg++-concentration five times that of Experiment 1. Otherwise the data after 
about 12 hours of dialysis are comparable. The data of Table 1.10 show the 
TABLE 1.10 The influence of solvent on the dissociation properties of yeast ribosomes, as revealed 
by dialysis of RNP solutions against trischloride and phosphate-buffer respectively 
U C r u n 
248 
246 
247 
249 
250 
251 
252* 
254 
255 
256 
257** 
Dialysis 
time 
(hours) 
0 
12 
22 
28 
35 
53 
71 
0 
25 
48 
70 
relative weight % of components 
80S 
80.0 
6.6 
2.9 
2.9 
1.2 
-
-
90.0 
12.0 
6.4 
4.2 
60S 
9.0 
24.9 
13.9 
9.8 
8.2 
4.8 
-
4.0 
28.9 
16.7 
8.1 
50 S 
22.1 
32.2 
32.8 
36.8 
34.9 
32.6 
_ 
-
-
~ 
40 S 25 S 
4.5 
41.3 
45.6 
40.8 
35.6 
26.7 
19.5 5.0 
2.0 
40.2 5.4 
49.9 8.8 
36.8 24.4 
8 S 
6.5 
5.1 
7.0 
11.0 
12.0 
11.5 
11.4 
4.0 
13.5 
17.6 
26.4 
flocculated 
material 
i n % 
-
0.2 
2.7 
6.2 
22.1 
31.5 
_ 
-
-
— 
* details 248-252: dialysis of 50 ml R N P (63-15) in ТСМгл (10 mg RNP/ml) against 
2 1 TC-buffer 
** details 254-257: dialysis of 50 ml RNP (63-15) in F M j (10 mg RNP/ml) against 21 0.01 M 
phosphate-buffer 
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fairly good stability of 50 S particles, the amount of which increases so long as 
60 S subunits are present, whereas the increase of 40 S subunits comes to a 
standstill, when nearly all original ribosomes have been disappeared. Besides, 
the decrease of 40 S subunits goes with an increase of the irreversible degradation 
products, which have sedimentation coefficients of 25 S and 6 S. A completely 
quantitative interpretation is hampered by the fact that during dialysis flocculat-
ed material will appear in the dialysis bag. It is difficult to say which components 
contribute to flocculation and to what extent they do so. 
3. The striking influence of the solvent on the occurrence of 50 S particles 
has already been mentioned. The difference between phosphate and trischloride-
buffers is clear from a comparison of UC diagrams of Plate C, and from a 
second dialysis experiment with FMs-buffer given in Table 1.10. Since in this 
experiment the circumstances were identical with the corresponding TC-
experiment, direct comparison is possible. In the FMa-buffer both 50 S 
particles and flocculated material are absent. The disappearance of 80S and 
60S particles is nearly complete within 70 hours. The rapid increase of the 
degradation products 25 S and 6 S deserves attention. Thus in phosphate-buffer, 
RNP seems more stable, less prone to dissociation and flocculation. The latter 
process may be responsible for the low percentages of 25 S and 6 S particles 
during the TC-experiment. 
4. 50 S particles were also found after gelfiltration across Sephadex G 25, 
when RNP was eluted with TC-buffer (Plate B.l 16-117). This method enables 
us to prepare mixtures of 40S and 60S subunits within one hour. 
5. The influence of freezing or freeze-drying on a 60S + 40S mixture in 
phosphate-buffer has already been mentioned. In should be noted that 50 S 
particles only appear when 60S and 40S particles are present in large amounts. 
Freezing of 80S particles leads to a slight dissociation of 80S and 40S particles 
(Plate B.38), but 50S particles do not appear. 
6. Efforts to characterize the 50 S particles by spectrophotometric measure-
ments and viscosimetric analysis have failed hitherto. In both cases possible 
differences fall within the limits of accuracy. 
From these paragraphs 1-6 it may be concluded that 50 S particles result 
from a transformation of the 60 S subunits. Presumably we must see this 
transformation as some modification in the secondary structure, due to changes 
in the environment. 
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2.3.3 Degradation of ribosomes and subunits 
In the Introduction (1.3.3), degradation of ribosomes has been defined as a 
continuous breakdown of RNP into any small units of RNP, RNA and protein. 
Since sufficiently stable preparations were necessary in a number of our 
experiments, special attention was paid to the factors that cause degradation 
into smaller fractions : 
1. Some degradation processes are observed during or after dissociation of 
ribosomes into 60 S and 40 S subunits. Upon dissociation of ribosomes into 
60 S and 40 S material, 25 S and 6 S particles will appear. In spite of their 
reproducible sedimentation behaviour no reversible association reaction 25 S 
(or 6-8S) t^ 40S is possible; therefore, these particles must be real degradation 
products. In contrast to the dissociation 80S t ; 40S + 60S, this degradation 
process is not influenced by Mg++-ions. 
2. Other degradation products were found during dialysis of ribosomes 
against a Mg-free solvent: in the outer-solution, UV absorbing material has 
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FIG. 1.9 Gelfiltration of a 80S RNP solution across Sephadex G25. 
Gelfiltration of 3 ml RNP-TCNb-solution (8.3 mg RNP/ml); elution with TC-buffer. Column 
dimensions 27.5 x 2 cm. UV transmission and conductivity were continuously measured with 
Uvicord and Conductometer. 5 ml fractions were collected for the extinction measurements 
(Table 1.11). transmission —conductivity 
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been demonstrated, having the extinction ratios Егзв/Егэо and E258/E280 of 1.1 
and 1.6 respectively. This low-molecular weight material which is capable of 
passing the dialysis membrane, was also shown to occur in the dissociation 
experiments with Sephadex G 25, described in the previous section. The 
continuous release of low-molecular weight substances is easily traced by means 
of gelfiltration because of the good separation of molecules with M < 5000 
from ribosomal particles. Moreover, with Sephadex G 25 we get fractionation 
within the range M = 3000-5000, together with simple desalting, which results 
in the dissociation of ribosomes (Plate B.l 16). Fig. 1.9 presents an example of a 
gelfiltration diagram. The UV transmission presents a number of components, 
whereas the specific conductivity gives only one peak. The different peaks were 
analysed through their UV spectra: the UV data are listed in Table 1.11, 
TABLE I.l 1 Spectrophotometric analysis effractions after gelfiltration of yeast ribosomes across 
Sephadex G 25 (Fig. 1.9) 
Peak E258/E230 Еив/Егво Max. ταμ Min. πιμ Substance 
А/В/С 1.4 1.9 258 237 ribosomes 
D 1.6 2.2 260 236 oligonucleotides 
E 1.8 1.9 260 232 adenine/adenosine 
F 0.5 0.8 278 255 protein degradation products 
together with the likely nature of the material. Only peak A/B consists of 80S, 
60S and 40S ribosomal particles, the other peaks represent degradation 
products. Peak С is also found contuctometrically, after a slight correction for 
the distance between the UV cell and the conductivity cell. Mg-analysis showed 
that this "salt-peak" contained Mg-1-ions originally present in the RNP 
solution. Since the distribution-coefficient (KD) of salts for Sephadex G 25 
generally approaches a value of 1.0 (e.g. KD.K C 1 = 0.98), peaks D, E and F 
have KD-values in excess of 1.0. Since the value of KD may be considered the 
fraction of the column material that is accessible to the substance to be in­
vestigated, this means that peaks D, E and F represent molecules, retarded in 
the column material (dextran) by some adsorption process. In fact, Gelotte 
(1961)demonstratedthiseffect during the fractionation of crude RNA prepara­
tions from yeast across the same material ; adenosine is particular retarded by 
Sephadex (see also Hohn et al, 1964). Table I.l 1 shows that protein degradation 
products (F) seem likewise to be adsorbed by dextran. For the rest, the occurrence 
of peaks D, E and F appeared to be dependent on the age of the particular 
preparation. 
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3. Since at least part of the degradation products will be ionic in character, 
it was to be expected that the electrical conductivity of an RNP solution will 
increase as a function of time. As a matter of fact, the degradation could easily 
be traced by measuring the conductivity, especially in a solvent of low conduc­
tivity, e.g. water. The two lower curves of Fig. 1.11 are examples of this pheno­
menon. The conductivity increases linearly with time; the slope of the curve may 
be used as a measure of the degradation velocity. Table 1.12 presents the results 
TABLE 1.12 Temperature dependence of the degradation of RNP as revealed 
by conductivity measurements 
T 0 C 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
10». ΔΚ
Κ Ν
ρ/Δΐ 
O h m - ' c m - ' m i n - 1 
36.65 
17.94 
8.87 
2.33 
2.05 
25° 1 T° 
RNP/ RNP 
1.000 
1.065 
1.126 
1.179 
1.316 
10» (ΔΚ 
Ohm-
.RNp/At) corr. 
'cm-'min- 1 
36.65 
19.11 
9.99 
2.74 
2.70 
of these experiments, all with the same RNP-water-solution at five different 
temperatures. In each experiment the temperature was maintained at a value 
constant to within 0.005 "C; the conductivity was measured over 75 min after 
reaching temperature equilibrium. Since the conductivity itself is strongly 
temperature-dependent, the slopes given in the second column of Table 1.12 
were multiplied by the factor given in the third column, being the ratios of the 
conductivities at zero time. 
The corrected slopes are given in the last column, and may be regarded as 
proportional to the degradation velocity. A graph is given in Fig. 1.10. This 
experiment gives clear proof of the large influence of temperature on the release 
of ionic substances from RNP. Only below 10oC the degradation velocity 
becomes very small. During dialysis experiments of RNP-water-solutions 
against water it was demonstrated that after some time, in addition to the 
above-mentioned UV absorbing material, Mg-+-ions too appeared in the outer-
solution. The amount of released Mg++-ions gave rise to the supposition that 
these ions form the principal contribution to the conductivity increase at 
temperatures above 10oC. Otherwise, a slight drop in the pH (from 6.75 to 6.50) 
was observed after the conductivity experiments. 
From these experiments the necessity of preparing and handling ribosomes 
in a cold room seems quite clear. The mechanism of the degradation of ribosomes 
at elevated temperatures is less clear, however. When thermal motion causes a 
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F I G . 1.10 Temperature dependence of RNP degradation as 
revealed by the increase of conductivity with time. 
rupture of hydrogen bonds between RNA and protein or between RNA 
helices, the addition of urea, a hydrogen bonds breaking agent, must have the 
same effect. For this reason the conductivity change of RNP-water-solutions 
containing urea was investigated at 50C and at 250C. The results presented in 
Fig. 1.11 confirm our supposition. 
4. Of course, the occurrence of degradation products in ribosomal solutions 
may be caused by enzymatic breakdown processes. Detailed investigations of 
Elson (1959) and Spahr (1961), however, have demonstrated that enzymatic 
activity, at least the RNase one, will appear only when the RNP structure is 
being destroyed. The tightly bound RNase seems to be present in a latent form. 
Degradation of RNP by external enzymes remains possible, though. In the 
present study enzymatic breakdown of ribosomes or subunits has not been 
investigated. The first dissociation and degradation steps of 80 S RNP to 6 S 
RNP seem to be independent of enzyme reactions, since the measured sedimen­
tation coefficients are reproducible. Surface attack of ribosomes by external 
enzymes will be discussed in Chapter II. 
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2.4 Presence of Mg^-ions in ribosomes and ribosomal subunits 
From the literature and from the preceding experiments it has become 
evident that Mg++-ions play an important role in the structure of ribosomes. 
Therefore, an investigation of the amount of Mg present in ribosomes, and of 
their Mg-binding capacity, seemed desirable. Although Chao (1957) showed 
the functional equivalence of Mg-+ and Ca++-ions, and their irreplaceability by 
Ba+ + or Sr++-ions, the present study is confined to Mg_+-ions because these 
ions play a dominant role in the cell. In order to find the amount of Mg^-ions 
present in RNP, the external or free Mg++-ions must be removed without loss 
of bound Mg++-ions. It will be clear that slow separation techniques suchas 
dialysis or gelfiltration are useless because a fairly rapid equilibrium is established 
between bound and free Mg++-ions. However, in this respect the alcohol-
precipitation method appeared to be useful. Upon addition of 75 % cold 
ethylalcohol, immediate flocculation of RNP occurs. Next, centrifugation for 
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RN Ρ in FMj-bufTer 
(10-39.460)*. 
95 
R N P i n TCM,,-buffer 
(10-44.770). 
51 
52 
6b 
I 3 i 
RNP in water after alcohol-
precipitation (8-37.020). 
52 
RNP in FMj-bufîer after 
alcohol-precipitation 
(9-37.020). 
35 
RNP (РМз) after dialysis 
against 0.01 M phosphate-
buffer (12-39.460). 
40 
RNP (FMj) after suspension 
in 0.01 M phosphate-buffer 
(5-42.040). 
39w** 
RNP after suspension in 
0.001 M Na-citrate. 
39s*** 
RNP after suspension in 
0.001 M EDTA (11-42.040). 
55w 
RNP,prepared in FM2-buffer 
55s 
RNP, prepared in 
FM2.7-buffer. (10-37.020) 
* (x-y) = photo taken χ min after reaching y RPM. ** w = wedge UC cell (upper curve). 
*** s = standard UC cell (lower curve). 
PLATE A : Association and dissociation of yeast ribosomes in different solvents as revealed by 
ultracentrifugal analysis. 
337w* 
RN Ρ in TCM jafter changing 
pH from 8.4 to 9.3 with 0.1 N 
NaOH (17- 42.040)***. 
337s** 
RNP in TCM aafter changing 
pH from 8.4 to 7.4 with 0.1 N 
HCl (17-42.040). 
336 
RNPinTCMa, pH 8 . 4 ( 2 2 -
42.040). 
356 571 
51 
л_лА 
289 
Association of 60 S + 40 S 
RNP into 80S RNP (FM3) 
(9-39.460). 
80 
Association of 60 S + 40 S 
RNP into 80S RNP (ТСМз) 
(16-39.460). 
RNP in FM3-buffer 
storage at - 2 0 o C 
(17-37.020). 
38 
after 
267 
RNP in ТСМз-buffer after 
lyophilization (12-39.460). 
116 
RNP after gelfiltration across 
Sephadex G 25 and elution 
with TC (116s)-or ТСМз-
(116w)-buffer (10-44.770). 
117 
RNPafter gelfiltration across 
Sephadex G 25 and elution 
with TCbuffer;117s:first elu­
tion, 117w: second elution 
(13-44.770). 
The sedimentation experiments were performed at 42.040 RPM; photos were taken at time 
intervals of 4 min. The numbers in the photos represent rounded off values of sedimentation 
coefficients. The original S(2o,w)c-values are listed in Table 1.9. 
PLATE C: Appearance o/505 RNP particles after freezing and thawing of a dissociated prepar­
ation of yeast ribosomes. 
ч * vv = wedge UC cell (upper curve). ** s = standard UC cell (lower curve). 
*** (x-y) = photo taken χ min after reaching y RPM. 
PLATE B: Sedimentation properties of yeast ribosomes as a function of pH, after re-association 
of stibunits, after storage at low temperatures and after gelfiltration. 
75, 76, 77 and 78 
Dialysis of 80S RNP in FMj-
buflfer against 0.01 M phos­
phate-buffer, pH 7.4. UC 
patterns after 0, 16, 34 and 
54 hours of dialysis, respect­
ively taken 9, 15, 18 and 13 
min after reaching 39.460 
RPM. 
95, 98, 100 and 102 
Dialysis of 80 S RNP in 
ТСМз-buffer against 0.01 M 
TC-buffer, pH 7.4. UC 
patterns after 0, 4, 7.5 and 
10.5 hours of dialysis, res­
pectively 10, 16, 12 and 11 
min after reaching 44.770 
RPM. 
Note 
In both cases, 50 ml RNP 
solution (10 mg RNP/ml) 
was dialysed against 2 1 of 
the Mg-free solvent. The 
experiments were done in a 
cold room. 
PLATE D: Comparison of sedimentation patterns of RNP particles in TCMs and FM ¡-buffer" 
during dialysis against the corresponding Mg-free solvents. 
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5 min at 3000 g will achieve complete separation between RNP and solvent. 
In order to make sure that no Mg++-ions were lost by the ribosomes during this 
procedure, the Mg-content of the supernatant was compared with that of the 
solvent obtained by preparative ultracentrifugation of the original RNP-
solution, and with that of the RNP-buffer used. No differences were found, in 
spite of the fact that the overall Mg++-concentration of a ribosome solution 
containing 10 mg RNP/ml is about five times that of the solvent. Thus, rapid 
alcohol-precipitation can be used to determine the Mg-content of ribosomes. 
2.4.1 Mg-content of ribosomes 
Analysis of the Mg-content of fairly pure 80S RNP preparations revealed an 
almost constant Mg/P-ratio, viz. 0.6 eq Mg~+/R.NP-P (Table 1.13), at least 
when the ribosomes were prepared in a solvent with 0.001 M Mg++-ions. There 
may be slight differences between the values as found in TCM3 and FMs-buffers, 
owing to the high tris-concentration in the former case (0.01 M). The value of 
0.6 eqMg+ +/RNP-P agrees well with the value of 0.6-0.7, found byTs'o (1958) by 
means of flame-spectrophotometric analysis of ribosomes from pea seedlings. 
Experiments by Petermann (1960) showed that the corresponding 83 S particles 
from rat tumor contained between 0.53 and 0.72 eq Mg^+/RNP-P, a value 
strongly dependent on the ionic strength and the pH of the solvent. The 
amounts were found to be in inverse ratio to the ionic strength and the pH. 
Since both these factors play a part in the dissociation of ribosomes into 
subunits, as does the removal of Mg1 +-ions by any method, there must be some 
relation between bound Mg++-ions and ionic strength or pH. 
TABLE 1.13 Mg/P-ratios of some RNP preparations, consisting of 80 S 
particles, after separation of solvent with 0.001 M Mg++-ions 
Bound eq Mg++/RNP-P 
Prepararon number Solvent
 first a n a l y s i s ^ ^ a n a I y s i s 
62-1 ТСМз 0.54 0.55 
62-2 РМз 0.60 0.63 
62^1 F M 3 0.63 0.63 
62-6 ТСМз 0.59 0.57 
62-15 ТСМз 0.62 0.60 
2.4.2 Mg-content of subunits 
If the dissociation of ribosomes into subunits is caused by the loss of bound 
Mg++-ions, the Mg-content of the ribosomal subunits must be lower than that 
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of the original ribosomes. The extent of the loss of Mg++-ions may be an in­
dication for their function. Therefore, Mg-analysis was also carried out on 60S 
and 40 S particles. These subunits were isolated by fractional ultracentrifugation 
according to the method of Aronson and McCarthy (1961): 60S particles were 
prepared from a 60S + 40S mixture by three ultracentrifugation cycles for 
100 min at 100,000 g. 40 S particles were prepared by centrifugation of a 
60S + 40S mixture in a swinging bucket rotor for 90 min at 100,000 g. The 
top third was removed with a syringe. From this solution the 40 S particles were 
pelleted by centrifugation for 4 hours at 120,000 g. The 40 S preparation still 
contained about 10 % 60S particles, as appeared from analytical ultracentrifu­
gation. Analysis results of these preparations are listed in Table 1.14. As may be 
seen, the Mg/P-ratio is reduced to about half of the original value. Moreover, 
the Mg/P-ratio is about the same for 60 S and 40 S subunits. 
TABLE 1.14 Analysis of the Mg/P-ratio of the main ribosomal subunits 
Preparation Solvent Component(s) Eq Mg++/RNP-P 
62^a РМз 60S 0.33 
62-4b РМз 60S (5%40S) 0.29 
62-4a FM, 40 S (10% 60 S) 0.26 
62^b РМз 40 S (10% 60 S) 0.26 
62-4a РМз 40 S + 60 S 0.30 
62-4b РМз 40 S + 60 S 0.32 
2.4.3 Relation between the Mg-content and the appearance of ribosomal 
subunits 
The continuous decrease of the Mg-content of ribosomal particles during 
dialysis against a Mg-free solvent was traced by analysis of samples from the 
dialysis experiments, as described in Section 2.3.2, and presented in Plate C. 
The relation between the disappearance of 80 S particles and the Mg-content of 
total RNP is presented in Fig. 1.12. The Mg/P-ratio decreases so long as 80S 
particles are present, and becomes constant when these particles have dis­
appeared. This fact is another indication that the Mg/P-ratio of 60S, 50S and 
40 S particles must be about the same, since the concentration of these particles 
varies largely during the dialysis experiment (Fig. 1.8). 
2.4.4 Influence of free Mg++-concentration on the Mg-content of ribosomes 
Finally, a study was made of the influence of free Mg++-concentration on the 
Mg/P-ratio of ribosomal particles. Pure RNP solutions in TC-buffers with 
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FIG. 1.12 Relation between the disappearance of 80S RNP 
particles and the Mg IP-rat io of total RNP during 
dialysis of an RNP solution against a Mg-free solvent. 
Dialysis of 50 ml RNP-TCMs-solution (10 mg RNP/ml) 
against 2 1 TC-bufFer. 
increasing Mg+T-concentration were prepared by repeated ultracentrifugation 
and re-solution in these solvents. After the usual alcohol-precipitation, analysis 
of the Mg-content revealed the data given in Table 1.15, showing the increase 
of the Mg/P-ratio to correspond with the free Mg++-concentration to about 
0.8-1.0 eq Mg+*/RNP-P. Moreover, a considerable amount of Mg++-ions 
remains bound at very low Mg"1-4-concentrations. 
TABLE 1.15 Mean MglP-ratios of RNP after equilibration with increasing Mg++-concentralions 
in TC-buffers 
Mg^+M 
Eq Mg++/RNP-P 
0 
0.35 
io-5 
0.25 
10 < 
0.35 
ю-
3 
0.60 
5.10-3 
0.70 
io-2 
0.80 
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From the experiments, described above, we may conclude that a mere decrease 
of the Mg/P-ratio of 80S ribosomes to one half of the original value results in 
the dissociation into 60 S (50 S) and 40 S subunits. 
3 Discussion 
3.1 The function of Mg^-ions in ribosomal structure 
Compared with the other physico-chemical data, those about the structural 
role of Mg++-ions in ribosomes are rare. The work on yeast ribosomes, begun 
by Chao and Schachman ( 1956,1957) and extended by Morgan (1962), Chatterjee 
et al (1962) and Ohtaka and Uchida (1963), was not concerned with the in-
fluence of Mg++-ions on ribosomal stability. This influence was only considered 
in ribosomes from other sources by Ts'o (1958), Edelman et al (1960) and 
Petermann (1960). Our experiments confirm the data of Chao and other authors 
with regard to such physico-chemical properties as sedimentation behaviour, 
viscosity, UV absorption and stability, but were otherwise especially directed 
towards the role of Mg++-ions in the stability of ribosomes. 
As already mentioned, our Mg-analysis led to the conclusion that stable 80S 
RNP preparations require an amount of about 0.6 eq Mg++/RNP-P in the 
particles. A reduction of this Mg/P-ratio will cause a dissociation of the 80S 
and 40 S subunits. A remarkable fact is the constant value of approximately 
0.3 eq Mg' 7RNP-P, which is reached after resolution, dialysis or gelfiltration 
of ribosomes, using solvents without Mg++-ions. The remaining 0.3 eq Mg++/ 
RNP-P in the subunits can only be removed by strongly chelating agents such 
as EDTA, resulting, however, in excessive breakdown of the RNP particles. 
Evidently, the 0.3 eq Mg++/RNP-P, tightly bound in the smaller subunits, does 
not have a function in the association-dissociation equilibrium of the 80S 
ribosomes. Hence the difference of 0.3 eq Mg++/RNP-P between the original 
Mg/P-ratio (0.6 eq) and the remaining Mg/P-ratio (0.3 eq) must have a direct 
binding function in holding the ribosomal subunits together. Since the finding 
of Hall and Doty (1958), that both in RNP and rRNA helical configurations are 
present, the identity of these helix structures may be accepted (Spirin, 1960, 
1963). The remaining Mg++-ions may have a stabilizing influence on the helix 
configurations of rRNA in RNP. 
The Mg/P-ratio for stable RNP preparations agrees well with the values 
found by Ts'o (1958) in pea seedling RNP (0.6-0.7 eq Mg+-/RNP-P) and by 
Edelman et al (1960) in reticulocyte RNP (0.6 eq Mg++/RNP-P). The much 
larger divergence in Mg/P-ratios found by Petermann (1960) in ribosomal 
particles from rat tumors (0.2-0.7 eq Mg i+/RNP-P) is explained by the fairly 
large variations in ionic strength and pH. 
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Especially at higher ionic strength (0.1-0.2) the Mg/P-ratio is reduced to 
0.2-0.3 eq Mg++/RNP-P, but a dissociation into subunits is already present 
then. Edelman et al (I960) mention another critical point for the dissociation 
of RNP, viz. the K/Mg-ratio of the solvent. At high K/Mg-ratios dissociation 
occurs. Probably, K+-ions can remove Mg++-ions from their binding sites by 
competition, but cannot take over their task in holding the subunits together. 
With regard to the minimal amount of Mg++-ions necessary for a stable 80S 
particle, Edelman et al (1960) mention a value of 0.4 eq Mg1 7RNP-P, whereas 
Petermann (1960) supposes 0.3 eq to be sufficient for the ribosomes from rat 
tumors. It should be noted, however, that the values can easily be under-
estimated. When, for instance, ribosomal solutions, dialysed over a short time 
(e.g. 1 hour) against water, were analysed in the ultracentrifuge both immediately 
and after 24 hours, dissociation, which had set in during dialysis, appeared to 
have meanwhile reached a higher degree. Thus when the time between the 
Mg-removal and the analysis of the Mg-content of the ribosomes is too long, 
not the Mg/P-ratio of the original ribosomes, but that of the subunits is found. 
The maximum binding of Mg++-ions in RNP could not be determined 
exactly because with the increase in free Mg++-concentration of the solvent the 
inaccuracy of the experiments will also increase. It is probable, however, that 
the Mg-content of ribosomes does not exceed the value of 1.0 eq Mg++/RNP-P, 
because in solvents with 0.01 M Mg++-ions a maximum binding of 0.8-0.9 eq 
Mg++/RNP-P was found, in agreement with the Mg/P-ratio of 0.95 eq Mg+J"/ 
RNP-P as found by Petermann (1960). On the contrary, Edelman et al (1960) 
claimed an Mg/P-ratio for both rRNA and RNP, that exceeded the value of 
1.0 eq with 80 % and 20 % respectively, at free Mg++-concentrations above 
0.01 M. These deviations may be due to errors in the method used (equilibrium 
dialysis with 28Mg-tracer) or to the formation of large aggregates of ribosomes 
at high Mg++-concentrations. 
3.2 The 50 S ribosomal particles 
In the course of the experiments described in this chapter it was found that 
the amount of Mg++-ions necessary for stable 80S preparations, was greater in 
trischloride-buffers than in phosphate-buffers. A schematic survey of the 
differences between these buffers with respect to RNP stability is presented in 
Fig. 1.13, giving also the Mg/P-ratios of the various subunits. The most re-
markable difference is the appearance of 50 S RNP particles during dialysis or 
gelfiltration of ribosomes in TC-buffer. The occurrence of the same 50 S particles 
after freezing or freeze-drying of 60 S + 40 S mixtures in phosphate-buffer, 
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RNP-P for the stability of yeast ribosomes and their subunits in TCM and FM-buffers. 
supported our conclusion from the dialysis experiments, that the 50 S particles 
originate from the 60S particles. 
Morgan (1962), reporting for the first time these "new" ribosomal subunits, 
considered three possible reaction mechanisms: 
(1) 60S -»• 5 0 S + X : the loss of material from 60 S 
(2) mY
n
 -» nY
m
 : a rearrangement of subunits (Y) 
(3) 60 S -> 50 S : a structural change, for instance 
a less compact folding. 
Elson (1961), who found a similar phenomenon in E.coli ribosomes (50S -+ 
43 S + 5 S), believes that reaction (1) takes place and that the released 5 S 
particle consists of RNA. Our experiments however, lead to the following 
argumentation: Reaction (1) can be ruled out because during dialysis of RNP 
in ТСМз against TC-buffer the amount of the 6 S component remained constant, 
whereas during dialysis of RNP in FM3 against phosphate-buffer no 50 S 
particles were found and yet the 6 S component was present. Furthermore, the 
sum of the areas of the 60S and 50S peaks in the UC diagram remained constant. 
Since the 6 S component appeared immediately after the first dissociation of 
RNP into subunits, and because of the analysis by Elson (1961), this material 
may consist of released sRNA or m RNA molecules. Reaction (2) requires 
rather large values of m and η and a small value of the basic subunit Y. In view 
of the known data on ribosomal subunits, this seems very improbable. More-
Note added in proof: 
Recently, Bailey (1964) postulated the reactions 60 S ->· 50 S + 26 S and 40 S + 26 S -• 50 S 
in a study on ribosomes from pea seedlings. In view of our dialysis experiments, and the 
lack of convincing electronmicroscopic data of Bailey, his supposition seems doubtful. 
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over, reaction (2) can hardly account for the appearance of 50 S particles after 
freezing. So the remaining reaction (3), a change in secondary structure, seems 
the most plausible explanation for the decrease of the sedimentation velocity 
of the 60S particle. It is certainly not surprising that dialysis against a Mg-free 
solvent should lead to a change in secondary structure, in view of the structural 
role of Mg++-ions, as already mentioned. The fact, that freezing or freeze-
drying can likewise give a structural change is well-known. Hofmann and 
Harrison (1963), when doing ultracentrifugai work on apoferritin, succeeded 
only in transforming this substance into subunits after preceding freezing or 
freeze-drying. In their case, this fact was explained by the formation of ice 
crystals in the protein particles. The ice crystals will disturb the regular structure, 
while the removal of water during freeze-drying may cause a further collapse 
of the protein structure, thereby making an attack on the hydrogen and 
electrovalent bonds, which give proteins and perhaps also ribonucleoproteins 
their secondary structure. 
Much more difficult to understand is the difference in stability between 
FMj and ТСМз-buffers. The composition of the latter buffer evidently causes 
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Fio. 1.14 Survey of the association and dissociation products ofribosomesfrom different sources. 
The schematic structures are drawn according to electron microscopic observations of Koehler 
(1962) and Huxley and Zubay (1960), except the figures NS and D. Abbreviations: R = 
= original ribosome; LS = large subunit; SS = small subunit; NS = "new" subunit; 
D = first degradation product; index 2 = dimeric particle. 
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a loosening of the RNP structure in some way, but no speculation about the 
mechanism of this process will be made here. 
A survey of the dissociation and association products of ribosomes is given 
in Fig. 1.14. This figure also contains the data obtained by Kuff and Zeigel 
(1960) and Ts'o and Vinograd (1961), who already found 50 S particles among 
the ribosomal subunits, without, however, paying special attention to them. In 
the same figure the deviating interpretation of Koehler (1962) regarding the 
formation of ribosomes from subunits is presented. From a comparison with 
literature data and with the present results it must be clear that the interpretation 
of Koehler (1962) can hardly be correct. The differences between the nutritional 
and starvational state of ribosomes do not seem to be essential. 
The 50 S particles do not play a role in the living cell; neither do the 25 S 
particles, which must be considered as irreversible dissociation products. 
3.3 The binding place of ribosomal subunits 
Finally, some comments must be made about the bonds that hold the riboso-
mal subunits together. Ribosomes contain much protein, which covers the RNA 
backbone (see Fig. III.6). It would be tempting to suppose that in the contact 
plane between the subunits no protein is present, so that in this plane the RNA 
chain is situated at the outside of the subunit. If so, the Mg++-ions may have 
a twofold binding function; first, a direct function by binding two rRNA-
phosphate-groups of different chains; secondly, an indirect function by shielding 
off the negative phosphate-groups and thus providing an easy way for a hydrogen 
bond formation between the rRNA chains of the two complexing subunits. 
This view is supported by the studies of Edelman et al (1960) and Petermann 
(1960). 
Another possibility has been proposed by Morgan et al (1963), based on 
RNP dissociation experiments with the enzyme papain. As this proteolytic 
enzyme in combination with cysteine will cause a dissociation of E.coli ribo-
somes, Morgan et al (1963) concluded to a protein-protein bond between the 
ribosomal subunits, by itself or combined with an RNA-RNA bond. This 
dissociation is, however, not reversible, and shows that the effect of the enzyme 
is much more drastic than the removal of Mgf+-ions. Moreover, since both 
papain and cysteine are positively charged at neutral pH, competition between 
papain or cysteine and Mg++-ions cannot be ruled out. Therefore, in the author's 
opinion the hypothesis that the subunits are held together by the interaction of 
RNA and Mg++-ions must be preferred. Nevertheless, further research will be 
necessary to clarify this problem. The interaction between RNA and Mg '"'"-ions 
will be dealt with in Chapter III. 
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3.4 Some possibilities for further research 
Electron microscope studies may add to our knowledge of the structure of 
the subunits (especially 50 S) and the distribution of rRNA in ribosomes as we 
saw from Huxley and Zubay's (1960) electron microscope studies of E.coli 
ribosomes. Also, some data about the transformation of 60S into 50S particles 
and about the 25 S particles might be obtained from the electron microscope. 
Huxley and Zubay have demonstrated, for example, that the contact plane of 
the ribosomal subunits contains more RNA than the rest of the particles; the 
remaining RNA seems equally distributed over the rest of the subunits. 
Furthermore, the helix structure of rRNA in ribosomes and in their subunits 
needs further investigation. Determination of the helix content by means of 
optical rotatory dispersion and hyperchromicity measurements as a function of 
the Mg++-concentration and of the temperature may give valuable information. 
Such methods would require a good separation of the ribosomal particles, of 
course. 
4 Conclusion 
The results of this chapter may be summarized in the following points: 
a. Ribosomes from baker's yeast resemble completely the ribosomal particles 
from other sources as regards their physico-chemical properties and the effect 
of Mg++-ions. 
b. The Mg++-ions have a reversible hold on the subunits, while part of the 
bound Mg++-ions may have a function in the rRNA helix structure. 
с At a moderate ionic strength and neutral pH the Mg/P-ratio is 0.6 eq Mg++/ 
RNP-P for stable 80 S RNP solutions, and 0.3 eq Mg++/RNP-P for the subunits. 
d. The Mg/P-ratio maximally approaches 1.0 eq Mg++/RNP-P, suggesting 
the rRNA-phosphate-groups as primary binding sites of subunits, the Mg^-ions 
forming a bridge. 
e. The appearance of 50 S particles in TC-bufTer upon Mg-removal or after 
freezing and freeze-drying is probably a structural transformation of the large 
subunits. This change in secondary structure causes a decrease of the sedimen­
tation coefficient from 60 S to 50 S, prior to a further dissociation into two 40 S 
particles. 
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CHAPTER Π 
SOME PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF YEAST 
RIBOSOMAL RNA WITH REFERENCE TO 
RIBOSOMAL STRUCTURE 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Naturally occurring ribonucleic acids 
While originally DNA was considered to be of animal and RNA of vegetable 
origin, we now know that both DNA and RNA are present in animal as well as 
in vegetable organisms. DNA is found in all cell-nuclei and RNA in the cyto­
plasm of all cells. However, some years ago small amounts of RNA were also 
isolated from the nucleus (Kay, 1956, Osawa, 1957) ; furthermore, small amounts 
of DNA-RNA-complexes have recently been found in the cytoplasm (Schulman, 
1962). Otherwise, as is well-known, it is especially in the cytoplasm that diflferent 
types of RNA occur.There is considerable difference between highly-polymerized 
RNA, complex bound to proteins in RNP, virus or ribosome (see Chapter I), 
and "soluble" RNA, appearing freely in cytoplasm. 
Afterwards wider research taught us to distinguish between different types 
of soluble RNA, with different biochemical functions as told by their names : 
transfer RNA (sRNA) and messenger RNA (mRNA), while nuclear RNA 
(nRNA) ought to be mentioned too. Other functional RNA types may be found 
in the future. The primary chemical structure, as well as some physical and 
biological data of the hitherto known nucleic acids have been outlined in 
Table II. 1. This survey has no claims to completeness; its only purpose is to 
situate the various types of nucleic acids and to provide a comparison of their 
main properties. The molecular weight limits are only approximate. Extensive 
data about the various nucleic acids are available in the monographies by 
Chargaff and Davidson (1955-1960) and Steiner and Beers (1961), and in the 
new series "Progress in Nucleic Acid Research" (Davidson and Cohn, ed. 1963). 
In view of the study of the structural role of Mg^-ions in ribosomes, only 
rRNA was important for the present investigation. Nevertheless, the isolation 
and some properties of sRNA have to be mentioned as well, since part of the 
experiments had to be carried out with commercial yeast RNA, a low-molecular 
weight preparation of broken down sRNA and rRNA molecules. 
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TABLE II. 1 Outline of nucleic acids according to chemical, physical and biological properties 
CHEM 
structure 
PHYS 
о о 
-O-P-O-S-O-P-O-S-
I I I I 
о в о в 
H H 
rRNA 
RNA 
S = ribose 
В = adenine, guanine, 
cytosine, uracil 
sRNA nucleotides 
DNA 
S = desoxyribose 
В = adenine, guanine, 
cytosine, thymine 
(methylcytosine) 
DNA 
M.W. 
highly polymerized 
500,000-2,000,000 
high-molecular weight 
200,000-20,000 
low-molecular weight highly polymerized 
< 20,000 4-130,000,000 
So 
[η] 
BIOL 
18 S 28 S 
0.3-2.0 dl/g 
ribosomal (viral) transfer 
RNA 
chiefly 4 S 
ca 0.2 dl/g 
messenger 
RNA 
nuclear 
RNA 
15-60 S 
40-80 dl/g 
nuclear DNA 
occurrence RNP in cytoplasm RNA in cytoplasm nucleus DNP in nucleus 
function assemblage of transport of transport code building stones genetic code 
proteins amino acids nucleus cytoplasm, polynucleotides 
template protein synthesis RNA DNA 
1.2 Isolation of ribonucleic acid from cellular material 
The isolation of homogeneous and highly-polymerized rRN A and sRN A has 
generally been hampered by the labile character of the RNA macromolecules 
and by the presence of small amounts of the enzyme RNase in the preparations. 
Though both effects will always play an important part in breakdown processes, 
in the last few years the isolation methods have been improved by such factors 
as the use of protein-denaturing agents, improved knowledge of optimal 
circumstances (neutral pH, moderate ionic strength and low temperature) and 
the addition of RNase-adsorbing materials (synthetic or natural polymers). 
The isolation of rRNA from RNP requires four steps, viz. a dissociation of 
RNP into rRNA and protein, a denaturation of the released protein, a separation 
of the reaction products and the working up of the separated materials. The 
introduction of liquified phenol by Gierer and Schramm (1956) for the isolation 
of TMV RNA has provided a reagent, which can be used throughout all steps. 
Moreover, phenol also denatures free proteins as RNase. The separation of the 
RNA (water) phase and the protein (phenol) phase is facilitated by centrifugation. 
Besides, the protein part can be worked up from the phenol layer (Anderer, 
1959). Detergents can also be used, but only for the first two steps (Hall and 
Doty, 1958); for the other steps additional reagents are necessary, e.g. chloro-
form-pentanol mixtures (Ts'o and Squires, 1959) or again liquified phenol (Hall 
and Doty, 1959). The standard procedure uses a combination of NaLS and 
liquified phenol. Still, some other methods must be mentioned: extraction of 
RNP with TCA, precipitation of RNA from RNP with molar salt solutions 
(Chao, 1961) or precipitation of rRNA as the guanidinium salt(Cox and Arnstein, 
1963). 
The isolation methods for sRNA are mostly based on the same principles, 
though the removal of proteins is less essential. The common extraction proce-
dures for sRNA with phenol, NaLS or 1 M NaCl were compared by Klee and 
Staehelin (1962). The most widely used method for the large scale preparation 
of yeast RNA is that of Crestfield et al (1955), using NaLS. Finally, it should be 
mentioned that the preparation of commercial yeast RNA is done by alkali 
extraction of yeast cells. This method will cause some degradation of the RNA 
macromolecules (Davidson, 1963). 
1.3 Physico-chemical properties of ribosomal ribonucleic acids 
Although the first aim of this part of the present study is to obtain information 
about the amount of Mg-^-ions in rRNA and about their function in the macro-
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TABLE 11.2 Some physico-chemical data of rRN A from different types ofribosomes 
Source 
E. coli 
E. coli 
Calf liver 
Baker's yeast 
Reticulocytes 
Calf thymus (nucleus) 
Authors 
Kurland (1960) 
Aronsone/o / (1961) 
Hall, Doty (1959) 
Maeda (1960) 
Otaka (1961) 
Cox, Arnstein (1963) 
Wang (1963) 
So* 
16.5 
23.3 
18 
28 
18 
28 
19 
28 
16.8 
29.8 
17 
26 
Intrinsic** 
viscosity 
0.30 
0.44 
0.44 
0.54 
0.38 
0.72 
Molecular 
weight 
560,000 
600,000 
1,300,000 
1,100,000 
500,000 
1,500,000 
560,000 
1,400,000 
Buffer 
pH 
acetate 
4.6 
tris 
7.4 
phosphate 
7.4 
phosphate 
7.0 
tris 
7.2 
* So is listed in Svedberg units ** The intrinsic viscosity is given in dl/g. 
molecular structure of rRN A, a consideration of some of its physico-chemical 
properties seems useful. For this reason in Table II.2 some physico-chemical 
data of rRNA from various sources have been listed. 
If we take into account the variations of the used media and the accuracy of 
molecular weight determinations, these data show reasonable agreement. Two 
different types of rRNA molecules are generally found, having sedimentation 
coefficients of 18S and 28S (corresponding with molecular weights of 600,000 
and 1,200,000). In addition, Kurland (1960) has shown that these rRNA 
molecules originate from the small and large ribosomal subunits respectively. 
The corresponding dimensional properties of all rRN A's and even virus RNA's 
have led to the hypothesis of similarity of chain length (Cheng, 1959; Spirin, 
1963). 
1.4 The structure of macromolecular RNA 
Spirin and co-workers (Spirin, I960; Spirin and Gavrilova, 1961 ; Bogdanova 
et al, 1962) have studied the configuration of macromolecular RNA, using 
various techniques such as sedimentation, electron microscopy and ultraviolet 
dichroism. Most of the data about the structure of RNA have been summarized 
recently by Spirin in an extensive review (Spirin, 1963). After a survey of the 
other, sometimes contradictory publications (Hall and Doty, 1958; Boedtker, 
1959, 1960), Spirin has gathered the various viewpoints into a structural 
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conception, the most important facts of which will be mentioned because of the 
possible function of divalent cations in the RNA configuration. 
First, the following intramolecular forces are of importance : hydrogen bonds 
between purine and pyrimidine bases, electrostatic repulsion forces between the 
negative phosphate-groups and finally metalion-complexes with participation 
of — NH2 and phosphate-groups. The equilibrium of these forces would give a 
free and flexible, yet ordered and compact structure. Analogous to protein 
structure, Spirin distinguishes a primary, secondary and tertiary RNA structure. 
The primary structure is determined by the mode of linkage, number and 
sequence of the four mononucleotides in a single polynucleotide chain. The 
secondary structure is characterized by the spatial arrangement of the RNA 
chain, which can be random coil or helical dependent on medium and tempe­
rature. In salt-free solution or at high temperatures helices are absent. The 
tertiary structure gives the ultimate form of the RNA molecule in solution (or 
even in ribosomal particles). Whereas in a secondary structure the interaction 
of the nearest chain sections plays a dominating part, in a tertiary structure it is 
the packing of the RNA chains that is important. Both secondary and tertiary 
structures may be influenced by divalent cations. 
The equilibrium between the above-mentioned forces leads to various 
configurations, dependent on the circumstances. Possible configurations are 
presented in Fig. II. 1, together with those factors conducive to a definite RNA 
form. 
Figure Configuration Ionic strength Temperature 
a random coil low high 
b compact rod low low 
с compact coil high low 
FIG. II.1 Possible configurations of macromolecular RNA in aqueous solution following Spirin 
(1960). 
The purpose of this part of our research will be the determination of the 
amount of Mg++-ions present in rRNA and the influence of these ions on 
rRNA structure. 
/Л 
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2 Experimental 
2.1 Materials, methods and apparatus 
2.1.1 Materials 
rRNA was prepared from yeast ribosomes (RNP), obtained from baker's 
yeast as described in Section 1.2.1.2. sRNA was isolated from the supernatant 
fraction of the first RNP ultracentrifugation as described in Section 1.2.1.2. 
Sodiumlaurylsulfate (NaLS) was recrystallized from the commercial product 
(BDH), using 50 % ethylalcohol. 
Liquified phenol was prepared by mixing 9 weight parts of purified phenol 
(Merck, analytical grade) with 1 part of demineralized water. In some cases 
phenol was purified by distillation or by elution across AhOj (Woelm) at 40oC. 
A sample of purified bentonite was provided by the Laboratory of Soils and 
Fertilizers, Agricultural State University, Wageningen (Netherlands). 
The other materials were the same as described in Chapter I. 
2.1.2 Methods 
rRNA was prepared by addition of 0.2 % NaLS to a 1 % RNP solution and 
incubation for 10 min at room temperature. The RNP-NaLS-mixture was 
cooled rapidly and shaken with an equal volume of liquified phenol at 4CC for 
15 min. The water and phenol layers were separated by centrifugation for 15 
min at 3,000 g. The supernatant water layer was removed with a micro injection 
syringe. After repetition of this procedure with fresh phenol, the different 
waterlayers, containing the greater part of rRNA, must be freed from about 
8 % phenol. At first the ether extraction method was used, involving the awkward 
elimination of solved ether, mostly done by bubbling N2 through the solution 
or by extensive dialysis against a buffer. Moreover, the ether extraction caused 
partial denaturation of rRNA. At a later stage Strohmaier's (1963) gelfiltration 
technique was used to separate rRNA from low-molecular weight RNA 
degradation products and from phenol. Both G 25 and G100 Sephadex columns 
may be used: in the latter case a separation of RNase can be achieved, too. The 
rRNA preparations thus obtained, solved in neutral buffer, with or without 
Mg+^-ions, were used for the experiments described in the present chapter. The 
preparation of sRNA was carried out along the same lines, with liquified phenol. 
In many cases the freeze-drying technique was employed to preserve for some 
time the RNA preparations, as well as the RNP-ones (Fig. II.2). 
Other preparative procedures and analytical methods were the same as those 
described in the corresponding sections of Chapter I. Any variations on the 
common procedures will be mentioned in the sections on the experimental results. 
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FIG. II.2 Schematic representation of isolation stages of RNP particles and ribosomal RNA 
and protein. 
2.1.3 Apparatus 
The ultraviolet absorption spectra were measured with the Optica CF4 
double beam grating spectrophotometer or with the Zeiss PMQjj prism 
spectrophotometer. 
The sedimentation experiments were carried out by means of the Spinco E 
analytical ultracentrifuge, with Schlieren and ultraviolet optics. In the latter 
case the photographic plates were scanned by means of a Spinco Analytrol 
equipped with a microdensitometer attachment. 
Otherwise the same apparatus was used as already described in Section 1.2.1.3. 
2.2 Ultraviolet absorption spectra of ribosomal RNA 
The significance of the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of RNP and rRNA 
has already been discussed in Section 1.2.2.1. In the case of rRNA preparations, 
too, some information had to be collected on the purity and the concentration 
of the isolated materials. Therefore the ultraviolet absorption spectra were 
measured, completely or partially, by the determination of the maxima and 
minima and the extinctions at 258, 230 and 280 т ц . Although the determination 
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201 
UC diagram of 10 mg rRNA/ml ТСМз after Iyophilization (18-52.640-8/8)*. 
203 
UCdiagramof 10 mg rRNA/ml ТСМз after precipitation with 75 /¿alcohol + 2 % potassium-
acetate (38-52.640-8/8)*. 
290 
UC diagram of 12 mg rRNA/ml ТСМз after preparation with bentonite and after alcohol-
precipitation (53-52.640-16/8)*. 
* (x-y-z) = photos taken χ min after reaching a speed of у RPM, at time intervals of ζ min. 
PLATE E: Ultracentrifugai analysis of r RN A from yeast: influence of iyophilization and alcohol-
precipitation. 
Ιιί 111 II 
Il il II I 
IllIlUli I 
208 
UC diagram of 1.4 mg rRNA/ml ТСМз (19-50.740-8/8)*. 
207 
UC diagram of 2.8 mg rRNA/ml ТСМз (23-50.740-8/8)*. 
209 
UC diagram of 22.4 mg rRNA/ml TCM2 (43-52.640-16/8)*. 
* (x-y- z) = photos taken χ min after reaching a speed of у RPM, at time intervals of ζ min. 
PLATE F: Ultracentrifugai analysis of r RN A from yeast: concentration dependence and influence 
of Mg+ -concentration. 
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282, 283 and 286 
UC diagrams of an rRNA-preparation after three stages in the isolation procedure viz. after 
phenolextraction, dialysis against ТСМз and ultrafiltration (282: 25-50.740-8/8)*; after 
dialysis against an excess of 0.01 M EDTA in TC-buffer (283: 25-50.740-8/8)* and after 
continued dialysis against water during 48 hour (286: 34-50.740-16/16)*. 
* (x-y-z) = photos taken χ min after reaching a speed of y RPM at time intervals of ζ min. 
PLATE G : Sedimentation patterns of yeast rRNA, prepared in the presence of bentonite. 
279 
rRNA in FlVb-bufifer (37-52.640-8/8)*. 
280 
rRNA in FM3-bufTer after alcohol-precipitation (22-52.640-16/16)*. 
281 
rRNA in phosphate-buffer, pH 7.4, after addition of an excess of EDTA with respect to 
present Mg* -ions (10-52.640-16/16)· 
* (x-y-z) = photos taken χ min after reaching a speed of y RPM at time intervals of ζ min. 
PLATE Η: Sedimentation patterns of rRNA, prepared with and without addition of bentonite 
immediately after grinding the yeast cells. The upper curves are those of rRNA, pre­
pared without bentonite. 
of purity and concentration were the principal aims of these measurements, 
attention was also paid to the influence of RNA structure on the extinctions. 
2.2.1 Determination of the purity of rRNA 
The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of rRNA has already been presented in 
Fig. 1.3, together with a BSA spectrum. The absorption maximum is at 260 τημ, 
the minimum at 230 τημ. On the same grounds as those for RNP the extinction 
ratios Е258/Е2зо and Ezss/Eieo give a brief information about the purity of 
rRNA preparations. The difference between E258 and E260, maximal for rRNA, 
is neglected. On comparing the extinction ratios of different rRNA preparations 
in Table II.3, all measured in the same solvent (TCM3), the slight scatter of 
results is obvious. Nevertheless, a comparison with some widely deviating 
TABLE II.3 Extinction ratios of some rRNA preparations after 
different isolation stages in ТСМз-buffer* 
Preparation 
62-10 
62-10 
62-14 
62-15 
63-6 
63-6 
63-6 
63-8 
63-8 
63-10 
63-16 
Eise 
E230 
2.26 
2.38 
2.40 
2.40 
2.33 
2.33 
2.32 
2.41 
2.51 
2.41 
2.38 
Eisa 
Ε2Θ0 
2.04 
2.18 
2.21 
2.17 
2.15 
2.18 
2.25 
2.13 
2.16 
2.23 
2.17 
Isolation stage 
dialysis 
alcohol-precipitation 
freeze-drying 
dialysis 
separation of ether layers 
alcohol-precipitation 
dialvsis 
dialysis 
freeze-drying 
dialysis 
dialysis 
* E
m
ax = 258-260 ιημ; E m ¡ n = 230 πιμ. 
TABLE 11.4 Some extinction data of impure rRNA preparations in ТСМз-buffer 
Preparation 
59-3 
59-* 
62-10 
62-14 
63-7 
63-9 
Ε 2 5 β 
Егзо 
1.55 
1.54 
1.70 
1.94 
1.91 
1.98 
Eise 
Егво 
1.75 
2.03 
1.58 
1.98 
2.13 
2.09 
Max. 
258 
258 
258 
258 
259 
258 
Min 
233 
234 
232 
232 
233 
232 
Remarks 
no addition of NaLS 
no addition of NaLS 
insufficient phenolextraction 
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extinction ratios of impure rRNA preparations (Table II.4) clearly shows that 
the extinction ratios can be used for a first purity control. Some of thepreparations 
in Table II.3 were analysed for their protein content, which was in all cases less 
than 1 %. Furthermore, an analysis of the amount of RN A-phosphorus agrees 
well with the literature data about yeast RNP and RNA, as will be shown in the 
next section. Concluding, the mean values of the extinction ratios E258/E230 and 
E258/E280 respectively 2.38 and 2.17 with a standard deviation of 2.5 %, can be 
used for a rapid but preliminary assessment of the purity of some rRNA 
preparation, at least when the data have been obtained in the same way 
(Section 2.2.3). 
2.2.2 Determination of rRNA concentration 
The relatively high absorption maximum from the rRNA spectrum at 260 т ц 
can be used for the determination of the rRNA concentration, provided that 
the extinction does not depend on the physical and chemical condition of the 
rRNA molecules. This proviso is only realized in two cases, first after alkaline 
hydrolysis of the rRNA preparations, resulting in the measurement of mono­
nucleotides, and secondly, for native rRNA under standardized circumstances, 
as regards pH, ionic strength and Mg-content of the buffer. In the present 
investigation an extinction coefficient was determined only for native rRNA, 
solved in ТСМз-buffer (pH 7.4). Extinction measurements resulted in an 
extinction coefficient E.^Tjssmu = ^ ^ ^ ^' ^ 1 6 Γ ^ Ν Α concentration having 
been determined from phosphorus analyses and from the known base ratios of 
yeast RNA (Allen, 1962; Midgley, 1963). This value agrees fairly well with the 
calculated values of Ej^^sgnm 0 ^ ^ΝΡ> (listed in Table 1.5), taking into 
account the RNA percentage in ribosomes of 42 %, as published by Chao 
(1956). Moreover, this value is comparable with the extinction coefficients of 
rRNA from other sources (Table II.5). 
TABLE II.5 Extinction coefficients of rRNA from different sources 
Source 
Rat liver 
E. coli 
Yeast 
Rat brain 
Yeast 
1cm 
Ь 1%-260тц 
190 
227 ± 5 
221 
222 
226 ± 4 
Solvent 
0.02 M phosphate, pH 7.0 
0.01 M acetate, pH 4.6 
0.1 M NaCl, pH 7.1 
0.14 M phosphate, pH 7.0 
0.01 M tris + 0.001 M Mg++, pH 7.4 
Authors 
Hall, Doty (1959) 
Kurland (1960) 
Otaka (1960) 
Dingmane'<c/(1962) 
this investigation 
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2.2.3 Hypochromicity of rRNA 
Hypochromicity is defined as the decrease of (ultraviolet) extinction during 
the transition of a less ordered to a more highly ordered configuration of some 
substance. The effect is particularly noticeable in the case of nucleic acids, 
where two types of hypochromicity may be distinguished : first, hypochromicity 
found when mononucleotides are coupled to a polynucleotide chain, resulting 
in a primary structure and secondly, hypochromicity caused by the transition 
of the random coil structure into the more compact helix configuration, related 
to the secondary and tertiary structure. Whereas the first factor may cause a 
40 % change of extinction, the second process gives different changes of extinc­
tion, whose extent is dependent on several circumstances, but never exceeding 
more than 20-30 %. The latter type of hypochromicity is usually called hyper-
chromicity because the reverse process is the common one - going from an 
ordered to a less ordered structure, e.g. by heating of rRNA (Hall and Doty 
1959) - T h i s hypochromicity turned out to be of some importance in our work, 
since the interaction between RNA and Mg^-ions will greatly influence the 
UV extinction data of RNA (noticed by Staehelin, 1959). Some qualitative 
experiments showed that the addition of Mg++-ions to Mg-free RNA produced 
a reduction of the extinction at 260 τημ of about 17 %, also a hypochromic 
effect, as shown in Fig. II.3. It is striking that the inflection point falls in the 
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FIG. II.3 Hypochromicity of rRNA by the addition of Mg++-ions. 
Емв/Е0 = the measured extinction after addition of Mg
++
-ions, 
divided through the original extinction of the Mg-free rRNA. 
The extinctions were measured at 258 ιτιμ for two rRNA preparations 
(63-9 and 63-16). 
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FIG. II.4 Hyper- and hypochromicity of rRN A upon heating and 
cooling, respectively. 
E T / E 0 = the measured extinction at the particular temperature Τ 
divided through the extinction at 20oC. The extinctions were mea­
sured at 258 Γημ. 
neighbourhood of 0.5 eq Mg++/RNA-P, while the extinction seems to become 
constant when the Mg/P-ratio approaches a value of 1.0 eq. A similar change, 
but in reversed order was obtained upon heating of rRNA to 80oC (Fig. II.4), 
giving a hyperchromic effect of about 30 %. This effect could be completely 
reversed by cooling to the starting temperature, although the cooling curve did 
not coincide with the heating one. These hypo- and hyperchromic effects have a 
common origin, viz. the (dis)appearance of hydrogen bonds between the base 
residues of the rRNA chains with consequences for the secondary and tertiary 
structure. Not only is the functional role of Mg+H-ions in rRNA and RNP 
structure clear from these experiments, but also the fact that extinction data 
demand careful handling. The influence of Mg++-ions on the measured 
extinction ratios was checked for the preparations 62-6, 62-7 and 62-8 by 
changing the rRNA solvent from FM3 into FM2 or into demineralized water. 
The results are summarized in Table II.6, which contains in addition the data 
of a similar experiment in TC-buffer. For comparison there is a list of the 
corresponding data of extinction measurements on RNP in TC-buffer. From 
this table it may be concluded that the extinction ratios of rRNA and RNP are 
independent of the free Mg++-concentration, in spite of the above-mentioned 
hypochromic effects. The findings here are contrary to those found by Wang 
(1961), who investigated the UV absorption spectra of Mg-precipitated nuclear 
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TABLE ІІ.б Influence of free Mg^^·concentration on the extinction ratios Eise/Eiio and 
Ег5в/Е2ео of rRNA and RNP 
Preparation 
(number) 
rRNA (62-6) 
rRNA (64-2) 
RNP (63-9) 
Extinction* 
ratio 
a 
b 
a 
b 
a 
b 
Free Mg++-
0 
2.50 
2.23 
2.30 
2.21 
1.20 
1.79 
0.001 
2.52 
2.26 
2.44 
2.19 
1.20 
1.80 
concentration M 
0.005 0.01 
2.52 
2.21 
2.27 2.43 
2.15 2.17 
1.20 1.19 
1.80 1.80 
Solvent 
phosphate 
phosphate 
trischloride 
trischloride 
trischloride 
trischloride 
* a = Еззв/Еізо; b = Егзв/Егво. 
RNP. He found an increase of the extinction ratio Е
т м
/ Е
т і п
 from 1.60 to 1.65 
and a shift of the absorption minimum from 236 to 233 ιημ, from which facts 
he concluded to two different linkages between Mg^-ions and RNA. However, 
in our opinion these differences are much too small to justify such a conclusion. 
2.3 The macromolecular structure of rRNA 
Hitherto, the macromolecular structure of rRNA has been explained in two 
ways, contrary to each other, viz. by postulating an rRNA subunit structure 
or by assuming a very long continuous rRNA chain. In the present section we 
are concerned with some aspects of this contradiction, as revealed in the 
sedimentation experiments. 
2.3.1 The isolation of native rRNA 
In Chapter I it was pointed out that a study of the interaction between rRNA 
and Mg · +-ions would be of interest. For this purpose, stable and well-defined 
rRNA samples are necessary. As can be seen from Table II.2, the isolation of 
rRNA from ribosomes generally results in 28 S and 18 S rRNA particles. Efforts 
to obtain typical rRNA preparations encountered many difficulties, especially 
owing to breakdown processes. Each fresh rRNA preparation showed at least 
three, and in some cases even four or more components in the UC diagrams. 
The sedimentation diagrams of some preparations are given in Plates E and F. 
The relative amounts of the different rRNA components varied from one 
preparation to another, though the 28 S and 18 S components would dominate. 
The numbers in the UC diagrams give the apparent sedimentation coeffi­
cients - s(20iW)c - of the components. Since S(20rW)C is strongly concentration-
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dependent, the sedimentation coefficients at zero concentration - S2oiW - were 
determined by extrapolation to с = 0. Plate F (207, 208) gives an example of a 
concentration-dependence study, using Schlieren optics. Extrapolation of the 
s(2o,w)c -values to с = 0 resulted in S20>w -values of 26.2 S, 17.8 S and 14.0 S. 
The sedimentation coefficient can also be determined, although somewhat less 
accurately, by means of UV optics. In this case sedimentation coefficients were 
found of 26.5 S, 17.5 S and 13.5 S, which may be considered as S20iW -values 
because of the very low RNA concentration (0.05 mg/ml) during the experiment. 
The other components, visible in some preparations, have sedimentation 
coefficients between 4 S and 12 S. Evidently, degradation takes place during the 
isolation procedure. However, the smaller components always show distinct 
peaks in the UC diagrams, with s|0 w -values of about 10 S, 8 S, 6 S and 4S. 
Efforts to prepare Mg-free rRNA solutions through treatment with an excess 
of EDTA resulted in small breakdown products, once more discrete components 
with S2oiW -values between 4 S and 12 S. From these facts it seems likely that 
rRNA particles have a subunit structure, which means that the rRNA particles 
(28 S or 18S) are composed of a number of distinct subunits of much smaller 
dimensions (e.g. 4S). These subunits may be linked together by Mg-^-ions, at 
least partly so. 
2.3.2 Experimental evidence against a subunit structure of rRNA 
Some observations were not in agreement with the subunit hypothesis 
mentioned in the previous section: 
1. The dissociation of 28 S and 18 S rRNA into smaller components could 
not be reversed by the addition of Mg++-ions, irrespective of the cause of rRNA 
dissociation (EDTA-treatment, alcohol-precipitation or gelfiltration). 
2. The relative amounts of the smaller components varied greatly from one 
preparation to another, and again from one dissociation to another. This fact 
points to a more or less random process. 
3. The addition of the natural polymer bentonite yielded better rRNA 
preparations, possibly by the adsorption of present RNase to this clay material. 
When entering into the details of sub-section 3, it should be mentioned that 
Boedtker et al (1962) and Moller and Boedtker (1962) demonstrated the 
degradation of E.coli rRNA by contamination of RNase. So an rRNA break­
down by enzymatic attack seems possible. Fraenkel-Conrat et al (1961) were 
the first to suggest that the effect of RNase might be decreased by the addition 
of bentonite, which inactivates the enzyme. The same method was succesfully 
applied by Huppert and Pelmont (1962) and Strohmaier (1963). Indeed, we 
also obtained more stable rRNA preparations with smaller quantities of the 
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degradation products when bentonite was added t o RNP before the phenol 
extraction (Plate G, 282), although removal of Mg++-ions resulted in further 
degradation (Plate G, 283). Besides, there was a slight increase of the relative 
amounts of the smaller components after continued dialysis against water. Still 
better results were obtained when bentonite was added to the RNP-buffer 
immediately after grinding the yeast cells with carborundum (Plate H, 279). 
In this case, removal of Mg h+-ions by EDTA-treatment did not influence the 
sedimentation behaviour (Plate H, 281). Also, alcohol-precipitation of rRNA, 
normally producing degradation, had little influence when bentonite was present 
during the whole isolation procedure (Plate H, 280). 
2.3.3 Preparation of rRNA for the Mg-binding experiments 
Since it proved to be difficult to isolate the rRNA samples without any 
breakdown processes, the Mg-binding experiments were necessarily performed 
with preparations that were not well-defined as regards their molecular weights, 
distribution of components and structural features. 
2.4 The binding of Mg++-ions to rRNA 
The binding of Mg++-ions to rRNA has been approached via two ways : by 
the determination of the amount of Mg++-ions bound by rRNA, and by the 
measurement of the maximum binding in a titration of rRNA with Mg++-ions. 
2.4.1 Mg content of rRNA 
The Mg/P-ratios of several rRNA preparations were analysed in the same 
way as those of RNP (see Chapter I). In three situations the Mg/P-ratios of 
rRNA were examined, viz. after equilibrium dialysis against a solution with an 
excess of Mg++-ions; after equilibrium dialysis against a Mg-free solvent at 
neutral pH and after equilibrium dialysis against the strongly Mg-binding agent 
EDTA. The results of these experiments are listed in Table II.7. From this table, 
it may be concluded that the rRNA molecules bind Mg++-ions to a maximum 
value of about 1.0 eq MgT~/RNA-P, half of this amount being closely bound, 
since it can only be removed by means of EDTA. 
The Mg-binding experiments show clear agreement with the results of similar 
experiments using RNP (Section 1.2.4.1), although in the latter case the 
Mg/P-ratios were slightly different, perhaps owing to the presence of ribosomal 
protein, which shields some of the rRNA-phosphate-groups. A comparison 
with the influence of Mg++-ions on the UV absorption spectrum of rRNA is 
also of interest. Whereas the extinction ratios E258/E230 and E258/E280 were not 
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TABLE II.7 Mg/P-ratios of rR NA after equilibrium dialysis against 
solvents with and without Mg++-ions and against EDTA 
Preparation 
61-8 
61-9 
61-9 
62-1 
63-9 
63-9 
64-1 
64-1 
Bound eq 
TCM a or ] 
0.90 
1.10 
0.82 
0.80 
0.90 
0.95 
0.90 
0.90 
Mg + + /RNA-P after equilibrium with 
РМз 
TC or water 
0.41 
0.48 
0.50 
0.40 
0.42 
0.39 
0.40 
0.50 
EDTA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
influenced by the equilibrium with a Mg-containing buffer or a Mg-free solvent, 
the extinction values at 258 τημ proved to be largely dependent on the presence 
of Mg++-ions (Fig. II.3). Evidently, there exists a relation between the hypo­
chromic effect following upon the addition of Mg"1"4 -ions to Mg-free rRNA, 
and the binding of these ions. In fact the hypochromicity curve shows an 
inflection point in the neighbourhood of 0.5 eq Mg+'/RNA-P, while the hypo­
chromic effect reaches a constant value when the Mg/P-ratio approaches the 
value of 1.0. 
2.4.2 Titration of rRNA with Mg++-ions 
The interaction between rRNA and Mg++-ions can also be studied by the 
conductometric titration method. However, the preliminary conductometric 
titrations of rRNA with Mg++-ions yielded irreproducible results; they led 
indeed to the experiments described in the previous sections of the present 
chapter, as well as to the choice of commercial yeast RNA as an object for 
conductometric titrations. The experiments on the interactions of Mg > +-ions 
with commercial yeast RNA are described in Chapter III. Because of the rela­
tion between these experiments and the titrations of native rRNA, these titra­
tions will also be described in Chapter III. 
3 Discussion 
3.1 Discussion on the structure of rRNA 
In Chapter I it has been shown that upon removal of Mg^-ions 80S 
ribosomes dissociate into 60 S and 40 S subunits, and that this process is 
reversible. To explain this phenomenon it was suggested that Mg++-ions are 
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linking the subunits by forming a bridge between the rRNA of the two subunits 
in the contact-plane. Since the 28S and 18S rRNA molecules, described in this 
chapter, originate from the 60 S and 40 S ribosomal subunits respectively 
(Kurland, 1960), one might expect that an association of these rRNA-particles, 
promoted by Mg++-ions following 
18 S rRNA + 28 S rRNA Î ; about 35 S rRNA 
would be possible. However the presence of association products could not be 
shown. Only in a single case (Möller and Boedtker, 1961), and a not very 
convincing one at that, the presence of a 35 S rRNA component has been found. 
Of course, it remains possible that structural changes during the isolation 
procedure should prevent association by means of Mg++-ions. The fact that 
structural changes occur during the isolation is clear from the appearance of 
smaller particles with sedimentation coefficients ranging from 13 S to 4 S, in 
quantities depending upon several factors, such as temperature, ionic strength, 
Mg++-concentration, etc. Our finding that these small particles always appear 
as distinct peaks in the sedimentation diagram is in agreement with data publish-
ed by several other workers. Hall and Doty (1958, 1959), Takanami (1960) and 
Helmkamp and Ts'o (1961) studied the temperature dependence of rRNA 
degradation, and also found discrete components, the smallest ones having 
molecular weights of about 30.000. Again, Aronson and McCarthy (1961) 
found discrete subunits with sedimentation coefficients of 13.1 S, 8.8 S, and 4.4S 
(for E.coli rRNA), this time upon removal of Mg++-ions. The presence of these 
discrete components gave rise to the hypothesis that the 18 S and 28 S rRNA 
particles consisted of small discrete subunits, held together by rather weak 
bonds, which could be easily disrupted. The nature of these bonds was not very 
clear. The effects of heating and such reagents as ureum and formamide 
(Helmkamp and Ts'o, 1961) pointed towards hydrogen bonds, whereas the 
appearance of the subunits after removal of Mg~+-ions suggested some role of 
Mg4 +-ions in connection with these bonds. 
Meanwhile, the subunit hypothesis has been rejected by Spirin (1960, 1961, 
1963) and by Moller and Boedtker (1962), who attributed the breakdown of 
rRNA to the action of traces of RNase, possibly combined with thermal 
motion. This was also supposed by Huppert and Pelmont (1962), who studied 
the degradation phenomena of RNA from Ehrlich ascites cells. They again found 
distinct degradation products with sedimentation coefficients of 24, 21, 15, 12, 8 
and 3-5 S and therefore had to suppose that the action of RNase took place 
at preferential points of the rRNA chain. Normally, however, RNase produces 
a random breakdown. To solve this difficulty Spirin (1963) assumed the presence 
of so called "hidden breaks" in the rRNA macromolecule when this is still 
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enclosed in the ribosome. These breaks might be due to the action of RNase at 
places of the rRNA chain lying at the surface of the ribosome, which are not 
protected by the protein coating. The latter supposition is in agreement with 
recent data, published by Santer (1963), who was able to show the occurrence 
of rRNA on the surface of ribosomes. 
As described in the previous sections of this chapter, in the author's experi-
ments with yeast rRNA, discrete degradation products were also found upon 
heating or upon removal of Mg++-ions. Even the mere removal of the weakly 
bound Mg++-ions either, by means of alcohol-precipitation, by dialysis against 
a Mg-free solvent or by gelfiltration across Sephadex G 25, was sufficient to 
produce the same small discrete components found by the authors mentioned 
above. At first we were inclined to consider these facts as a support for the 
subunit hypothesis. However, the experiments with bentonite, which is known 
to inactivate RNase by adsorption, showed that rRNA preparations could be 
obtained that were much more capable of withstanding degradation. This was 
especially true when bentonite was added in the early stages of the isolation 
procedure. Although no rRNA preparations could be obtained that were 
completely proof against Mg-removal, heating or dialysis against a solvent of 
low ionic strength, it is nevertheless clear that the presence of RNase has 
considerable influence on the stability of the rRNA preparation. At the present 
moment, the hypothesis of Spirin, that RNase will cause some "hidden breaks" 
in the rRNA chains, before the protein is removed from the ribosomes, seems 
therefore the most probable one. In this picture the easily removable Mg++-ions 
in rRNA only serve to hold together the fragments of the rRNA chain. 
3.2 A possible function of Mg++-ions in rRNA structure 
In Section 2.4.1 it has been shown that rRNA can bind about 1.0 eq Mg++/ 
RNA-P. Roughly one half of these bound ions is easily removed; the structural 
role of these weakly bound ions presumably is restricted to the one described 
in the previous section. The other half consists of strongly bound ions. When 
these latter ions have been removed by means of EDTA, and, next, Mg+ '"-ions 
are added again to the rRNA solution, a strong hypochromic effect is observed, 
as can be seen from Fig. II.3. The total hypochromic effect amounts to about 
17 %, of which the greater part is caused by the strongly bound ions. This 
finding agrees with the data of Felsenfeld and Huang (1960), who found a 
hypochromic effect of about 16 % upon addition of Mgi+-ions to poly A. It is 
well-known from the literature that the hyperchromic effect of nucleic acids 
upon heating and the reversed process after subsequent cooling are accompanied 
by a transition from the highly-ordered helix configuration to a less ordered 
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random coil structure, and vice versa. Hence, it may be concluded that the 
addition of Mg++-ions to a Mg-free rRNA solution causes a transition from a 
more or less random coil configuration to a helix structure. The function of the 
Mg+~-ions can be seen as an electrostatic one, namely shielding the negatively 
charged phosphate-groups of rRNA. The electrostatic repulsion between these 
groups, which prevents the formation of helices, will then decrease to such an 
extent that a transition to the helix structure by means of hydrogen bond 
formation becomes possible. 
An argument against this hypothesis is the fact that the strongly bound 
Mg~+-ions cannot be removed by dialysis, but only by strongly chelating agents 
like EDTA. When the ions are only acting as counterions, one would expect 
substitution for other counterions, for instance by means of dialysis, to be 
possible. Therefore, a more direct structural function by the formation of metal-
complex-bridges cannot be ruled out. 
Finally, it should be noted that there is a parallel between the behaviour of 
Mg1 '"-ions in RNP and in rRNA. In both cases, about one half of the bound 
MgH-ions is weakly bound. In RNP these ions hold the 60S and 40S RNP 
subunits reversibly together; in rRNA they have a similar function for the 
smaller degradation fragments, although in the latter case the binding is 
irreversible. 
3.3 Some suggestions for further experiments concerning rRNA and Mg" ' -ions 
The tentative experiments about the hyper- and hypochromic effects of rRNA 
as a function of added Mg++-ions require further investigation, especially by 
methods capable of indicating any structural changes attending the addition 
of Mg+^-ions or other divalent cations. Perhaps the technique of optical 
rotatory dispersion could be used for the determination of the helix structure of 
the rRNA samples. Furthermore, the preparation of rRNA should be improved. 
The continuous appearance of at least the 13 S rRNA products still points to 
degradation phenomena, whether enzymatic or mechanical. The development 
of a milder isolation procedure, combined with complete suppression of RNase 
activity will be necessary to obtain better rRNA preparations. Possibly, the 
problem of random breakdown or degradation at preferential points of the 
rRNA chain may be solved at the same time. 
4 Conclusion 
Summarizing the arguments about the isolation and examination of rRNA 
from yeast ribosomes, we would submit the following propositions: 
a. There is a parallel between RNP and rRNA in respect of the binding of 
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Mg^-ions, both by a weak and a strong interaction; each occupies about 
half of the available RNA phosphordiester-groups. 
b. There exists no parallel between RNP and rRNA with regard to the rever­
sible binding function of Mg-+-ions. However, Mg+Mons appear to hold 
together parts of the original rRNA chain, which is broken on specific sites by 
enzymatic or mechanical attack. 
с In view of the tentative nature of the experiments, no conclusion can be 
drawn about the function of Mg+~-ions in the RNA helix configuration. Some 
participation, however, is obvious, in view of the hypochromicity of rRNA upon 
addition of Mg++-ions. 
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CHAPTER III 
INTERACTION OF RIBONUCLEIC ACID WITH MAGNESIUM-IONS 
1 Introduction 
The experimental data from the preceding chapters and from the literature 
about the structural role of the Mg++-ions in RNP and RNA, and likewise 
in other biological macromolecules, seem to point to the tentative conclusion 
that these ions bind fairly large molecules to even larger molecules or macro-
molecular complexes. The question arises whether these divalent cations have 
a direct binding function in forming a bridge between two groups of the com-
plexing molecules, or an indirect binding function, masking some charged 
groups and enabling neighbouring groups to be linked by hydrogen bonds. 
1.1 Interaction of nucleic acids with divalent cations 
The increasing interest in nucleic acids has led to some recent studies 
concerning the interaction of nucleic acids (DNA, RNA, poly A and poly U) 
with inorganic cations. These studies have been conveniently summarized in the 
surveys by Shooter (1957), Dekker (1960), and Steiner and Beers (1961). 
At its first stage, research was limited to a study of the interactions of DNA 
with mostly monovalent ions, investigated by means of titration, electro-
phoresis and ultraviolet spectroscopy (Shack et al, 1953; Cox et al, 1956; 
Jordan et al, 1956; Mathieson and MacLaren, 1956). These studies showed 
that Na+-ions are bound to maximally 90 % of the available phosphate-groups. 
Cox and Peacocke (1956) mentioned the possibility of shielding by the ionic 
atmosphere instead of binding. Before Cavalieri (1952) discussed a possible 
interaction of DNA-phosphate-groups with Mgt+-ions. Wiberg and Neuman 
(1957) studied the reaction of DNA and RNA with divalent cations using 
equilibrium dialysis and ion exchange methods. They found also a binding of 
Ca++ and Mg~+-ions to the phosphate-groups. 
Zubay and Doty (1958) challenged the binding hypothesis, stating that about 
50 % of the "bound" ions are in close proximity of the poly-electrolytes 
(counterions). However, their conductometric and equilibrium dialysis ex-
periments showed a rather close binding of Mg++-ions to DNA, with a 
saturation point of 0.7 eq Mg++/DNA-P for denatured DNA. After further 
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conductometric experiments Zubay (1959) suggested that the adenine and 
guanine residues are the actual binding sites of DNA, at least for Mg++-ions. 
His conclusion was based on the reduced ratio of bound eq Mghl"/DNA-P, 
found when denatured DNA had been treated with formaldehyde. This 
substance reacts with the purine bases of DNA. Shack and Bynum (1959) 
also investigated the interaction of DNA with Mg++-ions, using Eriochrome 
Black Τ (Erio Τ) as Mg++-indicator. They found a very close binding of Mg++-
ions to both native and denatured DNA up to 0.6 eq Mg t +/DNA-P; a binding 
gradually reduced by increasing amounts of added NaCl. Probably Na+-ions 
can replace Mg++-ions on some of the binding sites. The most important data 
on this subject hitherto have been presented by Felsenfeld and Huang (1959, 
1961); they studied the interaction of DNA, RNA and the synthetic polynucleo­
tides poly A and poly U with divalent cations by means of conductometric titra­
tions. Their results showed good agreement and indicated a titration endpoint of 
l.O eq divalent metalion/polynucleotide-phosphate for all polynucleotides, both 
natural and synthetic. These data point to the phosphate-groups as the actual 
binding sites. 
The contradiction concerning phosphate or amino groups as binding sites 
for metalions must be solved before the answer on the question of the direct or 
indirect binding function of Mg+~ or Ca++-ions in RNP and RNA. Further­
more, it has been demonstrated that the binding of Mg++-ions to RNA will 
influence the structure as well as the charge of these molecules, since both the 
sedimentation and the electrophoretic velocity are dependent on the amount of 
bound Mg++-ions (Petermann, I960; Möller and Boedtker, 1962). Hence the 
study of ion-binding to RNA is also important because of the frequent use of 
sedimentation and electrophoresis in biophysical research. A number of other 
physico-chemical properties shows also a marked dependence on the presence 
of Mg++-ions, for instance the ultraviolet absorption spectrum (Staehelin, 1959) 
and the "melting"-behaviour of denaturating DNA (Dove and Davidson, 1962). 
7.2 The concept of binding 
The concept of binding does not allow of an easy and clear-cut definition. 
Generally, ion-binding is determined as the difference between the total amount 
of ions in solution and the amount of free ions in solution. Now the difficulty is 
that the quantity of those ions that can be considered as being free in solution, 
depends more or less upon the method used to analyse the free ion-concentration. 
The loss of certain physico-chemical properties of these ions is used as an 
indication of their being bound to the macromolecules. For instance, in con-
ductivity measurements the mobility of ions, when bound, will decrease to some 
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extent, causing a reduction of the total conductivity. Another example is 
furnished by considering a chemical reaction where the bound ions are at the 
right hand side of the equation A— + M + + ^t AM. It is clear that different 
methods will not necessarily yield identical results. However, when the results 
of different methods agree with each other, this may be seen as a strong 
argument for the correctness of the measured values. 
1.3 Scope and methods of the investigation 
The experiments, described in the present chapter, cover the quantitative 
determination of the binding of Mg+^-ions to RNA, the localization of the 
binding sites and a comparison of the results thus obtained with the data 
concerning the amount and function of Mg++-ions in the biological macro-
molecules, RNP and RNA. 
The following methods were used in order to determine the amount of RNA 
bound Mg^-ions: a. The conductometric titration method, which was also 
used by Shack (1953), Zubay (1959), and Felsenfeld and Huang (1959); b. The 
spectrophotometric titration method using Erio Τ according to Shack and 
Bynum (1959). 
Perhaps the determination of the types of binding sites of RNA may be made 
by masking one of the possible groups, viz. the bases or the phosphordiester-
groups. The purine or pyrimidine bases react in an specific way with formal­
dehyde, forming monomethylol or dimethylol derivatives with the amino-resid-
ues (Staehelin, 1959; Zubay, 1959). A chemical masking of the phosphor-
diester-groups is not possible. On the contrary, partial shielding of these 
negatively charged groups can be obtained by the addition of monovalent 
cations to a fairly high concentration. These ions may compete with the 
Mg++-ions for the binding sites of RNA. 
2 Experimental 
2.1 Materials 
Commercial yeast RNA (Nutrition Biochemical Corporation) (NBCo) was 
dissolved in 0.001-0.01 M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane. The con­
centration of this low-molecular weight RNA was adapted to the titration 
procedure. 
Ribosomal RNA was prepared as described in Chapter II, and dialysed 
against several changes of de-ionised water or tris-solution. 
Formaldehyde-treated RN A solutions were prepared by exposure during 48 h 
to 2.5 % formaldehyde at pH 6.8 and room temperature (Fraenkel-Conrat, 1954). 
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In some cases the excess of formaldehyde was removed by dialysis against 
tris-solution. 
The standard titrant solutions were made by accurate weighing of dried salts 
(analytical grade) and by dissolving in conductivity water (K < 1 X 10~'5Ohm_1). 
Erio Τ and other chemicals were obtained from Merck (Germany). 
2.2 Methods and apparatus 
2.2.1 Conductometric titrations 
Conductivity measurements were carried out by means of a symmetrical 
Wheatstone bridge with Wagner earth device. The bridge was fed from an a.c. 
generator. A Philips cathode-ray oscilloscope, preceded by a two-stage amplifier, 
served as zero-indicator. The accuracy of the resistance measurements, mostly 
made at 1000 or 2000 cycles/sec, was better than 0.1 %. The titrations were 
carried out in conductivity cells of the normal type (van Os and Koopman­
van Eupen, 1957), placed in a thermostat at 25 ± 0.005 0 C. The contents of the 
cells were 10 ml (cell constant 0.516) or 50 ml (cell constant 1.043). The calibra­
tion of the cells was made with standard KCl-solutions according to Jones and 
Prendergast (1937). The standard Mg++-soIutions were added through an Agla 
micrometer-operated burette (total volume 0.5 ml, accuracy ± 0.0002 ml) or a 
Metrohm piston burette (total volume 10 ml, accuracy ¿ 0.005 ml), dependent 
on the cell content. Not more than 5 % of the cell content of titrant was added 
to avoid too large dilution effects. The measured conductivity values were 
reduced to the initial volume by multiplying with a factor (V + a)/V, V being 
the initial volume and a the volume of added titrant. 
2.2.2 Spectrophotometric titrations 
The spectrophotometric titration of RNA with Mg++-ions, using Erio Τ as 
indicator for free Mg~+-ions, was carried out by a modified version of the 
procedure as described by Shack and Bynum (1959) for DNA-Mg-interaction 
studies. 
Both to the RNA solution to be titrated and to the titrant Erio Τ was added 
in a concentration of 20 mg/1 (about 4.4 χ 10-SM). In this way the concentration 
of the indicator remained constant during the' whole titration process. The pH 
was kept at 9.4 by the addition of tris. The titrations were performed in a 1 cm 
cuvette with a volume of 3 ml ; the titrant was added with an Agla micrometer-
burette. After each addition of a small amount of titrant, the content of the 
cuvette was stirred magnetically. The increase of extinction at 530 νημ was 
measured against water, in some cases against RNA-Erio T-solution as a blank 
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to determine directly the increase of extinction as a function of added Mg++-ions. 
Both the amount of bound Mg~+-ions and the free Mg+~-concentration were 
calculated from the titration data. The extinction measurements were carried 
out with an Optica CF4 grating spectrophotometer with thermostatic cuvette-
holder. The pH measurements were made with a Philips pH-meter type G M 4491. 
2.2.3 Potentiometrie titrations 
The Potentiometrie titrations of RNA were performed with a glass-electrode 
and a saturated calomel-electrode, both in conjunction with a Polymetron 
pH-meter type 42B or a Radiometer pH-meter type pHM4. Calibration was 
made with precision standard buffer-solutions according to the National 
Bureau of Standards. 
2.2.4 Analytical methods 
The RNA determinations were the same as in Chapters I and II. 
2.3 Results of the conductometric titrations 
2.3.1 Experimental findings 
A complete example of a conductometric titration of RNA (NBCo) with 
MgS04 is given in Table III.l, showing also the relation between the conduc-
tivity increments and the number of eq Mg+^/RNA-P added. A clear picture of a 
conductometric RNA titration is obtained from a titration diagram, as given 
in Fig. III.l. The determination of the titration endpoint(s) depends on the 
interpretation of this diagram. Hitherto in the study of nucleic acid-metal 
ion-interactions two methods of interpretation have been followed: Shack 
(1953) and Zubay (1959) drew two straight lines through the experimental 
points and considered the intersection as the endpoint of the reaction, whereas 
Felsenfeld and Huang (1959), having measured more points in the intermediate 
area, suggested a three lines construction, with a first and a second endpoint. 
In this study the three straight lines, which form the complete titration graph, 
have been numbered (1), (2) and (3); following Felsenfeld and Huang, the 
endpoints are ( l)-(2) and (2)-(3), whereas Shack and Zubay's pseudo-endpoint is 
(])-(3). Furthermore, the slopes of the lines (1), (2) and (3) are marked by the 
same numbers. 
The results of 22 conductometric titrations of commercial yeast RNA 
(NBCo) are summarized in Tables III.2, III.3 and III.4. In Table III.2 the three 
endpoints are listed together with the RNA and tris-concentrations at which the 
titration was carried out. The RNA/tris-ratio was varied in order to study its 
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TABLE III.l Conductometric titration (17) of RNA (NBCo) with MgSO* 
[MgSO«] Rx 106K. 106ΔΚ AKI AC Eq Mg4+/RNA-P 
ml Ohms Ohms-1 cm - 1 Ohm - 1 cm2eq~1 added 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
7635 
7283 
6971 
6676 
6435 
6198 
5998 
5789 
5587 
5384 
5180 
4970 
4778 
4585 
4409 
4240 
4085 
3938 
3797 
3672 
3545 
162.7 
170.9 
178.9 
187.2 
194.6 
202.5 
209.6 
217.6 
225.9 
234.9 
244.7 
255.4 
266.3 
278.0 
289.7 
301.8 
313.9 
326.3 
339.0 
351.2 
364.5 
8.2 
8.0 
8.3 
7.4 
7.9 
7.2 
8.0 
8.3 
9.0 
10.8 
10.7 
10.9 
11.7 
11.7 
12.1 
12.1 
12.4 
12.7 
12.2 
12.3 
58 
57 
59 
53 
56 
51 
57 
60 
64 
77 
76 
78 
83 
83 
86 
86 
89 
91 
87 
88 
0.000 
0.075 
0.150 
0.225 
0.300 
0.375 
0.450 
0.525 
0.600 
0.675 
0.750 
0.825 
0.900 
0.975 
1.050 
1.125 
1.200 
1.275 
1.350 
1.425 
1.500 
Note: [RNA] = 0.8 mg/ml; [MgS04] = 0.035 M; [tris] = 0.002 M ; Titration volume = 50 ml. 
К.Ю^ОНт^сгтГ
1) 
240 -
220 -
О) 
200 - У 
1 О 
160 -
(2) 
140 
(1) 
120 - ^ г 
ІГІП^ ι ι ι ι ι | | • 
0.2 0 4 Об Οβ ΙΟ 1.2 ΙΑ 1.6 eq Mg'VRNA-P 
FIG. III.l Conductometric titration of commercial yeast RNA (NBCo) with MgCh. 
Titration of 5 mg RNA in 10 ml 0.002 M tris, pH 8.2 with 0.07 N MgCU. 
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TABLE III.2 Intersections of Unes (I), (2) and (3) in eq Mg++IRNA-P of some RNA(NBCo) 
titrations 
ti 
nr 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
[RNA] 
mg/ml 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.2 
0.5 
0.4 
0.5 
0.8 
0.8 
[tris] 
M 
0.006 
0.006 
0.004 
0.004 
0.006 
0.006 
0.006 
0.005 
0.004 
0.004 
0.004 
0.002 
0.004 
0.002 
0.002 
0.002 
0.002 
[RNA] 
[tris] 
mg/mmol 
0.33 
0.33 
0.50 
0.50 
0.66 
0.66 
0.66 
0.80 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.25 
2.00 
2.50 
4.00 
4.00 
(1H2) 
-
0.50 
0.46 
0.49 
0.52 
0.52 
0.58 
0.51 
0.55 
0.51 
0.56 
0.53 
0.66 
0.53 
0.64 
0.63 
Intersections 
inEqMg+ +/RNA-P 
(l)-(3) 
0.72 
0.72 
0.75 
0.75 
0.76 
0.72 
0.69 
0.76 
0.70 
0.73 
0.71 
0.72 
0.74 
0.84 
0.75 
0.80 
0.85 
(2)-(3) 
-
1.06 
1.01 
0.97 
1.01 
0.95 
1.01 
1.01 
1.04 
0.99 
1.01 
1.01 
1.10 
1.08 
1.05 
1.09 
influence on the binding of Mg-^-ions to RNA. The slopes of the lines (1), (2) 
and (3) are listed in Table III.3 as a function of RNA and tris-concentration ; 
the fairly constant slope values seem to justify the three lines interpretation. 
In Table Ш.4 the results of some titrations of formaldehyde-treated RNA are 
presented and compared with the corresponding titrations of untreated RNA. 
2.3.2 Interpretation of the conductometric titration curves 
2.3.2.1 Commercial yeast RNA 
First of all the statement that an intersection is an endpoint for RNA-Mg-
interaction has to be proved. With regard to intersection (2)-(3), evidence 
about the correctness of this statement is supported by the fact that the slope 
of line (3) is the same as the slope of a blank titration, as appears from a com­
parison between Tables III.l and III.7 and also from Fig. III.5. Hence there is 
no binding of Mg++-ions to RNA beyond the intersection (2)-(3). Since the 
presence of three distinct lines is established from the data furnished by Table 
111.3 and even more clearly from Fig. III.2, it is obvious that the intersection 
(l)-(2) must have a definite meaning, too. Because of the linear interpretation, 
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TABLE III.3 Slopes of straight lines (J), (2) and (3) from conducto­
metric titrations 1-17 
Ti 
nr 
12 
3 
4 
1 
2 
14 
10 
11 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
13 
15 
16 
17 
[RNA] 
mg/ml 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.8 
0.8 
[tris] 
M 
0.002 
0.004 
0.004 
0.006 
0.006 
0.002 
0.004 
0.004 
0.004 
0.005 
0.006 
0.006 
0.006 
0.002 
0.004 
0.002 
0.002 
Slopes (Δ Κ/Δ С) in Ohm-
(1) 
52 
50 
51 
52 
52 
54 
53 
51 
52 
54 
52 
52 
52 
53 
53 
55 
56 
(2) 
82 
83 
80 
-
-
78 
80 
79 
78 
82 
79 
81 
77 
82 
80 
79 
77 
1
 cm
2
 eq - 1 
(3) 
104 
106 
105 
107 
108 
96 
100 
99 
99 
100 
101 
99 
101 
97 
96 
89 
89 
ΔΚ/ΔΟ (Ohm-'crr^eq-1) 
100 
90 
Θ0 
70 
60 
50 
s l o p e « ) — . .---- · .- .-- ·- ,- ,- .» . 
• 
slope (2)—»- — «•--—*-.f— 
-
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. · . . . < . . · . „ . . . - - <—sloped) 
• 
0 2 0 4 Об Ο β 12 14 16 
eq Mg**/RNA-P 
FIG. III.2 The conductivity increments of a conductometric titration 
of R NA with MgCh as a function of added eq Mg++/ 
RNA-P. 
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the term "endpoint" is justified by the change in slope, which occurs when 
another reaction becomes perceptible. The features of endpoint (l)-(2) will be 
treated after the evaluation of the meaning of lines (1) and (2) in the following 
sections. Because the experimental data point to the three lines interpretation of 
Felsenfeld and Huang (1959), the intersection (l)-(3) is only listed for purposes 
of comparison with the observations by Zubay (1959). The point (1)43) must 
be considered as a pseudo-endpoint, occurring when line (2) has been overlooked 
on account of an insufficient number of measurements. 
The data from Table III.2 clearly indicate the value of 1.0 eq Mg+_/RNA-P 
for the endpoint (2)-(3). The average value of the listed titrations amounts to 
1.025 ± 0.045 eq Mg+H/RNA-P. This value agrees with the endpoint found 
by Felsenfeld and Huang (1959) for polynucleotide-Mn++-interaction (1.03 eq 
Mn++/poly A[U]-P). In order to detect any influence of RNA and tris-con-
centrations on the position of the endpoints, both these concentrations were 
varied. Whereas variation of the RNA concentration has little or no effect on 
the titration endpoints (see titrations 14-17), a change in the tris-concentration 
results in a shift of the amount of bound Mg++-ions, as appears from Fig. III.3. 
The binding of Mg++-ions to RNA is reduced at high tris-concentrations. 
eq Mg"/RNA-P 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
09 
08 
07 
06 
05 
0002 0004 0006 molarity tris 
FIG. III.3 Competitive influence oftris+-ions on the interaction of 
RNA and Mg+'-ions as measured conductometrically. 
The competitive influence of tris ' -ions is also evident from a plot of the 
Mg/P-ratios of the intersections (l)-(2), (l)-(3) and (2)-(3) against the RNA/ 
tris-ratios of the titrations performed. In spite of a comparatively wide scatter 
of points, the competition effect is quite clear (Fig. III.4). 
The titration results also show overall correspondence in the values found for 
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eq Mg";RNA-P 
-<2)-<3) 
-(1)-(3) 
-;(i)-(2) 
10 2 0 3 0 4 0 
[RNA]/[tns] in mg/mmol 
FIG. III.4 Endpoints ofa number of conductometric titrations 
of commercial yeast RNA with MgSOt, plotted 
against the [RNA]l[tris]-ratio. 
(l)-(2), (1ИЗ) and (2H3) are the intersections of lines (1), 
(2) and (3) from the conductometric titration diagrams. 
the pseudo-endpoint (l)-{3) and the first endpoint (l)-(2), being respectively 
0.75 ± 0.045 eq Mg++/RNA-P and 0,55 ± 0.06 eq Mg++/RNA-P. The value 
of the pseudo-endpoint agrees well with the values found by Shack (1953) and 
Zubay (1959) for DNA-Mg-interactions, which were between 0.6 and 0.8 eq 
Mg++/DNA-P. Their anomalous endpoint would, in fact, seem to be a conse­
quence ofa wrong interpretation of titration data (Felsenfeld and Huang, 1959). 
Whether intersection (l)-(2) is a real endpoint or an artifact, may be decided 
after the elucidation of the significance of line (2). In the case ofa real endpoint 
the preliminary conclusion would be that the reaction of about 50 % of the 
available binding sites with Mg++-ions is different from that of the other 
binding sites. 
The most important fact resulting from the preceding tables, seems to be that 
the binding of Mg++-ions to RNA ceases at 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P, a fact 
supporting the conclusion that the Mg++-ions are bound to the negatively 
charged phosphate-groups of the RNA chain. The significance of the first 
endpoint at about 0.5 eq Mg++/RNA-P will be discussed in Section 2.3.3.3. 
The remarkable fact that the maximum binding is somewhat over 1.0 eq 
0 6 
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MgT+/RNA-P, especially at low tris-concentrations, can be explained by assu­
ming that each terminal phosphate-group binds two eq Mg t ~ instead of one. For 
instance, the maximum binding amounts to 1.02 eq Mg++/RNA-P at a chain-
length of 50 nucleotides with 1 terminal phosphate-group. It would be possible 
to obtain some knowledge about the chain length, or the number of terminal 
groups, if the maximum binding could be measured exactly and reproducibly. 
However, the rather wide scatter excludes such accurate determination. 
K.IO^Ohm-'cm-1) 
τ — ι — ι — ι — ι - 1 — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — ι — г - 1 
0.2 0 4 Об 0Θ 1 0 12 14 
eqMg**/RNA-P 
FIG. III.5 Conductometric titration of formaldehyde-
treated RNA with MgSOi, compared with 
a blank titration of 0.002 M tris with MgSO*. 
The blank titration is given in eq MgSO-t/liter. Formal­
dehyde-treated RNA is brought to pH 7.0 with tris. 
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2.3.2.2 Formaldehyde-treated RNA 
Results of the conductometric titrations of formaldehyde-treated RNA 
(NBCo) (Table IIÏ.4) show a reduction of binding of Mg++-ions to this modified 
RNA. The endpoint (2H3) has shifted from 1.0 to 0.4 eq Mg^/RNA-P. 
Moreover, another phenomenon draws the attention: the titration results allow 
the construction of only two straight lines through the measured points. As is 
clear from Fig. III.5, line (1) from the original titration diagram has disappeared. 
However, when after completion of the formaldehyde reaction the reaction 
mixture is dialysed against 0.01 M tris for 24 hours, line (1) returns, while the 
endpoint (2)-{3) shifts back to about 0.6 eq Mg++/RNA-P. Prolonged dialysis 
failed to reach the original endpoint value of 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P. 
TABLE III.4 Influence of formaldehyde on the position of endpoint (2)-(3) and on slopes (1), 
(2) and (3) 
Ti 
nr 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
12 
8 
15 
[RNA] 
mg/ml 
0.50 
0.50 
0.40 
0.42 
0.42 
0.20 
0.40 
0.50 
Treatment* 
+ form/nd 
+ form/nd 
+ form/nd 
+ form/ d 
+ form/ d 
— form 
— form 
— form 
Slopes: 
0) 
-
-
62 
58 
52 
54 
53 
Ohm-' 
(2) 
74 
73 
74 
88 
83 
82 
82 
80 
' cm 2 eq _ l 
(3) 
92 
92 
96 
97 
99 
104 
100 
96 
Endpoint (2ИЗ) 
eq Mg++/RNA-P 
0.38 
0.38 
0.41 
0.62 
0.63 
1.01 
1.04 
1.08 
+ form = treated with formaldehyde. 
— form = not treated with formaldehyde (listed for comparison). 
nd = not dialysed. 
d = dialysed to remove excess of formaldehyde. 
As regards the reduction of the binding of Mg++-ions by formaldehyde, 
Zubay (1959) has already pointed out, after some binding experiments with 
formaldehyde-treated DNA, that this reduction must have some relation to the 
reaction of formaldehyde with the adenine and guanine residues of DNA. 
Together with the increased binding of Mg++-ions to heat-denatured DNA the 
binding-reducing influence of formaldehyde supported Zubay's hypothesis 
that the Mg^-ions are bound by the basic purine residues. The changed 
molecular configuration would make these groups available as binding sites, 
while the chelate complex might be stabilized by the negative phosphate-groups. 
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The Mg-interaction endpoint for formaldehyde-treated RNA, which amounts 
to 0.4 eq Mg++/RNA-P may be compared with Zubay's value for formalde­
hyde-treated DNA, viz. 0.38 eq Mg i +/DNA-P. This endpoint is a real one, 
because of the occurrence of only two lines. 
From the experimental findings summarized in Tables III.l to III.4 it follows 
that a preliminary conclusion concerning the possible binding sites has to be 
based both on the saturation point 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P and on the reduction of 
binding by formaldehyde, which reacts with the -NH2-groups of some 
bases. These results suggest two possible binding mechanisms, corresponding 
to the two types of binding sites : 
a. A chelate-complex formation between Mg++-ions, phosphordiester-
groups and -NH2-groups. The masking of -NFh-groups of adenine and 
guanine hinders the chelate-complex formation to such an extent that only 
electrostatic interactions remain (see b). 
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FIG. III.6 Schematic representation of possible 
complex formation between RNA 
(or RNP) and \ig++-ions. 
S = ribose (desoxyribose) 
В = purine or pyrimidine bases 
a = chelate complex formation 
b = electrostatic interaction 
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b. Electrostatic interaction between Mg++-ions and negatively charged 
phosphordiester-groups. Owing to the reaction with formaldehyde the - N t h -
groups are converted into dimethylol residues. This enlarged group will interfere 
with the interaction of neighbouring phosphordiester-groups and Mg++-ions 
through a changed molecular configuration. Otherwise, both binding mecha-
nisms may promote the formation of hydrogenbonds. 
The binding mechanisms a and b (Fig. III.6) will be discussed in detail in 
Section III.3. 
2.3.2.3 Ribosomal RNA 
As reported in Chapter II, the preliminary conductometric titrations of 
rRNA with MgCh caused some trouble, on the one hand because of the 
difficult isolation procedure, resulting at first in many degraded rRNA prepa-
rations, on the other by the inaccuracy of the conductometric experiments, 
probable owing to the too large errors in the concentration determinations. 
Furthermore, the varying rRNA structure may have had some influence on the 
titration results. Nevertheless, some tentative data were obtained from the 
conductometric experiments. 
Thus the conductometric titrations of rRNA, prepared as described in 
Chapter II and dialysed extensively against 0.002 M tris, in most cases showed 
endpoints between 0.2 and 0.5 eq Mg++/RNA-P, with only two straight lines 
in the titration diagram, corresponding with the lines (2) and (3) from the 
titration diagrams of commercial yeast RNA. An example is furnished by Fig. 
III.7. These findings would seem to point to the conclusion that rRNA thus 
prepared still contained bound Mg++-ions, which had not been removed by the 
mild dialysis method. Mg-analysis of these rRNA preparations indeed revealed 
that 0.4-0.5 eq Mg+VRNA-P was left after dialysis of rRNA against 0.002 M 
tris (see Chapter II). The sum of the remaining and the titrated eq Mg ^/RNA-P 
approaches roughly a saturation value of 1.0. The equivalence of the lines (2) 
and (3) from the titration diagrams of RNA(NBCo) and rRNA supports the 
view that during the above-mentioned rRNA titrations the sites of the second 
binding reaction were filled up. 
The results of the titrations of rRNA treated with EDTA, should be mention-
ed too, because this strong chelating agent will remove all bound Mg++-ions 
from rRNA. Addition to rRNA of an excess of EDTA in relation to the ex-
pected amount of Mg++-ions (both free and bound), and dialysis against 
0.002 M tris, produced rRNA solutions that gave better titration results, though 
in all cases the rRNA was broken down into smaller molecules. The findings of 
three such experiments are listed in Table III.5. An example of a conducto-
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FIG. III.7 Conductometric titrations of rRNA with MgCli. 
A. rRNA, treated with excess of EDTA, and dialysed against 
0.002 M tris : pH 8.0. 
B. rRNA, after preparation dialysed directly against 0.001 
M tris : pH 8.8. 
metric titration of rRNA after treatment with EDTA, showing three straight 
lines, is compared with the preceding titrations in Fig. III.7. Though in these 
experiments the endpoints (l)-(2) and (2)-(3) again are found, the Mg/P-ratios 
of these endpoints, are all lower than the corresponding ratios found in the 
TABLE III.5 Results of conductometric titrations of rRNA after treatment with 
EDTA and dialysis against 0.002 M tris 
Preparation 
number 
63-9 
63-9 
63-16 
First endpoint 
eq Mg+ + /RNA-P 
0.44 
0.37 
0.48 
Second endpoint 
eq Mg+ + /RNA-P 
0.81 
0.85 
0.94 
Dialysis 
hours 
20 
44 
24 
75 
titrations of low-molecular weight RNA. This effect might be due to the 
inaccessibility of some of the phosphate-groups. 
Similar titrations of stable rRNA, prepared in the presence of the RNase-
binding bentonite as described in Chapter II, resulted in endpoints of 0.4 eq 
Mg++/RNA-P, again with a single binding reaction (2). These diverging results 
may be caused by the complicated structure of the highly-polymerized rRNA, 
held together even without the presence of 0.4 eq Mg+~/RNA-P. 
Summarizing the rRNA experiments, it is obvious that the titrations of 
rRNA have to be continued, if possible by extended research of those structural 
changes that are the cause or the consequence of the RNA-Mg-interaction. 
2.3.3 The meaning of lines (1), (2) and (3) in the conductometric titration 
diagrams 
From Figs. III.l and III.2 it appears that the positions of the measured 
points allow the construction of three straight lines, although in some cases a 
gradual transition of line (1) into line (3) is also possible, taking account of the 
precision of the conductivity data in the intermediate region. Since the signific-
ance of line (3) has been established by comparing this line with those of blank 
titrations (Table III.7), only the significance of lines (1) and (2) remains to be 
investigated. First, a few words must be said about the linear interpretation 
method, by which nearly all points are covered. A strong argument for this 
interpretation was found in Fig. III.2, where slope values during titration were 
plotted against added volumes of titrant. Moreover, the overall correspondence 
between the endpoint values supported this view. Furthermore, the independ-
ence of slopes (1) and (2) on RNA concentration (Table III.3) excluded any 
contribution to conductivity by the dissociation of newly formed RNA-Mg-
complexes (Section 2.3.3.3). Finally, the absence of line (1) during titrations of 
formaldehyde-treated RNA and ribosomal RNA showed unequivocally the 
special significance of this line, and consequently of line (2). 
Hence, the constant slopes of lines (1) and (2), both in the course of a single 
titration as through all tritations, give rise to the hypothesis of two different reac-
tions, occurring successively and both contributing to the binding of Mg+^-ions 
to RNA, but paying different contributions to the total conductivity. This hypo-
thesis may be explained in various ways, each of which will be dealt with in 
the following sub-sections. 
2.3.3.1 Binding of Mg44-ions to RNA with liberation of bound counterions. 
In case of two different binding reactions, together contributing to a maximum 
binding of 1.0 eq Mg 7RNA-P, the change of slope (1) into slope (2) must be 
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interpreted as the beginning of a new reaction, which contributes linearly to the 
total conductivity. This linear contribution is easily explained by supposing that 
at the start of line (2) new ions appear to the same extent as the addition of 
MgSO^ continues. In this case only bound (counter)ions can account for the 
appearance of new ions, seeing that before the titration only RNA molecules 
and tris+-ions are present. Consequently, line (1) represents a simple binding of 
Mg+-ions, whereas line (2) represents a substitution of bound tris -ions by 
Mg^-ions. To work out this possibility one must know the composition of the 
solution during titration and the contributions of all ions or changed molecules 
to conductivity. This subject will be dealt with after the discussion of the various 
binding reactions in Section 2.3.4. 
2.3.3.2 Binding of negative ions to RNA 
Of course the binding of negative ions, e.g. SO4—-ions, to RNA would have 
consequences for the measured conductivity changes. The possibility of negative 
ion-binding is excluded by the results of titrations of RNA with NaCl and 
NazSO-). In both cases conductometric titrations resulted in single straight lines 
with such slopes as were found during blank titrations of 0.002-0.01 M tris-
solutions with NaCl or Na2S04. Accordingly, there occurs no binding of Cl~ 
or SO4—-ions, something to be expected by the negative charge of the RNA 
chain. Furthermore, the results of titrations of RNA with MgCh and MgS04 
showed no differences; for this reason the nature of negative ions has no 
influence on the Mg-binding by RNA. 
2.3.3.3 Equilibrium between RNA-Mg, RNA and free Mg++-ions 
The course of the titration may also be explained by assuming a partial 
dissocation of an RNA-Mg-complex. However, in this case a straight course 
of the second part of the titration curve is not to be expected, since binding 
would gradually approach a saturation point, resulting in a curved line. 
Moreover, the independence of slope (2) of the RNA concentration (Table 1II.3) 
supports the exclusion of this possibility (Felsenfeld and Huang, 1959). 
2.3.3.4 Changes in RNA structure after a previous Mg-binding 
In the foregoing sub-sections the possibility of any changes in the RNA 
structure upon addition of Mg++-ions has not been considered. However, a 
changing RNA structure might influence the conductivity. Recent investigations 
by Cox and Littauer (1962) have revealed the influence of divalent cations on 
macromolecular properties of RNA, especially such hydrodynamic properties 
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as sedimentation behaviour and viscosity; ultraviolet absorption, too, was 
studied by these authors. With reference to Chapter II it should be mentioned 
here, that their experiments were performed with a large excess of divalent cat-
ions. As a rule the amount of added Mg+T-ions exceeded the value of 1.0 eq 
Mg++/RNA-P, as found in the present study, by 1.0-5.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P, 
while some of the above-mentioned properties were also changed by monovalent 
cations. Therefore, a distinction ought to be made between the structural 
changes occurring during the binding of Mg^-ions to RNA and structural 
changes resulting from the increase of ionic strength. Probably it is only the 
former phenomenon that can bring about changes in conductivity behaviour 
of RNA, e.g. those caused by filling up the RNA coil with Mg+J"-ions. However, 
it is not possible as yet to make a quantitative calculation of the variable con-
tribution of changing RNA structures to conductivity. 
2.3.4 Evaluation of the two reactions hypothesis 
The calculation of slopes (1), (2) and (3) from the conductometric titration 
diagrams requires a knowledge of the composition of the titrated solutions and 
of the contributions of the different components to the total conductivity. 
During a titration of yeast RNA in a tris solution of pH 8.0-8.5 (0.002-0.008 
M tris) with MgS04 or MgCh the following components contribute to the total 
conductivity: RNA molecules with their negative phosphate-groups; tris+-ions, 
perhaps partly so close to the RNA molecules that they must be considered as 
bound counterions; Mg++-ions, partly bound to RNA; SO4— or Cl_-ions, 
appearing freely in solution. The contributions of H+ and OH_-ions were 
neglected. These components take part in the following hypothetical reactions : 
(1) iMg++ + JSO4— + RNA-P- -» RNA-P-jMg + iS04— 
(2) iMgT+ + èSCV" + RNA-P-tris -» RNA-P-iMg + ISC^— + tris+ 
(3) iMg++ + ÌSO4— + RNA-P-}Mg->· RNA-P-iMg + ÍSO4— + iMg++ 
where RNA-P - stands for an equivalent RNA-phosphate-group, and, conse-
quently, RNA-P-iMg and RNA-P-tris for 1.0 eq Mg++ or tris+/RNA-phos-
phate-group respectively. 
In order to compare different electrolytes, the equivalent conductivity Λ is 
used. From the relations for the equivalent conductivity 
К 
Л = - and Ло = IQ + 1^ (Kohlrausch' law), 
where К = the specific conductivity, Ло = the equivalent conductivity at 
infinite dilution, С = the electrolyt concentration in eq/ml, and 1^ and 1^ = 
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= the equivalent ionic conductivities at infinite dilution, one may conclude that 
the slopes of lines (1), (2) and (3) from the K-C-plots (conductometric titration 
diagrams) correspond to the sum of the equivalent ionic conductivities, at least 
at infinite dilution. 
Consequently, the slopes (1), (2) and (3) may be found when the values of 
1 о and 10 of the above-mentioned components are known. In Table III.6 the 
TABLE III.6 Equivalent ionic conductivities at 25°С and at 
infinite dilution 
Ion Ohm - 1 cm2 eq- Source 
Na+ 
1/JMg++ 
ci-
V2SO4— 
tris+ 
RNA-P-
AtOhm-'cm'eq-') 
50.1 
53.1 
76.3 
80.0 
32.8 
14.0 
Conway (1952) 
Conway (1952) 
Conway (1952) 
Conway (1952) 
see Fig. III.8 
see Fig. III.9 
Л 0 Na'Cr 126 4 = 50 1 . 76 3 ¡ 
ЛоТгі5*СГ 1091 · 32 β · 76 3 J 
J 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 12 14 
lO^VC 
FIG. Ш.8 
Determination of the limiting ionic 
conductance of tris^-ions by compar­
ison of the equivalent conductances 
of NaCl and trisCl, presented as a 
function of Vc. 
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values of the equivalent ionic conductivites at infinite dilution and at 250C are 
listed. The values for Na+, iMg+ +, CI - and iSO4— were given by Conway (1952). 
Since the equivalent ionic conductivities of tris+ and yeast RNA (RNA-P-) 
have never been published, as far as I know, preliminary determinations of 
these values were necessary in order to involve these electrolytes in the cal­
culations of slopes (1) and (2). The equivalent ionic conductivities of tris+ and 
RNA-P - were determined from conductivity measurements of trischloride 
and sodiumnucleate respectively. Both salts were obtained by treating equivalent 
amounts of tris and RNA with hydrochloric acid and sodiumhydroxide 
respectively. The trischloride was recrystallized twice from alcohol and water. 
The equivalence points of the reactions tris + HCl and RNA + NaOH were 
analysed potentiometrically. To obtain the equivalent conductivity at zero 
concentration, the relation between Λ and С had to be extrapolated to infinite 
dilution. This extrapolation was done by plotting Л against y/C. The results of 
the conductivity experiments with trischloride and sodiumnucleate are presented 
in Figs. ΙΠ.8 and III.9. 
A(Ohm-1cm2eq-1) 
66 
6 4 
62 
60 
58 
56 
54 
52 
50 
10 20 30 
103\/£ 
FIG. III.9 Equivalent conductance of sodium-nucleate 
from yeast as a function of J с 
The RNA concentration is given in eq of RNA-
phosphate/l. 
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Returning to the reactions (1), (2) and (3) - which ought to correspond to the 
slopes (1), (2) and (3) - first the correctness of reaction (3) has to be proved. 
A comparison of different slope values of a blank titration with those of the 
real RNA titrations at different RNA concentrations, as listed in Table III.7, 
shows the agreement between these values, except the fairly constant difference 
TABLE III.7 Comparison of slope (3) of RNA titrations with the slope values 
found during a blank titration of water with MgSOt 
Conductivity 
IO-6 Ohm-1 cm-1 
0 
20 
40 
60 
80 
85 
100 
150 
175 
200 
250 
300 
Blank slope 
Ohm -•cm 2 
133 
128 
124 
121 
117 
116 
114 
108 
106 
103 
99 
97 
eq-' 
RNA slope 
Ohm--1 cm2 eq-1 
106 
100 
96 
90 
[RNA] 
mg/ml 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
0.8 
Note: Blank slopes were obtained by drawing a tangent line at the particular conductivity. 
RNA slopes are mean values found during conductometric titrations 1-17 of Table III.2. 
of 8 %, which may be caused by electrophoretic and relaxation retardation 
effects owing to the presence of RNA molecules. Once it is established that line 
(3) and reaction (3) represent the addition of MgS04 to "saturated" RNA, i.e. 
the addition of excess of Mg++-ions without binding to RNA, the slopes of 
lines (2) and (1) can be calculated, using the known value of line (3) as a starting 
point. Postulating a linear relation between the slope values at infinite dilution 
and at the concentrations used, and assuming the same retardation effects to 
exist for the participating ions during reactions (1), (2) and (3), the slope values 
of lines (1) and (2) can be calculated according to the following scheme: 
reaction (1) 
,/2Mg-+ - • VzMg 
RNA-P- -> RNA-P 
ViSO«— - ViSO«— 
At infinite dilution - • 
lo 
0 
- 1 4 . 0 
80.0 
66.0 
reaction (2) 
1/2Mg++-> ViMg 
tris -> tris+ 
72804—-> 7iSO«~ 
lo 
0 
32.8 
80.0 
112.8 
reaction (3) 
72Mg + +- 1/2Mg+-
7 2 S 0 4 - - 72S04— 
lo 
53.1 
80.0 
133.1 
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These values of Λο, the equivalent conductivity, hold for titrations at infinite 
dilution. Actually, at infinite dilution, the calculated slope values will be less, 
corresponding to the values of slope (3), which were listed in Table III.7. 
Hence, the values calculated can be corrected approximately by multiplying the 
theoretical values for infinite dilution (see above) with a factor equal to the 
quotient of the measured value of slope (3) and the theoretical value of slope 
(3), at infinite dilution. For instance (Table III.7), the calculated slope value of 
line (1) for the RNA titrations with 0.2 mgRNA/ml amounts to 106/133.1 X 
χ 66.0 = 52.6. The other values can be calculated in the same way. 
The results of these calculations are set alongside the mean values of slopes 
(1) and (2) from titrations 1 to 22 in Table III.8. The differences between 
calculated and measured values are given in percentages. 
TABLE III.8 Comparison of measured and calculated slope values of lines (1) and (2) from the 
conductometric titration diagrams 
[RNA] SLOPE (1)« SLOPE (2)« SLOPE (3)* 
Solution mea- calcu- difference mea- calcu- difference measured/ 
mg/ml sured lated % sured lated % calculated 
RNA 
RNA 
RNA 
RNA 
RNAfnd** 
RNAfd** 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
0.8 
0.4 
0.4 
51 
52 
53 
55 
-
60 
53 
50 
48 
45 
-
48 
4 
4 
10 
20 
-
22 
82 
80 
81 
78 
74 
83 
90 
85 
82 
76 
78 
83 
S 
6 
1.5 
3 
5 
0 
106 
100 
96.5 
90 
92 
98 
* slope-values (ДК/ДС) are listed in Ohm - 1 cm2 eq_ 1. 
** fd and fnd: with formaldehyde, dialysed and not dialysed. 
On account of the wide differences between calculated and measured values 
of slope (1), notably at high RNA concentrations, the same calculations were 
performed whilst ignoring the results of the RNA neutralization. In this latter 
case the theoretical value of slope (1) becomes 80.0. Differences are reversed 
then : it is now at low RNA concentrations (0.2 and 0.4 mg RNA/ml) (Table 
III.9) that differences between measured and calculated values occur. From this 
fact one may conclude that the influence of the neutralization of the RNA 
charge cannot be neglected. However, the contribution of RNA to the total 
conductivity decreases at high RNA concentrations, preventing the value of 
82 
TABLE III.9 Comparison of measured and calculated slope values of line (1), with and without 
contribution ofRNA-P-
[RNA] 
mg/ml 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
0.8 
0.4 (fd) 
Calculated values of slope (1)* 
+ RNA contribution — RNA contribution 
53 
50 
48 
45 
48 
64 
60 
58 
54 
59 
Measured values of slope (1)* 
51 
52 
53 
55 
60 
* Slopes (ДК/ДС) are listed in Ohm"1 cm2 eq-1. 
14.0 (equivalent ionic conductivity at infinite dilution) to be used over the whole 
RNA concentration area. Considering the accuracy of the conductometric 
titrations (2 %) and the introduced approximations of the interpretation 
method, we may infer that the hypothesis of two reactions, which are in 
accordance with the above-mentioned scheme, is a reasonable one. The first 
reaction may be considered as a direct binding between Mg++-ions and the 
negative RNA-phosphate-groups, and the second as a substitution of bound 
tris+-ions by Mg~+-ions. 
2.3.5 Summary of conductometric titrations 
The results of the conductometric RNA titrations may be summarized as 
follows: 
a. The endpoint of the interaction between RNA and Mg++-ions lies at 
1.0 eq Mg^/RNA-P. 
b. Positive ions compete with Mg++-ions for the binding sites of RNA ; the 
competitive influence of tris+-ions has been demonstrated. 
с Formaldehyde-treated RNA binds 0.4 eq Mg++/RNA-P, suggesting an 
involvement of -NH2-groups in the RNA-Mg-interaction. 
d. The interaction between RNA and Mg++-ions takes place in two phases, 
with endpoints of about 0.5 and 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P respectively. If the first 
reaction is considered as a neutralization of negative RNA-phosphate-groups, 
the second one represents the substitution of tris+-ions by Mg14-ions. 
e. In either case the RNA-phosphate-groups act as principal binding sites 
for the Mg++-ions. 
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2.4 Results of the spectrophotometric titrations 
2.4.1 Description of experimental data 
2.4.1.1 Introduction 
Eriochrome Black Τ belongs to the Ο,Ο'-dioxyazonaphtaline dyes, which form 
complex compounds with several metalions and as a result present at the same 
time a marked change of colour. The dissociation of sulfonic acid and hydroxyl-
groups of Erio Τ (see structure formula) depends on the pH of the solution. 
The pK-values of the important hydroxyl-groups are respectively 6.3 and 11.55. 
The OH~-groups form with Mg T + or Ca ' '"-ions stable chelate-complexes of a 
но 
Eriochrome Black Τ 
red colour. Summarizing as regards pH and colour the following ionic states 
are possible (F stands for Erio Τ) : 
pH charge Erio Τ colour dissociation of groups 
pH < 6 
6 < p H < 11 
12 < p H 
7 < pH < 11 
H 2 F-
H F — 
ρ — 
MgF-
red 
blue 
orange 
red 
SO3-
SO3-
SO3-
SO3-
OH OH 
0 - OH 
0 - 0 -
o-Mg++o-
The absorption spectra between 350 and 600 πιμ of each of the above-mentioned 
Erio T-configurations aie represented in Fig. ШЛО. It is obvious that a spectro­
photometric titration of Mg++-ions with Erio Τ as indicator has to be carried 
out at 530 ιημ, since at this wavelength the difference between the extinctions 
of H F — and M g F - is maximal. During the formation of a 1:1 Mg-Erio 
T-complex the following reaction will take place 
Mg + + + H F — ,=> MgF- + H+ (1) 
[MgF-] К 
H e n C e
 "[Mg-1[HF-] = Ï H Ï Î = K ' ( 2 ) 
where К = the association constant of Erio T-Mg and K' = the association 
constant of Erio T-Mg at constant pH. 
So pK' = pK - pH (3) 
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Fio. ШЛО Absorption spectra of Erio Τ (F) at pH 7.8 - 9.4 -
11.8, compared with absorption spectrum of Erio Τ 
in 0.01 M MgSO* at pH 9.4. 
[Erio Τ] = 20 mg/l; buffers were prepared from tris, NaOH 
and HCl. 
Indeed this linear relation has been demonstrated by Schwarzenbach (1956) 
for Mg and Ca-complexes of Erio Τ (Table ШЛО). 
TABLE III. 10 Values of log K' of Erio T-Mg and 
Erio T-Ca 
pH 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
log K'MgF-
2.45 
3.45 
4.45 
5.44 
6.34 
6.87 
log K'c
a
F-
0.85 
1.85 
2.85 
3.84 
4.74 
5.27 
2.4.1.2 Analysis of titration data: the measurements of Mg-binding by means 
of Erio Τ 
When Mg++-ions are present in a solution containing Erio Τ (HF—) a 
certain fraction α of H F — will be converted into MgF - , according to equation 
(1). If the total concentration of Erio Τ is С, then [MgF-] = a.C and [HF—] = 
(1 — a)C. By substitution in (2), one obtains: 
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К' 
аС 
or [Mg++] = 
1 (4) [Mg++] (1 - а)С " ' l " ' b J (1 - а) К' 
Here, [Mg++] is the concentration of the free Mg++-ions. Since at a given pH K' 
is a known quantity, the Mg++-concentration can be found by measuring a. 
Let us suppose we have a solution containing some substance capable of binding 
Mg++-ions. If a known amount of Mg++-ions is added to the solution, part of 
these ions are bound by the substance, the rest remaining free in solution. As 
outlined above, the free Mg++-concentration can be found by adding a small 
amount of the indicator Erio Τ and measuring a. Thus the amount of Mg 
bound by the substance, can be found by subtracting the amount of free 
Mg++-ions from the total amount of Mg++-ions added. A correction has to be 
made for the amount of Mg++-ions bound by the indicator, α can be measured 
spectrophotometrically, because the absorption spectrum of MgF~ differs 
considerably from that of H F — . The extinction of a mixture of H F — and 
MgF~ can be written as 
Ε(λ) = (1 - α)Ε
Η Ρ
-(λ) + aEMgF-(X), (5) 
where EHF—(λ) and EMgF-(X) stand for the extinctions of H F — and M g F -
respectively, α being the fraction of Erio Τ that is converted into MgF - . If a 
wavelength is chosen at which the difference of E H F - and E M g F _ is maximal. 
it is possible to calculate α from equation (5) : а = (E — EHF—)/(E J M ï F - -HF- -)· 
а 
i o 
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1 0 5 m m o l M g ^ d [ J e a 
FIG. III. 11 Spectrophotometric titration of commercial yeast 
RNA, using Erio Τ as Mg-indicator. 
а = degree of association of Erio Τ + Mg"+ -» Erio T-Mg. 
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2.4.1.3 Results of spectrophotometric titrations 
The spectrophotometric binding measurements were carried out in the form 
of titrations, as described in Section 2.2.2. The correction for the amount of 
Mg++-ions bound by the indicator was easily obtained by comparing the titration 
of a solution containing RNA with that of a blank titration (i.e. a titration of a 
solution not containing RNA, but otherwise identical). An example of a com­
plete titration is given in Table III.l 1. Moreover, both titrations are represented 
in Fig. III.l I. The added value of titrant has been plotted logarithmically for 
TABLE III. 11 Titration data of blank and RNA(NBCo) titrations with MgSOt, using Erio 
Τ as Mg+ '-indicator 
Blank titration* 
MgSO« added 
10-smmol 
0 
0.6 
1.2 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
7.0 
10 
15 
20 
30 
40 
60 
80 
100 
120 
Extinction 
530 πιμ/1 cm 
0.318 
0.366 
0.398 
0.435 
0.474 
0.509 
0.539 
0.593 
0.638 
0.681 
0.705 
0.727 
0.736 
0.748 
0.752 
0.755 
0.755 
α 
0 
0.110 
0.183 
0.267 
0.356 
0.437 
0.505 
0.628 
0.731 
0.829 
0.884 
0.935 
0.957 
0.982 
0.990 
1.000 
1.000 
RNA titration* 
MgSO« added Extinction 
10 - smmol 
0 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
6.0 
8.0 
10 
12 
16 
20 
25 
30 
40 
60 
80 
120 
140 
530 πιμ/1 cm 
0.338 
0.345 
0.350 
0.365 
0.393 
0.424 
0.460 
0.503 
0.569 
0.613 
0.647 
0.669 
0.690 
0.712 
0.721 
0.730 
0.730 
α 
0 
0.018 
0.031 
0.069 
0.140 
0.219 
0.310 
0.421 
0.590 
0.702 
0.789 
0.845 
0.897 
0.954 
0.977 
1.000 
1.000 
* The titration method is described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.4.1.3. 
scale convenience. In this case 3 ml of an RNA solution containing 71.3 mg 
RNA(NBCo)/liter in 0.002 M tris and 4.4 χ 10-5M Erio Τ, was titrated with 
0.01 M MgSO.», likewise solved in tris and Erio Τ of the same concentration. 
In this way the solvent remains unchanged except for the Mg++-concentration. 
It will be clear that the RNA curve has shifted to higher values of added 
MgSO«; this means that interaction between RNA and Mg++-ions has taken 
place. Assuming the indicator reaction not to have been influenced by the 
presence of RNA molecules, it is obvious that the horizontal difference between 
RNA and blank curves represents the amount of Mg++-ions bound to RNA. 
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eq Mg**/RNA-P 
10 
FIG. IH. 12 
Relation between bound eq Mg+^/RNA-P 
a 
and -— representing free Mg++-concen-
tration, in presence and absence of 0.01 M 
NaCl. 
6 θ 10 12 14 
^ = [ М д » К
М д Г
-
To each value of α corresponds a particular amount of bound Mg++-ions, and 
also a definite value of free Mg++-ions, which, as described in the previous 
section, can be calculated from α and the known value of K'. In this way the 
number of Mg+^-ions bound per RNA-P can be calculated for each value of 
the free Mg4 +-concentration. An example of such a plot is given in Fig. III. 12, 
which shows that the binding of Mg++-ions takes place in two stages. The curve 
does not exclude a possible saturation point at 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P. The 
determination of this saturation point by means of an extrapolation method 
will be described in Section 2.4.2. 
2.4.1.4 Influence of several variable factors on titration results 
Since a number of factors may influence the extinction of Erio T-solutions, 
and hence the accuracy of the titration data, these factors were considered in 
some detail. They are: 
a. pH : in the introductory section it has been pointed out that the indicator 
reaction H F — + Mg + + -• MgF- + H+ is pH-dependent. Furthermore, as 
appears from Fig. III. 10, Erio Τ itself is in fact a pH-indicator. Therefore, all 
titrations have to be carried out at the same pH, a single titration requiring a 
constant pH-level. 
b. ionic strength: the apparent association constants of MgF-(K') (Table 
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[NaCl] 
FIG. III. 13 Influence of[NaCI] on the maximal extinction difference EMgF- - E H F — . 
compared with the effect of [NaCI] on the half equivalence point of the 
reaction Erio Τ + Mg++ —• Erio T-Mg. 
[Erio Τ] = 20 mg/1; pH = 9.4 by addition of tris. 
molarity Tris*(cr) 
0002 
•^;.-· 0 0 0 6 
0018 
6 0 0 Γπμ 
FIG. III. 14. Influence of [trisCl] on the absorption spectra of Erio Τ at 
pH 9.43. 
[Erio Τ] = 20 mg/1; [tris] = 0.002 M ; [trisCl] = 0.002-0.018 M. 
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ШЛО) are given by Schwarzenbach (1956) for an ionic strength of 0.1; Shack 
and Bynum (1959), however, for their calculation of free Mg+^concentration, 
used the Schwarzenbach values also at an ionic strength of 0.002. The influence 
of ionic strength on the extinction of Erio T-solutions was determined by 
measuring Erio T-spectra at different trischloride-concentrations (Figs. III. 13 
and III. 14). 
с temperature: it is obvious that both indicator-Mg and RNA-Mg-inter-
action are dependent on temperature. Therefore, all titrations were carried out 
at a constant temperature of 25 0C, using a thermostatic cuvette-holder. 
d. time: the stability of the extinction of Erio T-solutions as a function of 
time is represented in Fig. III. 15. From this figure it may be inferred that too 
large time intervals between start and finish of a titration would result in 
inaccurate extinction measurements. It is also important to work with fresh 
Erio T-solutions each day. 
extinction 
0 7 4 0 ' 
0.720 
0.700 
06Θ0 
0 330 
0.Э60 
0.340 
1 2 3 4 5 6 hours 
FIG. III. 15 Extinction of Erio Τ and Erio T-Mg at 530 
m\i as a function of time. 
[Erio Τ] = 20 mg/l; [tris] = 0.002 M; ([MgSCM = 
= 0.01 M). 
e. interfering substances may be present in the indicator or may be added 
together with various reagents, e.g. formaldehyde. When the indicator contains 
impurities, it is impossible to calculate exactly the relation between added 
Mg++-ions and indicator-bound Mg^-ions. However, the relation between 
K' M g F - and free Mg
++
-concentration is independent on the dye concentration 
EnoT-Mg pH9 3 
EnoT pH9.5 
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(see Section 2.4.1.2) ; for this reason the purity of the dye is immaterial for the 
calculation of the free Mg^-concentration. The other difficulties caused by 
interfering substances are circumvented by using blank titrations as a standard. 
0 7 
0 6 
0 5 
0 4 
0 3 
0 2 
0 1 
-
- .—~^^^ 
pH 
^¿íC- е з " -
mg RNA/ml 
_ _ _ ^ - - 0 
-«огб 
500 520 540 560 580 600 mu 
F I G . III. 16 Absorption spectra of Erio Τ in the presence of commercial 
yeast RNA. 
[Erio Τ] = 20 mg/1; [tris] = 0.002 M. 
0 7 
0 6 
0 5 
0 4 
0.3 
0 2 
0 1 
-
-
-~*^ ^^ *^  
'^^^ 
-
^ 
mg RNA/ml 
^*
0 
^ < ί · 0 25 
L· . 1 _ . _ і _ 1 
500 60O πιμ 
F I G . III.17 Absorption spectra of Erio Τ in the presence of commercial yeast 
RNA at constant pH 9.4. 
[Erio Τ] = 20 mg/1; [tris] = 0.002-0.01 M, dependent on [RNA]. 
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f. interaction between RNA and Erio Τ: in this special case the interaction 
between RNA and Erio Τ has to be considered as well. The results of these 
investigations are presented in Figs. III.16 and III.17. A direct interaction 
between RNA and Erio Τ is not demonstrable, for the slight deviations in the 
spectra of Erio Τ in the presence of RNA are likely to be caused by variations of 
ionic strength coupled with reversible transitions in the Erio T-configuration. 
The adsorption of Erio Τ would result in a reduction of extinction across the 
whole wavelength scale, not in a change of form between two isosbestic points. 
Summarizing, the errors originating from the above-mentioned points can 
be avoided by carrying out all titrations at the same known pH-value, at the 
same ionic strength and at constant temperature, as rapidly as possible and 
with fresh Erio T-solutions. Moreover, the calculations are to be based on the 
difference between E M l ! F - and E H F — of the relevant titration. 
2.4.2 The quantitative interpretation of Erio T-titrations 
2.4.2.1 Extrapolation to infinite Mg++-concentration 
In Section 2.4.1.2 it has been pointed out that both bound eq Mg^/RNA-P 
and free Mg++-concentration can be calculated from the titration data(Fig.III. 12). 
To obtain the maximum amount of binding, extrapolation to infinite Mg i + -
concentration is essential. For this purpose the method of Scatchard (1949) was 
chosen. When there is interaction between a macromolecule and small ions A, 
the simplest possible situation is the one in which the binding sites are identical 
and completely independent. If a binding site is indicated by P, then 
[PA] 
р + А
-
Р А а п а
ІРПГ[АГ = к (7) 
With к = the association constant, [A] = с = the free concentration of A, 
η = the total concentration of binding sites, г = the concentration of occupied 
binding sites, we have: 
г η — г 
= к.с or, after multiplication by 
η — г с 
— = k.n - к.г (8) 
с 
Plotting - against г results in a straight line, intersecting the г — axis at г = n. 
The intercept on the axis is k.n. The constant к is also found from the 
slope of the - vs r-graph. 
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Something must be said here about η and r. When the binding substance is a 
molecule with a well-defined molecular weight, it will be convenient to express 
η and r in the total and occupied number of binding sites per molecule. If the 
binding substance does not have a well-defined molecular weight, as in the case 
of our RNA preparations, it is more convenient to express η and r in the total 
and occupied number of binding sites per RNA-phosphate-group. Hence in our 
case, η and г represent the number of eq Mg+~/RNA-P. 
2.4.2.2 Test of the Erio T-titration method 
The Erio T-titration method and the extrapolation according to Scatchard 
(1949) were checked by interaction studies of EDTA and sodiumcitrate, both 
substances forming stable complexes with Mg++-ions. In Fig. III. 18 the titration 
curves of EDTA and citrate are set against a blank one. Values of r E D T A , 
•"curate a n d с are listed in Table III. 12 The free Mg-^-concentration was calculat­
ed from equation (4) and the values of r were derived from the horizontal 
differences between the blank titration curves and the EDTA (or citrate) ones. 
α 
io 
09 
08 
07 
0 6 
0 5 
04 
0 3 
0 2 
01 
01 1 10 100 
105mmolMgä(ided 
FIG. III.18 Titration curves of sodiumcitrate and EDTA with 
Mg++-ions using Erio Τ as indicator. 
a = degree of association of Erio Τ + Mg++-> Erio T-Mg. 
As may be seen from Table III. 12, K E D T A . M g cannot be determined. The 
association is virtually complete at that free Mg++-concentration where Erio 
Τ still occurs in the unassociated form. In the case of citrate-Mg-interactions, 
the amount of bound eq Mg+ + per mol citrate increases in proportion with that 
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TABLE III.12 Interaction of EDTA and sodiumcitrate with Mg++-ions 
a 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
TEDTA 
eqMg + -.10 s 
0.97 
0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
1.00 
0.99 
1.00 
1.01 
Tcitrate 
eq Mg+ +.10 s 
0.054 
0.101 
0.150 
0.205 
0.277 
0.375 
0.488 
0.649 
с 
mol Mg и .10' 
0.32 
0.54 
0.84 
1.26 
1.89 
2.94 
5.04 
11.33 
of the free Mg^-concentration. Hence, the maximum binding must be evaluated 
by plotting - vs r and extrapolating to the infinite value of с 
An example of an — vs r-graph for citrate-Mg-interaction is presented in 
Fig. III.19. There is a linear relation between and r; only the points inferred 
from α-values below 0.20 and exceeding 0.90 do not fit the curve. This, how­
ever, is only to be expected since the determination becomes rapidly less 
accurate when α approaches 0 or 1. Extrapolation of the straight line in Fig. 
III. 19 to = 0 results in r
m a x
 = 0.96, showing that at a high Mg++-con-
centration 1 mol M g ^ is bound per mol of citrate. From the slope of the line a 
4 0 
3 0 
2 0 
1.0 
• * ^ " ^ ^ 
rcitrate 
Ol 02 
V 
0 3 
"V 
0 4 
^ 
0 5 
• Ч ^ 
Об 07 
τ—
1
 г-"— 
0 8 >ч 10 1 
FIG. III. 19 — vs r-plot of the interaction between 
с 
sodiumcitrate and Mg*+-ions. 
г = added number of mmol MgSO«. 105. 
Tcitrate = bound eq Mg_ T per eq sodiumcitrate. 
с = free Mg++-concentration. 
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value of 2.16 χ ΙΟ4 is found for the association constant k
c l t r a t e.M g. Heinz's 
value (1951) of the association constant for the corresponding Ca-citrate com­
plex (also belonging to the tridentates), viz 6.9 χ 104 at 250C, is of the same order 
of magnitude. 
The reproducibility of the results of various titrations of citrate with Mg+ +-
ions (K^^^.traie = 2.09 ± 0.06 X 104) and the accuracy of the endpoints of 
some EDTA-titrations show clearly that the Erio T-titration method can be 
used with good results in the investigation of interactions of Mg++-ions. 
2.3.2.3 Equations for two different groups of binding sites 
— vs r-graphs resulting from RNA-Mg-titration data produce not one but 
two straight lines with a curved transition stage. An example of such an 
- vs r-diagram for an RNA-Mg-interaction is given in Fig. III.20, the graph 
having been obtained from the data of Table III. l l , which are represented in 
Fig. III. l l . 
In Section 2.4.1.2 two distinct binding reactions between RNA and Mg+ +-
ions were mentioned. The Scatchard extrapolation method supports this 
conclusion, which could be expected in view of the results of the conductometric 
FIG. HI.20 — vs r-ptot for the interaction of commercial yeast RNA 
and Mg++-ions. 
г = eq Mg++/RNA-P. 
с = free Mg+Concentration. 
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titrations. As a rule, a deviation from the linear relation between —and г may be 
caused by different types of binding sites but also by interactions between the 
binding sites. However, in our case it is improbable that we should be dealing 
with identical binding sites having mutual interactions. In this case a con­
tinuously curved line ought to be found in the— vs r-graph. Actually the—VÍ 
с с 
r-graphs clearly show two straight parts with a curved transition stage. There­
fore, it seems very likely that the RNA molecules have two types of binding 
sites with fairly different intrinsic affinities for Mg++-ions. 
In the absence of any interaction between the sites the following equation 
is valid: 
n.k.c ПцкцС 
r
 = TTÍTc + T T k n C (9)(Tanford,1961) 
where щ and Пц are the maximum number of binding sites from the first and the 
second type respectively, and ^ and k
n
 the corresponding intrinsic association 
constants. Since we have here (Fig. III.20) two distinct straight lines with a 
rather small transition area, this graph can be explained by assuming two 
groups of binding sites each having a different association constant. It should 
be noted that in case of interaction between the binding sites an entirely curved 
line results (Steiner and Beers, 1961). 
The linearity of the — vs r-graph, as appears from Fig. III.20 can be de­
monstrated as follows : 
From the general equation (8) derive two independent equations : 
r i r i i 
- = kjn! - V , and — = кцПи - к
п
т
п
, 
with the same symbols as in equations (8) and (9), TJ and г
п
 standing for the 
number of occupied sites of the first and of the second type. 
Summation results in 
r I + ΓΙΙ rtotal , , , , ,
 / і г ч 
= — =
 k i n i + k i i n i i - k i r i - M i l ( 1 0 ) 
(10) corresponds with (9) if rtota, = r. Assuming kn < < k j and distinguishing 
between small and large values of c, the course of the two straight lines can be 
calculated from (10): 
For small values of c, r,, may be neglected with respect to n,,. 
Thus - 2 — = kjn, + k,,!!,, — k,r, (11) 
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In this equation τ
Ι
 is approximately r t o t a l; this means that (11) represents a 
straight line with a slope —kj and an intersection k ^ + кцП,, on the--axis. 
For large values of c, TJ = n„ while η , = г, total г, = г, total П.. 
1
 total 
Hence, = kjH! + кцПц - k,^ - к ц ^ , - п^ 
or 
с 
Г
 total 
кцП! + кцПл — kjjF,,,,^ (12) 
So (12) represents a straight line with a slope — k,, and with an intersection 
kjjH! + кцП,! on the —axis. 
Summarizing with r t o t a l = r, we get
 г
 = к ^ , + кцПц — Цг for small с 
and — — kj^j + кцПл — кцГ for large с 
The intersection of the two lines is found by subtraction of (12) from (11): 
0 = (k, - k,,)^ - rik, - k
n
). 
Consequently, the coordinates of the intersection are г = n, and — = кцПц. 
Especially the first coordinate is important for the determination of the end-
point of the first binding reaction. 
Fig. III.21 represents vs r-plots that have been drawn through some 
r/c 
BO 
7 0 
6 0 
5 0 
4 0 
3 0 
2 0 
10 
V 
\ 
\· 
-
• · · · calculated points 
construct ion oí best 
straight lines 
relations (11) and (12) 
\ . 
ν- * 
Щ"""""----
I I ι " Ί-*- i 
0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 07 0 8 
FIG. 
О 10 
kimn 
111.21 — vs r-plot, calculated front — = -г- . h 
с
 и J
 с I + кіс I + кцс 
assuming ni = 0.4; пц = 0.6; k¡ = 25; кц = 1. 
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calculated points. The straight lines represent (11) and (12), whereas the points 
satisfy the original equation (9). The points have been calculated from assumed 
values of binding constants and numbers, corresponding to some extent to the 
data from the RNA-Mg-interaction studies. In fact Fig. III.21 shows two straight 
lines that have the same curved transition area as has been shown in Fig. 
III.20 for a real RNA-Mg-titration. 
2.4.2.4 The interaction data from spectrophotometric RNA-Mg-titrations 
From the agreement between Figs. III.20 and III.21 we may conclude that 
the interaction of RNA with Mg++-ions takes place at two different types of 
binding sites, each with a definite association constant. Therefore, the results of 
a number of RNA-Mg-titrations with Erio Τ as Mg++-indicator are given in 
values of %, Пц, kj and кц in Table III. 13. Taking into account that each 
titration experiment was carried out in duplo, it will be clear that the agreement 
between the values of HJ and Пц, the maximum number of binding sites, is 
sufficient, compared with the results of the conductometric titrations (Table III.2). 
TABLE Ш.13 Results of spectrophotometric RNA-Mg-titrations, using Erio Tas Mg+^-indicator 
Ti [RNA] [tris] щ пц кі кц Jçi 
пг mg/ml M eq Mg-+/RNA-P xl0-s xlO-5 кц 
0.75 
0.71 
0.99 
0.65 
0.76 
0.71 
0.71 
0.002 
0.002 
0.002 
0.002 
0.002 
0.020 
0.002 
+ 0.005 Na + 
0.40 
0.38 
0.40 
0.36 
0.38 
0.36 
0.25 
1.00 
1.06 
1.00 
0.97 
1.01 
1.03 
0.55 
4.1 
5.4 
3.6 
3.5 
5.2 
1.0 
0.75 
0.16 
0.19 
0.12 
0.16 
0.19 
0.13 
0.19 
25.6 
27.4 
30.0 
21.9 
27.2 
7.8 
4.0 
Note: All titrations were carried out with commercial RNA(NBCo), according to the pro­
cedure as described in Section 2.2.3. The calculation methods used have been described in 
Sections 2.4.1.2 and 2.4.2.3. 
Generally it may be concluded that two different binding reactions occur 
successively, having endpoints at 0.4 and 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P. The association 
constants kj and кц have a ratio of 25:1. The agreement between the association 
constants found with different titrations, is less exact; perhaps this scatter is 
caused by changes in ionic strength or pH during the titrations. 
In connection with the scatter of kj and k^-values the somewhat deviating 
results of titrations 3 and 4 are interesting. It turns out that ionic strength 
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increased by addition of Na+-ions or tris+-ions has some influence on the 
titration results, first as regards the association constants of the first reaction 
and secondly with regard to the maximum binding of Mg+t-ions. However, the 
influence of Na+-ions is much stronger than the effect of tris+-ions. This 
competition effect will be discussed in the next section. 
Otherwise, Shack and Bynum (1959) found an association constant of 2 X 105 
for the DNA-Mg-interaction, assuming a maximum binding of 0.6 eq Mg++/ 
/DNA-P. Though this supposition seems wrong, the agreement with our values, 
viz. k, = 4.4 χ 105 and k,, = 0.16 χ IO5 for the two RNA-Mg-reactions, is 
evident. Wiberg and Neuman (1957), however, found lower values of association 
constants, viz. about 2 χ IO2 for the interaction of DNA or RNA with Mg+ + 
or Ca+^-ions, fairly independent on the materials investigated. The large 
difference with our values may be explained by experimental errors and 
theoretical approximations. 
2.4.2.5 The influence of Na+-ions on RNA-Mg-interaction 
It might be thought that the influence of Na+-ions on the interaction of RNA 
and Mg^-ions could be determined in a simple way by the addition of definite 
amounts of NaCl to the RNA solutions before the RNA titrations are carried 
out. However, the presence of NaCl makes accurate titration impossible, 
especially on account of the reduction of the extinction term(E M g F - — E H F —). 
Hence, for the study of competition effects the quantitative interpretation 
following Scatchard is not well possible. However, the competitive influence 
of Na+-ions can be demonstrated in a different way, without any calculations 
resulting in values of п^ п
и
, kj and кц. 
First, the effect of added Na f-ions to the RNA solution may be shown in the 
diagrams, where α is plotted against added Mg++-ions. The s-shaped curves 
of α against log [Mg + + ]
a d d e d shift towards the blank curves with increasing 
amounts of added NaCl. 
Secondly, the influence of Na+-ions on RNA-Mg-interaction may be con­
sidered by plotting bound eq Mg ' '/RNA-P against a, the degree of association 
of the indicator reaction. An example of such a graph is presented in Fig. III.22. 
All lines, each representing a definite NaCI-concentration, approach the maxi­
mum number of binding sites on the RNA chain, i.e. 1.0 eq Mgv+/RNA-P. The 
position of the lines with respect to each other shows that the ultimate binding 
sites are only filled up at low NaCl-concentrations. Moreover, the influence of 
Na+-ions is obvious at low values of a, when the free Mg ^-concentration is 
low. At higher values of α (e.g. α > 0.5) Mgf~-ions get the upper hand and the 
effect of Na+-ions decreases slowly. When α = 1.0, free Mg++-concentration 
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eg Mg"/ RNA- Ρ 
F I G . III.22 Competitive influence of Na¥-ions on the interaction of RNA 
with Mg++-ions: dependence of bound eq Mg++jRNA-P on a 
and [NaCl]. 
has reached an infinite value; in that case all binding sites must be occupied by 
Mg~+-ions, irrespective of the NaCl-concentration. In fact, all lines approach 
at α = 1.0 the value г = 1.0 eq Mg+^/RNA-P. The same effect can be shown in 
the curves representing the relation between bound eq Mg4+/RNA-P and 
[NaCl] as a function of α (e.g. Fig. III.23). 
Finally, the possibility of plotting free Mg++-concentration against bound eq 
Mg++/RNA-P has to be mentioned. An example has already been given in 
Section 2.4.1.3 (Fig. III. 12), demonstrating an г vs c-diagram. This figure also 
illustrates a titration in the presence of NaCl. The effect of the Na+-ions is 
obvious. 
2.4.2.6 The influence of formaldehyde on RNA-Mg-interaction 
Attempts to interpret in a quantitative way Erio T-titrations of formaldehyde-
treated RNA (for purposes of comparison with the conductometric titrations) 
have failed. This failure may be explained by the changes in the medium owing 
to the formaldehyde reaction. First, the reaction has to be carried out at neutral 
pH, whereas the Erio T-titration must be done at pH = 9.5. Secondly, the 
excess of formaldehyde greatly reduces the extinction term E M g F - — E H F —, as 
appears from Table III. 14. Therefore, with regard to the formaldehyde-treated 
RNA, there remain only a few qualitative data, which are listed in the same 
Table III. 14. These qualitative data were obtained by comparing the amounts 
of added Mg++-ions for different titrations, all at the same value of a, viz. a = 0.5. 
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egMg"/RNA-P 
F I G . III.23 
Competitive influence of Na^ ions on the 
— • [NaCi] I O 3 M 
interaction of RNA and Mg++-ions, as re­
vealed by the reduced number of bound eq 
Mg^lRNA-P. 
α = degree of association of Erio Τ + 
Mg + + -• Erio T-Mg. 
TABLE IH. 14 Dependence of 'the extinction difference (EiugF' -EHF—) and the amount of bound 
eq Mg^jRNA-P at a = 0.5 on the presence of NaCl or formaldehyde during 
R NA-Mg-titrations 
Composition of solution pH EMgF - E H F " 1 cm/530 ιημ 
Eq Mg + + /RNA-P 
at α = 0.5 
RNA in 0.005 M tris 9.4 0.380 
RNA in 0.01 M tris, and 0.01 M N a C l . . . . 9.4 0.280 
RNA, formaldehyde treated in 0.02 M tris . . 9.3 0.185 
RNA, formaldehyde treated in 0.005 N NaOH 9.3 0.175 
0.35 
0.09 
0.16 
0.10 
Although the interpretation of the data from Table III. 14 presents difficulties 
in connection with the changing competitive influence of tris+-ions, a reduction 
of binding of Mg~+-ions to formaldehyde-treated RNA was found. 
2.4.3 Summary of spectrophotometric RNA-Mg-titrations 
The results of the experiments that have been described and discussed in the 
preceding sections, can be summed up in the following points: 
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a. The interaction of RNA(NBCo) and Mg+^-ions occurs through two 
different reactions with association constants kj and кц, respectively 4.4 χ IO5 
and 0.16 χ IO5 at 25CC and at low ionic strength. 
b. In the course of the first reaction nearly half of the available binding sites 
are filled up (r
r m
 = 0.4 eq Mg' 7RNA-P), while during the second reaction the 
remaining sites are occupied, so that the maximum number of bound eq 
Mg++/RNA-P is exactly 1.0 (r I l m = 0.6 eq Mg-+/RNA-P). 
с Nat ions compete with Mg++-ions for the available binding sites; tris+-
ions may also compete, to a much less extent, though. 
d. Considering a, b, с above, the phosphordiester-groups of the RNA chain 
must be the primary binding sites for Mg++-ions. 
e. Inadequate results of formaldehyde-treated RNA titrations prevented 
proof of any participation of adenine and guanine in the RN A-Mg-interaction. 
However, there seemed to be indications of a reduction of binding. 
3 Discussion 
3.1 Discussion of literature data 
Interest in the interaction of RNA and Mg' Mons originated from the 
experimental fact that many natural RNA complexes need Mg++-ions, both for 
stability and working. RNP and RNP-mRNA-interaction are good examples. 
Chao and Schachmann's discovery (1956), that yeast ribosomes are stabilized 
by Mg ' 4 or Ca~+-ions (but not by Ba+ + or Sr++-ions) made it clear that not only 
the divalence but also the nature of the ions was important. Therefore, research 
on RN A-Mg-interaction turned towards chelate complex formation, the more 
so as the reduction of Mg-binding by masking of-NFU-groups through formal­
dehyde suggested a direct involvement of the -NHz-groups (Zubay, 1959). 
Although the possibility of chelate complex formation is sometimes mention­
ed in the literature, yet in most cases the much more simple electrostatic inter­
action between RNA and Mg~+-ions (or other divalent cations) is preferred, 
particularly on the strength of the arguments of Felsenfeld and Huang (1959, 
1961), put forward after their conductometric titrations of DNA, poly A, poly 
U and later on also RNA with Mn+ +, Mg-1 + and Ba++-ions. The always identical 
conductometric titration diagrams with three straight lines, at least at neutral 
pH, and the unvarying titration endpoint of 1.0 eq divalent cation per poly-
nucleotide-phosphate strongly favour the phosphate-groups as binding sites for 
divalent cations. It is true that the method used cannot detect any chelate 
complexes if the affinity of Mg++-ions for the phosphate-groups is so strong 
that the amount of bound Mg++-ions is not increased appreciably by the 
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chelation process, but in any case the fact that poly A and poly U yield the same 
titration curves with the same endpoints is a sufficient indication against the 
involvement of the purine bases in RNA-Mg-interaction. Another argument 
against a possible -NFh-Mg-interaction is advanced by Steiner and Beers 
(1961), who found no important differences between the Mg-binding of native 
poly A and of formaldehyde-treated poly A, but the experimental data of their 
equilibrium dialysis studies have never been published. 
Consequently, the equivalence of all polynucleotide titrations, irrespective 
of the chosen divalent cations, seems to be the strongest argument against a 
participation of-NFh-groups in polynucleotide-Mg-interaction. As regards this 
term "polynucleotide", it must be observed that the ever-returning charged 
backbone of all nucleic acids must be responsible for the properties these 
materials have in common, and which can be reduced to the polyelectrolyte 
character of the polynucleotide chain. The base sequences, on the other hand, 
determine the very much different functions of the polynucleotides in vivo. The 
polyelectrolyte character of the nucleic acids points towards another fact 
important in a discussion about nucleic acid-Mg-interaction, viz. the matter of 
specific or non-specific binding (Lifson, 1957). Since a non-specific binding is 
commonly considered to be an accumulation of counterions in the neighbour-
hood of charged polyelectrolytes, a distinction has to be made in the case of 
RNA-Mg-interaction between specific and non-specific interaction. In this 
study the binding of Mg++-ions to RNA is considered as a specific interaction 
because of the participation of well-defined phosphate-groups or base residues 
in the binding process. 
3.2 Discussion of the preceding experiments 
The results of the conductometric and spectrophotometric titrations of 
commercial yeast RNA showed two different binding reactions, together 
amounting to a maximum binding of 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P. Thus the obtained 
endpoint values agree with the data found by Felsenfeld and Huang (1959), 
as reported in the previous section. On further consideration of the results, there 
is a striking difference between the agreement of the first endpoints and that of 
the second endpoints. Whereas in the latter case a value of 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P 
was unvariably arrived at, in the former case the value of 0.5—0.6 eq Mg++/ 
RNP-P, found by conductometric measurements, differs considerably from the 
value of 0.4 eq Mg++/RNA-P found through the Erio T-method. 
This difference may be caused by the approximations of the two interpretation 
methods. The construction of three straight lines (1), (2) and (3), as pointed out 
in Section 2.3.3, leaves some points in the intersection area uncovered. In fact, 
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line (2) starts after the first increase of the conductivity increments. Hence the 
position of line (2) is critical for the first and second endpoint of the binding 
reactions. On the other hand, the value of the first endpoint, found by the Erio 
T-method, may be somewhat higher, because the approximations used for the 
calculation of the intersection of the two lines from the — vs r-plot, effect a 
с
 r 
reduction of the binding values in case there are two reactions, overlapping each 
other in the intersection area. Therefore, the conclusion seems justified that the 
first reaction fills up half of the available binding sites, a conclusion correspond­
ing with endpoints of 0.5 as well as of 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P. 
Since in the first instance this conclusion was associated with a possible 
participation of the basic NFh-groups in RNA-Mg-interaction, the results of 
the formaldehyde-treated RNA titrations have to be considered. Whereas the 
conductometric experiments showed a reduction in binding, exceeding 50 %, to 
0.4 eq Mg^/RNA-P, the Erio T-titrations could only give qualitative indications 
of a reducing effect. Otherwise the effect of formaldehyde appeared to be revers­
ible: upon dialysis against water the reduction was partly eliminated, a fact 
explaining perhaps the results of the above-mentioned experiments by Steiner 
and Beers on (formaldehyde-treated) poly A. Of course, the reducing effect of 
formaldehyde masking favours Zubay's conception (1959), that purine bases 
play a part in the interaction of nucleic acids with Mg++-ions. The same con­
clusion could be drawn from the occurrence of two distinct binding reactions as 
shown in the present investigation, since these reactions would require two 
types of binding sites, whereas the identity of all phosphate-groups as binding 
sites could explain only one reaction. 
In spite of these arguments for the involvement of the base residues in RNA-
Mg-interaction, the location of the phosphate-groups as binding sites for 
Mg++-ions has been experimentally demonstrated : 
a. The maximum binding value, viz. 1.0 eq Mg++/RNA-P, suggests the 
participation of every phosphate-group in the RNA-Mg-interaction. 
b. The competitive influence of tris+ and Na+-ions on the binding sites of 
RNA points to the negative phosphate-groups. 
с The two reactions found during the conductometric experiments, - (1) and 
(2) from Section 2.3.4 - contribute to the total conductivity with factors 
resulting from a neutralizing of RNA charge (1) and a liberation of tris+-ions 
(2). Both reaction mechanisms need the phosphate-groups as participants in the 
reactions. 
d. The similar results of a few preliminary titrations of RNA with CaCU 
form an additional indication for the exclusive participation of the phosphate-
groups in RNA-Mg-interaction (see also Felsenfeld, 1962; Singer, 1964). 
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Assuming the negative phosphate-groups to be the only binding sites, two 
questions remain open, viz. the explanation of the reduced binding, found when 
RNA was treated with formaldehyde, and the successive occurrence of two 
reactions at a single type of binding sites. Although the first question might be 
solved by postulating that the spatial arrangement of the phosphate-groups 
could be modified by the formation of the dimethylol residues to such extent 
that an interaction between these groups and Mgl· ~-ions has become impossible, 
the second question is less easy to answer. Referring to the third experimental 
argument (sub c) for the preferential binding of Mg++-ions to RNA-phosphate-
groups, the neutralization of the negative phosphate-groups and the substitution 
of bound counterions as successive binding reactions could brought into line 
with the available data for non-specific interaction between DNA and Nations. 
Zubay and Doty (1958) found that in case of DNA-Na-interaction 50 % of the 
Na+-ions remain in close proximity of DNA as a result of the large electrostatic 
potential in the polyelectrolyte region. Similar studies on polymethacrylic acid 
(Wall and Hill, 1960) have supported this view. Furthermore, transport studies 
of DNA (Inman and Jordan, 1960) have demonstrated a transport of 0.4-0.6 eq 
Na+/DNA-P by DNA, dependent on the DNA concentration. Although similar 
data on yeast RNA are lacking, the conclusion seems justified that the difference 
between the second and the first equivalence points, viz. 0.5 eq Mg++/RNA-P 
corresponds with the amount of removed monovalent counterions if the identical 
polyelectrolyte character of all polynucleotides is taken into account. 
However, a real objection against the explanation of the two reactions being 
a neutralization and a subsequent substitution is furnished by the same 
experimental facts. In case of a pure electrostatic interaction (as supposed for 
the above-mentioned reactions), the substitution of strongly bound monovalent 
counterions (tris^-ions in our case) by the divalent Mg+'-ions should take place 
during the first binding reaction because a strong electrostatic attraction for 
monovalent ions means an even stronger interaction for divalent ions. Hence, 
the experimental finding that the counterions are liberated during the second 
reaction rules out the similarity of the binding sites regarding electrostatic inter-
action. Consequently, taking into account the above-mentioned participation of 
some RNA bases, as revealed by the formaldehyde treated RNA titrations and 
by the hypochromicity experiments, the hypothesis of the RNA-phosphate-
groups being the primary binding sites for Mg++-ions with the RNA bases 
giving more stability to about 50 % of the binding sites, seems the most obvious 
one. 
Still there remains one difficulty, namely the behaviour of the synthetic 
polynucleotides such as poly A and poly U, which also give two binding 
reactions irrespective the similarity of their base residues, as was shown by 
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Felsenfeld and Huang (1961). Therefore, this discussion should be closed with 
focusing the attention on two other possible explanations of the two reactions, 
viz. the occurrence of spatially favoured binding sites on the rRNA chain, or the 
change of the RNA structure upon the addition of the first quantity of Mg++-
ions causing the smaller accessibility of the remaining binding sites. Especially 
the latter mechanism needs further investigation. 
3.3 A comparison of the Mg/P-ratios of RNP and rRNA with the results of the 
binding experiments 
If we compare the data on the amount of Mg bound in RNP (Chapter I) and 
in rRNA (Chapter II) with the results of the titrations of commercial yeast 
RNA, we can draw a parallel between the Mg/P-ratios of RNP and rRNA after 
saturation with Mg+^-ions and after dialysis against an Mg-free solvent, and 
the Mg/P-ratios of the second and the first endpoint (Table III. 15). Conse-
quently, also in RNP and rRNA the same distinction can be made between 
strongly bound and weakly bound Mg++-ions. Moreover, there is an agreement 
between the Mg/P-ratios if we take into account that in RNP part of the binding 
TABLE III. 15 Comparison of the MgjP-ratios of RNP and rRNA with the endpoints of the 
Mg-titrations of commercial yeast RNA 
Mg/P-ratios in eq Mg++/RNP-P or RNA-P 
Substance excess Mg+'Mons Mg++-free solvent with EDTA* 
RNP 0.6-0.8 0.3 0 
rRNA 0.8-1.0 0.4-0.5 0 
RNA(NBCo) cond** 1.0 0.5-0.6 
RNA(NBCo) Erio*** 1.0 0.4 
* with EDTA = after prolonged dialysis against an excess of EDTA. 
** cond = results of conductometric titrations. 
*** Erio = results of spectrophotometric titrations. 
sites is masked by the ribosomal protein, whereas in rRNA the more or less 
compact structure hinders the complete saturation of binding sites. 
By relating the results of Chapters I and II with the data from Table III. 15, 
we can conclude to some important facts as regards the binding sites and 
functions of Mg++-ions in RNP and rRNA. The linking of the ribosomal 
subunits takes place with those Mg+~-ions that have only weak bonds with 
RNA (the difference between the first and second column of Table III. 15). The 
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weak and reversible binding suggests some shielding function, neutralizing the 
negative phosphate-groups that enable the formation of hydrogen bonds be­
tween different RNA chains. 
However, the remaining number of 0.3-0.5 eq Mg+-/RNA-P or RNP-P, 
strongly bound to or inside the RNA chains, must have another function. In 
the previous chapters it has already been pointed out that both RNP and rRNA 
partly have a helix configuration (Spirin, 1963), which is strongly favoured by 
the presence of divalent cations. If such a function of Mg-1" ' -ions is assumed, 
the tentative explanation of the two types of binding sites, as suggested in the 
previous section, namely by the presence of favourable binding sites or by a 
structural change upon binding of a part of the added Mg++-ions, may become 
more obvious. Consequently, a comparison of the Mg/P-ratios of RNP and 
rRNA with the number of RNA binding sites found during the titration ex­
periments shows an overall agreement, but leaves the question of the two types 
of binding sites unanswered. 
3.4 Some suggestions for further investigations 
A continuation of the titrations of rRNA seems useful because of the 
inaccuracy of the experiments carried out up to now, and also because of the 
possible attending structural changes during the binding of cations. 
Therefore, the present study might be continued by experiments investigating 
the structural properties of highly-polymerized rRNA as a function of bound 
counterions or specifically bound divalent cations. Especially the structural 
properties related to the charge and dimensions of the poly-electrolyte RNA, are 
important; for this reason the following methods could be expected to yield 
valuable information: light-scattering to obtain data about the shape and 
dimensions, ultraviolet hypochromicity and optical rotation dispersion to study 
the structural changes, both upon addition of Mg++-ions. 
4 Conclusion 
a. The phosphordiester-groups of RNA (and other polynucleotides) are the 
primary binding sites for Mg^-ions (and other divalent cations). 
b. The occurrence of two types of binding sites can be explained by the 
presence of RNA bases, which stabilize the interaction at about 50 % of the 
available binding sites. However, other possible explanations are the presence 
of favoured phosphordiester-groups or the change of RNA structure upon 
addition of Mg""+-ions. 
с The amounts of 0.3 eq Mg+-/RNP-P or 0.4-0.5 eq Mg-H/RNA-P, strongly 
bound in RNP and rRNA respectively, correspond with the endpoint of the first 
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binding reaction found in the titrations of commercial yeast RNA. The differ-
ences with this endpoint (0.5 eq Mg~+/RNA-P) are caused by the presence of 
protein in RNP and by the complex structure of rRNA. 
d. The binding function of Mg++-ions in ribosomes consists in the masking 
of the negative charge of the RNA-phosphate-groups, enabling the formation 
of hydrogen bonds between the bases of different RNA chains. 
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SUMMARY 
The aim of the present investigation was to study the influence of Mg++-ions 
in the structure of yeast ribosomes. The experimental part covers three chapters, 
dealing with the stability of ribosomes under the influence of Mg++-ions, the 
macromolecular structure of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) in the presence and 
absence of Mg++-ions, and the interaction between RNA and Mg^'-ions. 
Chapter I begins with a survey of the ribosomal properties as regards their 
shape, dimensions, composition and function. The main properties find ex­
pression in other names for ribosomes, viz. "80 S particles" or "ribonucleo-
protein (RNP) particles". Then the experimental results of the study of ribosomal 
stability are described. It appears that aggregation and flocculation must be 
considered as colloid-chemical phenomena. Association to dimers and dissoci­
ation into subunits proceed according to: 
-Mg1"·- -Mg 4 !-
120S ^ г = ^ 80 S ^ r = = ^ 60 S (-> 50 S ->•) + 40 S -> 25 S 
+Mg++ -Mgn-
In degradation Mg ' h-ions play only a secondary role. The experiments perform­
ed confirmed the known data about the above-mentioned reaction mechanism. 
Some new findings were obtained, especially concerning the occurrence of 50S 
subunits. These particles were found after freezing and thawing of a 60S + 40S 
mixture in phosphate-buffer. The experiments on this field revealed that the 50 S 
particles originate from the 60S subunits by a transformation due to a change of 
the secondary or tertiary RNP structure. Furthermore, data were gathered about 
the amounts of Mg++-ions, present in ribosomes and their subunits. In the 
stable 80S particles 0.6 eq Mg+ I/RNP-P are bound, whereas the subunits, 
irrespective of their dimensions, contain only 0.3 eq Mg~+/RNP-P. The differ­
ence accounts for the reversible binding of the 60 S and 40 S subunits into 
ribosomes. From the finding that the Mg++-ions which are left in the subunits, 
are much stronger bound, and from the fact that the maximum binding may 
approach the value of 1.0 eq Mg^/RNP-P, the tentative conclusion might be 
that the interaction of RNP and Mg+*-ions proceeds through two binding 
reactions, in which the rRNA-phosphate-groups are involved. 
Chapter II opens with some literature data about the occurrence, isolation and 
physico-chemical properties of nucleic acids. Special attention is given to the 
current ideas about the rRNA structure. Then, in the experimental part the 
observations made when isolating rRNA from yeast RNP led to a new concept 
of the rRNA structure. The irreversible degradation of 18 S and 28 S rRNA into 
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smaller molecules with discrete sedimentation coefficients, indicating the occur­
rence of subunits, could be explained by the proposition of breaks in the rRNA 
chain, already present before the removal of the ribosomal protein. These 
breaks might be caused either by ribonuclease or by mechanical attack. As 
regards the binding of Mg~+-ions to rRNA, it turned out that the rRNA 
particles from the RNP subunits failed to associate and dissociate reversibly by 
Mg++-ions. The function of Mg++-ions in the rRNA degradation products 
(13 S, 10 S, 8 S, 4 S) appeared to be an accidental one: broken rRNA macro-
molecules might be held together by Mg++-ions. The absence of some mechanism 
parallel to RNP was explained by the change in the rRNA structure when the 
protein coating was removed. Finally, once more two binding reactions of 
rRNA with Mg++-ions were found during the Mg-binding experiments. The 
strong and weak interactions each cover about 50 % of the available rRNA-
phosphate-groups. In addition, hypochromicity measurements showed that the 
bases of the rRNA chain are involved in the first interaction, whether directly 
or indirectly. 
Chapter III treats a more extensive study on the interaction between RNA 
and Mg++-ions. In its introductory part the concept of binding and the aim and 
methods of investigation are explained. The methods used were a conducto-
metric titration procedure and a spectrophotometric one. The conditions for 
the latter method, using Eriochrome Black Τ as indicator for Mg++-ions were 
studied. Except for some conductometric rRNA titrations, all experiments were 
performed with commercial yeast RNA. From the conductometric titrations 
two main points emerge: the occurrence of two binding reactions between RNA 
and Mg++-ions, and the presence of the endpoints of 0.5 and 1.0 eq Mg J +/ 
/RNA-P. The two reactions are interpreted as a neutralization of the negative 
RNA-phosphate-groups and as a removal of bound counterions from the 
remaining RNA-phosphate-groups. A possible participation of the RNA bases 
in the RNA-Mg-interaction might be concluded from the reduced binding (from 
1.0 to 0.4 eq Mg++/RNA-P), found when RNA was treated with formaldehyde. 
The results of the spectrophotometric titrations confirmed those of the con­
ductometric experiments. Using a linear extrapolation method, once more two 
binding reactions were found, this time having endpoints of 0.4 and 1.0 eq 
Mg—/RNA-P. The association constants of these RNA-Mg-interactions are 
4.4 χ 10s and 0.16 χ IO5 at 250C. The competitive influence of Nat ions was 
another indication for the RNA-phosphate-groups being the primary binding 
sites for Mg++-ions. 
The parallel between the Mg/P-ratios of RNP and rRNA, and those of the 
endpoints of the RNA-Mg-titrations suggests that both in RNP and rRNA the 
Mg++-ions shield the negative RNA-phosphate-groups enabling at the same 
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time the formation of hydrogen-bonds between the bases of the RNA chains. 
However, a direct RNA-Mg-RNA-bond remains also possible. Hence, a 
continuation of this investigation should be focused on the clarification of the 
structural function of Mg++-ions in rRNA. 
I l l 
SAMENVATTING 
Het hier beschreven onderzoek had tot doel de rol van Mg++-ionen in de 
structuur van gistribosomen na te gaan. De experimenten zijn beschreven in 
drie hoofdstukken, handelend over de stabiliteit van ribosomen onder invloed 
van Mg++-ionen( de macromoleculaire structuur van ribosomaal ribonucleine-
zuur (rRNA) in aan- en afwezigheid van Mg++-ionen, en de interactie tussen 
RNA en Mg++-ionen. 
Hoofdstuk I begint met een overzicht van de eigenschappen van ribosomen, 
wat betreft vorm, afmetingen, samenstelling en functie. Andere namen voor 
ribosomen t.w. "80 S deeltjes" of "ribonucleoproteine (RNP) deeltjes" duiden 
op de belangrijkste kenmerken. Vervolgens worden de experimentele resultaten 
van het onderzoek naar de stabiliteit van ribosomen beschreven. Aggregatie en 
uitvlokking dienen beschouwd te worden als kolloid-chemische processen. 
Associatie tot dimeren en dissociatie tot subeenheden verlopen volgens het 
schema 
-Mg + + -MgT+ 
120 S - ^ = = i 80 S ^ = = t 60 S (-> 50 S -•) + 40 S -» 25 S 
+ Mg + + +Mg+ + 
Bij degradatieprocessen spelen de Mg++-ionen een ondergeschikte rol. De uit-
gevoerde experimenten vormden een bevestiging van reeds bekende gegevens 
over het bovengenoemde reactie-mechanisme. Enkele nieuwe gegevens werden 
verkregen, met name over het voorkomen van 50 S deeltjes, aangetoond na 
bevriezen en ontdooien van een 60S + 40S mengsel in fosfaat-buffer, en tijdens 
dialyse van 80 S deeltjes tegen een trischloride-buffer zonder Mg++-ionen. Bij 
nader onderzoek bleek, dat de 50 S deeltjes ontstaan uit de 60 S subeenheden 
door een vormverandering, veroorzaakt door een wijziging in de secundaire of 
tertiaire RNP structuur. Bovendien werden gegevens verzameld over de hoeveel-
heden Mg++-ionen, gebonden in de ribosomen en de subeenheden. De stabiele 
80S deeltjes bevatten 0,6 eq Mg++/RNP-P, de subeenheden, ongeacht de af-
metingen 0,3 eq Mg++/RNP-P. Het verschil is verantwoordelijk voor de 
reversibele binding van de 60 S en 40 S subeenheden tot ribosomen. Uit de 
experimentele gegevens, dat de in de subeenheden achterblijvende Mg++-ionen 
sterker gebonden zijn, en dat de maximale binding de waarde 1,0 eq Mg++/ 
RNP-P kan benaderen, kan voorlopig geconcludeerd worden, dat de interactie 
tussen RNP en Mg++-ionen verloopt via twee reacties, waarbij de fosfaat-
groepen van de rRNA ketens betrokken zijn. 
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Hoofdstuk II wordt ingeleid met literatuurgegevens over het voorkomen, de 
isolering en de fysisch-chemische eigenschappen van nucleinezuren, waarbij 
i.h.b. aandacht wordt besteed aan de gangbare opvattingen over de rRNA 
structuur. De waarnemingen, gedaan tijdens de isolering van rRNA uit gistri-
bosomen en beschreven in het experimentele gedeelte voerden tot een nieuwe 
opvatting over de rRNA structuur. De irreversibele degradatie van 28 S en 18S 
rRNA tot kleinere moleculen, echter met bepaalde sedimentatie-coëfficiënten, 
wees op een subeenheden-structuur, waarbij de subeenheden opgevat dienen te 
worden als brokstukken van de oorspronkelijke rRNA keten. Het ontstaan van 
deze brokstukken kan verklaard worden door aan te nemen, dat breuken in de 
rRNA keten reeds aanwezig zijn voor de verwijdering van het ribosomale eiwit. 
Deze breuken zouden enzymatische (ribonuclease) of mechanische oorzaken 
kunnen hebben. Bij het onderzoek naar de binding van Mg++-ionen aan rRNA 
bleek, dat bij de rRNA macromoleculen uit de RNP subeenheden geen rever-
sibele associatie-dissociatie reacties optraden. De rol van de Mg++-ionen in de 
rRNA degradatieproducten(13 S, 10 S, 8 S, 4 S) bleek een toevallige te zijn; de 
rRNA brokstukken kunnen door Mg+H-ionen bijeen gehouden worden. De 
afwezigheid van een reactiemechanisme parallel aan dat van de ribosomen 
wordt verklaard door de verandering in de rRNA structuur bij verwijdering van 
de eiwitmantel. Tenslotte werden weer twee bindingsreacties tussen rRNA en 
Mg++-ionen waargenomen. De sterke en zwakke interacties droegen elk bij tot 
een bezetting van ongeveer 50 % van de beschikbare RNA-fosfaat-groepen. 
Bovendien bleek uit metingen van het hypochroom effect, dat de basen van het 
rRNA direct of indirect betrokken waren bij de eerste bindingsreactie. 
Hoofdstuk III behandelt een uitgebreider onderzoek naar de interactie tussen 
RNA en Mg^+'ionen. In de inleiding worden het begrip "binding" en het doel 
en de methoden van onderzoek uiteengezet. Conductometrische en spectrofoto-
metrische titratiemethodieken werden toegepast. De omstandigheden van de 
spectrofotometrische titratiemethode, waarbij Eriochroomzwart Τ als indicator 
voor Mg_+-ionen werd gebruikt, werden onderzocht. Alle experimenten werden 
uitgevoerd met commercieel gist RNA, uitgezonderd enkele conductometrische 
titraties van rRNA. De conductometrische titraties leverden twee belangrijke 
gegevens op: het optreden van twee bindingsreacties tussen RNA en Mg+ + 
ionen, en de ligging van de eindpunten van deze reacties bij 0,5 en 1,0 eq Mg++/ 
RNA-P. De twee reacties werden geïnterpreteerd als een neutralisatie van de 
negatieve RNA-fosfaat-groepen en als een verwijdering van de gebonden tegen-
ionen van de overige RNA-fosfaat-groepen. Een eventuele deelname van de 
RNA-basen in de interactie zou geconcludeerd kunnen worden uit de verlaagde 
binding van 1,0 tot 0,4 eq Mg+-/RNA-P, die gevonden werd, wanneer RNA 
tevoren behandeld was met formaldehyde. De resultaten van de spectrofoto-
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metrische titraties bevestigden die van de conductometrische experimenten. 
Met behulp van een lineaire extrapolatie-methode werden weer twee bindings­
reacties waargenomen, nu met eindpunten van 0,4 en 1,0 eq Mg++/RNA-P. De 
associatie-constanten zijn 4,4 χ 105 en 0,16 χ IO5 bij 25°C. De competitieve in­
vloed van Na+-ionen vormde een nieuwe aanwijzing, dat deRN A-fosfaat-groepen 
als de primaire bindingsplaatsen voor Mg+^-ionen beschouwd dienen te worden. 
De parallel tussen de Mg/P-verhoudingen van RNP en rRNA, en die van de 
eindpunten van de RN A-Mg-titraties wijst er op, dat zowel in RNP als in rRNA 
de Mg++-ionen de negatieve rRNA-fosfaatgroepen afschermen, waardoor de 
mogelijkheid geopend wordt tot een vorming van waterstofbruggen tussen de 
basen van de RN A-ketens. Een directe RNA-Mg-brug blijft echter ook mogelijk. 
Een voortzetting van het onderzoek zal er op gericht dienen te zijn de structurele 
functie van Mg++-ionen in rRNA op te helderen. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
I 
De opvatting van Bailey, dat de 45-50 S subeenheden van ribosomen uit 
erwtenkiemen zouden ontstaan uit de 60 S subeenheden door afsplitsing van 
26 S deeltjes, is aanvechtbaar.
 s T ^ . ^ y M o ] ^ 8> 2 n ( 1 9 6 4 ) 
Dit proefschrift, biz 38. 
II 
Tegen de interpretatie, die Ohtaka en Uchida geven van de experimenten 
over de stabiliteit en structuur van gistribosomen, zijn bezwaren aan te 
voeren 
Y. Ohtaka, К. Uchida, Biochim. Biophys. Acta 76, 94 (1963). 
Ill 
De bewering van Bowen en medewerkers, dat de 50 S en 30 S subeen­
heden van E.coli ribosomen opgevat dienen te worden als de oorspronkelijke 
ribosomen, is op grond van experimentele gegevens onhoudbaar. 
T. J. Bowen, S. Dagley, J. Sykes, D. G. Wild, Nature, 189, 638 (1961). 
IV 
Gezien de beschikbare literatuur over het voorkomen van ribosomen in 
de celkern zijn de bezwaren van Harris tegen het bestaan van deze riboso-
male kerndeeltjes ongegrond. 
H. Harris, „Progress in Nucleic Acid Research", 2, 19 (1963). 
T. Y. Wang, Biochim. Biophys. Acta, 53, 158 (1961). 
J. A. V. Butler, G. N. Godson, Nature, 201, 877 (1964). 
V 
Voor de verklaring van de bij thermische denaturatie optredende struc­
tuurveranderingen van serumeiwitten gaat Kerekes ten onrechte uit van de 
veronderstelling, dat bij verwarming gedurende 10 min. de door hem voor­
gestelde tweede fase van de denaturatie, in het bijzonder de vorming van 
aggregaten, wordt vermeden. 
M.F. Kerekes, Naturwissenschaften, 50, 573 (1963). 

VI 
De geringe oplosbaarheid van nikkeldimethylglyoxim ten opzichte van die 
van koperdimethylglyoxim kan verklaard worden door de stabiele Ni-Ni-bin-
ding, die in het kristalrooster tussen naburige Ni-atomen van dit complex 
optreedt.
 c у B a n k S ; s A n d e r s o n i j A r n chem. Soc. 84, 1487 (1962). 
D. Fleischer, H. Preiser, J. Phys. Chem., 66, 389 (1962). 
VII 
De ideeën van Sorm en Keil over het verband tussen de regelmatigheden 
in eiwitstructuren en de phylogenie getuigen weliswaar van fantasie, maar 
zijn te speculatief om in de „Advances in Protein Chemistry" gepubliceerd 
te worden 
F. Sorm, B. Keil, „Advances in Protein Chemistry", 17, 167 (1962). 
vin 
Het in de organisch-chemische literatuur voorkomende gebruik het smelt-
punt van tussen- of eindproducten van syntheses niet te corrigeren, is niet 
in overeenstemming met de fysisch-chemische betekenis van het smeltpunt. 
IX 
Het is gewenst, dat in de thermodynamische leerboeken ten aanzien van 
het begrip chemische potentiaal eensluidende symbolen en indices gebruikt 
worden. 
X 
Bij de voorbereiding, uitvoering en beschrijving van natuurwetenschappe-
lijke experimenten verdient de hypothetisch-deductieve methode de voor-
keur. 
XI 
Uitgevers zijn zich niet altijd bewust van hun verantwoordelijkheid bij de 
uitgave van wetenschappelijke boeken en tijdschriften. 
XII 
Waar de beroepsvoetbalsport met overheidsgelden wordt gesteund, ver-
dient het aanbeveling ook andere professionele sporten, in het bijzonder 
het wielrennen, op dezelfde wijze te stimuleren. 
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